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A certain uniquely Hollywoodian aura of reverence so quickly engulfs
any mention of Miklós Rózsa‘s score for the film classic Ben-Hur, it
seems altogether natural to assume that every nuance of the score might
by now have undergone the closest scrutiny and critical assessment. Except for the shower of superlatives (and otherwise watery adjectives) that
one might expect to rain down on any Academy Award winning score, it
is somewhat surprising to discover, then, that Rózsa‘s worthy effort has
in fact received little critical attention in print.* Now, twenty-nine years
after the film‘s release, there still exists no straightforward cue-by-cue
explication of the way in which Rózsa‘s highly praised music actually fits
the film. More importantly, we still lack a simple elucidation of the basic
musical materials and methods he employed in meeting its complex challenges, both musical and dramaturgical.
* Though brief references appear throughout the Rózsa literature, only one fulllength article is entirely devoted to the subject: Mark Koldys‘ ―Miklós Rózsa and
‗Ben-Hur‘‖ in Pro Musica Sana, 3, No. 3 (Fall 1974), 3-20.

This is how Steven D. Wescott opens his article entitled, ‗Miklós Rózsa‘s Ben-Hur: The
Musical-Dramatic Function of the Hollywood Leitmotiv‘, published in Film Music 1 (ed.
Clifford McCarty, Garland Publishing, Inc., NY 1989, pp. 183-207). While he quite convincingly sets out to rectify the lack of ‗a simple elucidation of the basic musical materials‘
in his text, he nevertheless deplores that the ‗prospect [of giving a straightforward cue-bycue explication] looms beyond the reasonable scope of this brief article‘ (p. 183).
Another twenty years have passed since Wescott‘s remark, and fifty years since the
score was first heard in a movie theater. I believe the time has come to at least give it a try
and provide this cue-by-cue explication.
Here it is.
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Introduction
A small 35 mm microfilm reel, 93 mm in diameter, entitled, ‗Music for Motion Pictures –
Music 3449‘. It contains ‗items 777 – 784‘, thus numbered by the United States Library of
Congress. Hidden behind this inconspicuous description are copies of hundreds of pages
of printed or hand-written music for movies such as HOTEL PARADISO (L. Rosenthal),
JULIET OF THE SPIRITS, THE LEOPARD and WAR AND PEACE (N. Rota), and three scores
by Miklós Rózsa: ASPHALT JUNGLE, BECAUSE OF HIM, and BEN-HUR. This reel obviously offers the film music buff more material than can reasonably be perused within
even a few months. The score for BEN-HUR alone consists of 517 (not 516, as the Library
of Congress has it) pages of neatly written notes, meticulous references to the recording
time and the script, as well as reel numbers, titles, dates, deletions, additions, and additional remarks; and even if you limit yourself to this one monumental score, the task is
truly Herculean.
The Library of Congress has labeled the material as follows:
MUSIC 3449 ITEM 784 — M 1527.R7B45
Rózsa, Miklós, 1907–
Ben-hur ; background musical score of motion picture photoplay / [n.p., Loew‘s]
c1959.
1 condensed score. (516 p. [sic]) ; 33 cm.
For orchestra.
© Loew‘s Inc. EU 599428
10/26/59

This neatly copied condensed score represents the music (for archival and other purposes) as filled in by the orchestrator. This makes it a very different document from the
original composer sketches such as Frank DeWald analyzed for EL CID and LUST FOR
LIFE (cf. Pro Musica Sana, nos. 50–51 and 57.) It consists of neatly hand-written music in
two to six staves containing a sort of shorthand indications as to which instruments are to
play which notes.1 However, it is still up to the orchestrator to decide which actual mel___________________________
1 As explained by Miklós Rózsa in his interview with Derek Elley ‗The Film Composer‘, (in Films and Filming,
May/June 1977; reprinted in PMS 27, p. 8): ‗I give a sketch… I very much dislike the word ―sketch‖, because
it signifies something unfinished… I give a short score laid out on anything from two to six staves which tells
you exactly what all the departments of the orchestra do, all the harmonies, everything. My orchestrator just
saves me the enormous and time-consuming job of laying out the music in full score […]. I would challenge
anyone to hear the difference if my short score for a particular scene was given out to five orchestrators… It
must sound the same, because they cannot add anything: everything is indicated—a flute is a flute, and if I
want a flute and an oboe, I write so.‘ Rózsa‘s faithful orchestrator on BEN-HUR was the Hungarian composer
Eugene Zador.
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ody line is played by which instrument, as the condensed score often only has, say, fournote chords whose notes must be distributed among ‗first violins, 2 flutes, 2 oboes‘ (as is
the case in the first measure of the Overture; cf. ex. 1). There are numerous timings that
indicate what moment in the film a specific point in the score coincides with. Very often
those timings are doubled by short dialogue excerpts or descriptions (underlined) of what
actually happens at that moment; e.g. in Anno Domini: ‗:50 Fortress of Antonia‘ or ‗:54
Temple‘. Each piece in this condensed score has been given a registration number and a
title; the composer‘s name and the title of the movie are mentioned; then there is a date as
well as that part of the reel in which the piece in question appears. Interestingly enough,
there is practically no piece that has any key notation (unlike some of Mark Koldys‘s examples in his 1974 article, ―Miklós Rózsa and BEN-HUR,‖ published in Pro Musica Sana
no. 11).
It took weeks of careful listening and reading to make an inventory of the pieces
reproduced on the microfilm and to compare them to existing recordings such as the
Rhino double album, the Rózsa Society cassette recordings of the Syracuse acetates, and
the Aldebaran 3-CD pirated edition of the original music tracks. Furthermore, some of
the ―soundtrack‖ albums issued from 1959 proved to be very valuable sources when it
came to verifying certain details. Besides, I am grateful to John Fitzpatrick, Frank DeWald, and William D. McCrum for their valuable comments and suggestions.
The material on hand is so copious that several ways of structuring and presenting it
to the reader would be feasible:

a page-per-page description of the microfilm material, disregarding the actual
sequence of the appearance in the movie;

a chronological description of the material as it is heard in the movie, disregarding the many pages not heard (and in some cases presumably never even
recorded);

a chronological description of the material in order of the recording dates (or,
at least, the dates of transcription);

a thematic grouping of interesting subjects such as deletions (marked and not
marked), transitions, alternative versions, unrecorded/unused material, instrumentation, etc.
The way that appears most sensible to me is to follow the chronology of the movie
(as this is what most readers are familiar with and also how the CD tracks have been arranged) and to include additional points of interest as we go along.
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References to the microfilm copy
no.
Page
Title
Reg.no.

Reel/part
Date
no.pp.
Dur.
Mm.

[my own chronological] number of the title in question
the first page of the piece (my own count; the pages are not numbered in the
copy)
the original wording of the title
the registration number allotted to each title, which usually appears in a
frame in the top left corner of the first page of each title, then in smaller ciphers and without the frame in the top left corner of each of the following
pages
the reference to the original film reels
the date that appears next to the title (this must be the day that those pages
were written rather than recorded as they always predate the recording dates
indicated in the Rhino booklet); all dates are 1959
the number of pages used for this title
duration of the title as indicated in writing (not to be confused with the actual
duration of the recording)
number of measures (usually each single measure has been numbered).

References to the recordings
Rhino
MRSSS

The double CD original soundtrack published as Rhino R2 72197 [1996]
The acetate recordings of the original soundtrack published by the Miklós
Rózsa Society Subscription Service [RM 3 to 5; 1980s] and kept by Syracuse
University
DVD
The four-disc collector‘s edition, Warner 67535 [2005]
Aldebaran A German 3-CD ‗promotional copy‘, with the ‗music only‘ soundtrack (badly
edited) from the laser disc plus previously unpublished tracks from the acetates and other sources, Aldebaran 0506095/59.1-3 [1995]
Decca
Rózsa‘s own re-recording with the National Philharmonic in 1977, London
820 190-2RH
Sony
2-CD reissue of the original MGM S1E1 album (Savina) and ‗More Music
from BEN-HUR‘ (‗Kloss‘), A2K 47020 [1991]
Lion
A low-budget version of the first album, MGM/Lion SL-70123 [1959]
Philips (dial.) A French mono 10‖ EP (Philips ‗Jeunesse‘ Deluxe P 76.200 R) containing a
children‘s bedtime story version of the movie, including Rózsa music reworked by Norman Maine [1960s]. Of marginal interest only in connection
with cue 98 (Circus Fanfares)
Philips (m.o.) A French music-only mono 10‖ EP (Philips Deluxe 424.215 PE) sporting
eight music tracks, all reworked by Norman Maine and used for the preceding children‘s EP [1960s]. Of marginal interest only in connection with cue
82 (The Dungeon)
Padberg
‗Hollywood Spectacular‘, Bay Cities BCD 3028 [1985]
17

Example 1
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I
From Bethlehem to Jerusalem

1

Overture

no. page
1

1

Title

Reg.no.

Overture

1724-81

Reel/
part
1-A

Date
07-22

no.
pp.
18

Dur.

Mm.

5:20

182

 Rhino I 1 • MRSSS 1 • Aldebaran I 1 • DVD I 1 (0:00:00)
These 18 pages of the condensed score were written on Wednesday 22 July 1959 and
recorded nearly two weeks later, on Tuesday 4 August (the sixth of only eleven known
days of recording, if you take the recording dates indicated in the Rhino booklet).
Although no cuts seem to have made in this piece, the difference between the
planned and the actual duration is much bigger than in any other cue. Whereas the score
indicates a length of 5 minutes and 20 seconds, the Rhino CD has 6:32, the Aldebaran
6:27 (which might result from the rather amateurish fade-in and -out effects in that pirated edition), and my MRSSS cassette recording takes 6:12 (which could be caused by
differences in tape speed on the long way from the original to my copy of a copy). Also,
there are only six timings in the score:
0:00
1:00
1:30
2:40
3:40
5:20

beginning (measure 1)
for no musical reason (m. 39)
beginning of the Love Theme (m. 59)
four measures before the beginning of The Mother‘s Love (m. 99)
beginning of Friendship (m. 129)
end

All this, I believe, is easily explained: the Overture did not have to be synchronized
with the action on screen; therefore greater liberty with the tempi could be taken. As this
condensed score does not contain any metronome markings but rather relies on terms
like largamente, poco più mosso, etc., there was enough space left for interpretation, and Rózsa
used it to make his Overture more than a minute longer than planned, although the reason behind this can only be guessed at.
‗[The] PRELUDE places the listener immediately in the atmosphere of the period of
BEN-HUR,‘ Rózsa wrote in his liner notes to the original MGM S1E1 album. As the
Overture starts with the same motif, ‗Anno Domini‘, the same could be said about this
piece. In fact, Mark Koldys points this out in his analysis, adding that the perfect fifth is
the harmonic basis for this music. Interestingly enough, though, in ‗Anno Domini‘ (cue 2)
Rózsa uses nothing but perfect fifths for the opening chords of the movie — the first
chord consists of eight notes, but only two different ones: C and G, which are a fifth
apart. In the Overture (ex. 1), however, the harmonization is not as straightforward and
thus appears richer in texture: there are ten notes to the first chord, eight of which again
only consist of A and E (= perfect fifth), but there are two additional D notes, which fill
20

Example 2

this otherwise ‗open‘ chord with a fourth (A – D). This added fourth is continued in the
following chords up to the beginning of the second section (m. 9, pizzicato strings). The same
is true for the last few measures of the Overture, except that this time the perfect fifth consists of E-flat and B-flat, with A-flat as the added fourth.

2

Anno Domini

no. page
2

19

Title

Reg.no.

Anno Domini

1724-1

Reel/
part
1-1

Date
08-11

 Rhino I 2 • MRSSS 2 and 92 • Aldebaran I 2 • DVD I 2 (0:06:32)
21

no.
pp.
4

Dur.

Mm.

1:26

47

This, of course, is the majestic opening of the motion picture proper, starting with a
fortissimo statement of the ‗Anno Domini‘ theme consisting of nothing but perfect fifths
(as already mentioned) and thereby giving maximum impact to the subject matter of this
movie: the full orchestration (‗tutti strings, woodwind, trumpets, gong, trombones, low
woodwinds, violoncelli, [double] basses, tubas‘) represents Roman power, the open fifths
suggest ‗Antiquity‘ (as has been said by Dr. Rózsa himself and by Christopher Palmer 2),
and the use of the lowered 7th scale degree which becomes apparent in the second chord
that you hear establishes from the very beginning the dominant musical ‗mood‘ (cf. ex. 2).
There are a total of 17 timings, most of which do not refer to any discernable point
in the movie but rather mark the temporal progress of the music. The ‗Judea‘ theme
makes its entrance at 0:19 in the score, where we read ‗Map of Judea‘; and ‗Fortress of
Antonia‘ appears at 0:50. - 0:54 says, ‗Temple‘, but the familiar chant-like choral line is
missing. There is only a sustained open fifth (E-flat—B-flat) whose length is not prescribed but rather left open to the demands of the film (Rózsa puts a fermata above the
chord). This coincides with the second MRSSS tape version (92); however, the other
MRSSS recording, the Rhino version and the Aldebaran edition all have the vocal part (do
they sing ‗Holy‘?). The end of this cue is faded out (or rather drowned in the noise of the
people on screen) in the movie, but not in the existing recordings, where we can still hear
the celli and the bassoons play their statement of ‗Judea‘. Contrary to the written score,
however, all the recordings are a measure short at the very end, where Rózsa had originally wanted another appearance of the ‗Anno Domini‘ motif as a conclusion to this melody (cf. ex. 3). It may have been clear at the time of the recording that the last measures
would be drowned by the crowd noise anyway so they didn‘t bother playing them.
Frank DeWald points out that the gong in the soundtrack recording is hit on m. 5
rather than m. 6. The ‗Lion‘ LP corrects this mistake (?), whereas the gong is not audible
on MGM S1E1.

___________________________
Miklós Rózsa, The Music in QUO VADIS (Film Music, 11, no. 2, Nov-Dec 1951): ‗As the music for
QUO VADIS was intended for dramatic use and as entertainment for the lay public, one had to
avoid the pitfall of producing only musicological oddities instead of music with a universal, emotional appeal. For the modern ear, instrumental music in unison has very little emotional or aesthetic appeal; therefore I had to find a way for an archaic sounding harmonization with gives
warmth, color, and emotional values to these melodies. A parallelism with open fifths and fourths
came in most handy and also a modal harmonization suggested by the different (Lygian, Phrygian,
Dorian, Mixolydian, etc.) modes of the melodies in question.‘ • Christopher Palmer, Music in the
Hollywood Biblical Spectacular (no year, p. 5): ‗[…] parallel chords of superimposed fourths and fifths.
Now these are precisely the means whereby an atmosphere of antiquity may be conjured up for
Western ears.‘
2
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Example 3

3

Star of Bethlehem

Reel/
no.
Date
Dur. Mm.
part
pp.
3
23
Star of Bethlehem
1724-96
1-2
08-11
5
1:27
53
 Rhino I 3 (alternate choral track: II 45) • MRSSS 3 • Aldebaran I 3 • DVD I 2 (0:08:23)
no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Along with ‗Adoration of the Magi‘, this piece was recorded twice; the first time two
days after the score was completed (Thursday 13 August 1959), and a second time the
Tuesday after that (18 August). Interestingly enough, only three recordings seem to have
been made on that particular Tuesday, namely ‗Star of Bethlehem‘, ‗Adoration of the
Magi‘ and the choral version of ‗Star‘ which appears on the Rhino CD. The latter piece
does not appear at all in the written score, and the two others lack any hints at a vocal
part. Nor can the vocals be traced back to any existing instrumental part; there is no simple doubling of any orchestral lines. I suppose that the first takes were the ones without
voices, and that, for whatever reason, somebody (Rózsa?) changed his or her mind over
the weekend and opted for the inclusion of human voices, which were recorded on 18
August. Unfortunately, none of the existing soundtrack recordings contain the choir-less
versions (but there is one re-recording of ‗Adoration‘ without choir on the ‗Lion‘ LP), so
it cannot be ascertained whether the orchestral parts were also re-recorded on that day or
whether the singers were just added to the existing orchestral tracks.
Apart from the missing voices, the Rhino is the most complete recording. MRSSS
only lacks the final measure because of a direct transition to ‗Adoration‘, whereas the Aldebaran CD has the final edited film version with bars 32 and 33 cut out (at 0:50) and
another cut between measures 46 and 50 (at 1:12) plus the fade-out on the last chord so
dreadfully habitual in this recording.
23

4

Adoration of the Magi

no. page
4

28

 Rhino

Title

Reg.no.

Adoration of the Magi

1724-97

Reel/
part
1-3

Date
08-11

no.
pp.
4

Dur.

Mm.

1:59

46

I 4 • MRSSS 4 • Aldebaran I 3 • DVD I 2 (0:09:43)

As the Aldebaran track follows the edited movie sequence, the first two and a half
measures have been left out to produce a not-so-convincing fade-in on the fifth note of
the melody. Consequently this CD has only one track for the two pieces, called, ‗Star of
Bethlehem / Nativity‘. Again, the Rhino version has it all, and the MRS tape is an interesting combination of the Rhino and the Aldebaran recordings inasmuch as there is the
crossfade from ‗Star‘ to ‗Adoration‘ but much more elegantly done than in the film; here
the last chord of ‗Star‘ coincides with the first one of ‗Adoration‘ so that not even the first
triangle beat is lost. In fact, this may very well be the way Rózsa wanted it to be in the
final mixdown, before the music editor had to cope with the fact that the final cut was
missing a few seconds and therefore could not accommodate the complete ‗Adoration‘
music sequence. The 1977 Decca recording with the National Philharmonic Orchestra
seems to have aimed at restoring the original composition; here, too, the transition is
most satisfactory and exactly as written.
This crossfade from ‗Star‘ to ‗Adoration‘ is the first of many overlapping pieces in
the score. Obviously some very long musical sequences were easier to record in separate
bits and were then assembled in the editing process. The written score indicates quite a
number of such instances. However, in this case there is no indication of an ‗Overlap‘ at
the end of ‗Star‘, where it only says, ‗Diss. [i.e., dissolve] to Manger‘. It therefore is not
quite clear whether an overlap was intended at the time of writing the score or not. On
the other hand, the last chord of ‗Star‘ and the first one of ‗Adoration‘ are identical, so
that a crossfade may have been planned after all or at least provided for.
Most of us know the story of how Rózsa was asked by William Wyler to use ‗Adeste
Fideles‘ instead of his own composition in order ‗to make the public aware that this was
the first Christmas‘ and how he threatened to resign if Wyler had his way because the
eighteenth-century tune would have been ‗completely at variance with the specialized
pseudo-archaic style [Rózsa] was trying to evolve for the picture‘3. I find it very interesting, however, that, despite all the trouble Rózsa went to, the result is one of the most (if
not the most) conventional pieces of the whole score in terms of mode and harmony, and
thus not really a very archaic-sounding one. Although there is no signature to indicate the
key of F major at the beginning of the staves, there is no doubt that F major is exactly
what this piece has been written in, and all the harmonies fit into the context of this key.
___________________________
3 Miklós Rózsa, Double Life. Midas Books, Tunbridge Wells 1982. p.177
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Mark Koldys has the key signature. John Fitzpatrick suggests Rózsa provided a traditional
carol-like sound by way of compromise.
As in the preceding piece, cuts were made for the actual recording. The written score
has an ‗echo‘ after every ‗lowing‘ phrase (Mark Koldys mentions this ‗two-note phrase of
D flat - C, to connote the sounds of the animals at the manger‘4), four times played by the
clarinet and once by the violas, followed by a second ‗lowing‘ (cf. ex. 4). By leaving these
‗echoes‘ out (as is the case in all the existing recordings) the regular 4/4 beat is reduced to
2/4 measures in those five places (Rhino 0:16, 0:27, 0:39, 0:50, and 1:22; or measures 7,
12, 17, 22, and 35). Interestingly, the first MGM ‗soundtrack‘ album adds five notes at the
very beginning of the piece so that the clarinet in m. 2 echoes the complete oboe phrase
from the first measure, rather than only the second half, as noted in the conductor score
and heard in the film. This addition to the album score has been neatly pasted into a copy
of the original score in a way that is difficult to discern with the naked eye. The rest of the
‗echoes‘ mentioned above have been deleted from the album score and thus mirror the
actual recordings. It is also noteworthy that the ‗Lion‘ LP has the only choir-less version
of ‗Adoration‘. Otherwise it follows the written score, albeit in a bit of a rush.
There is a mistake in the score of this cue: at measure 28 (1:04 on the Rhino CD) the
third beat is written and played as a minor chord when it should have been a major (as it is
in the piano and choral versions and all other recordings). Frank DeWald, who pointed
this out to me, wonders whether it was never noticed or noticed but deemed unworthy of
a costly retake.
Example 4

___________________________
Koldys (1974) p. 6

4
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Fanfare to Prelude

no. page
5

32

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

no.pp.

Dur.

Mm.

Fanfare to Prelude

1724-IX

2-A

08-11

1

0:12

9

 Rhino I 6 (0:00 up to 0:12) • MRSSS 5 • Aldebaran I 4 (0:13 up to 0:26) and III 1 •
DVD I 3 (0:11:47)

When I first heard the MRSSS original tapes I was surprised to find that this fanfare
did not actually form part of the Prelude, but turned out to be a piece of its own. This is,
in fact, the first of many examples of a planned ‗overlap‘, as the score says. With a lot of
musical numbers it must have been too difficult to record longer sequences in one go;
therefore Rózsa composed ‗seams‘, which consisted of fermata chords held for some seconds, which allowed the music editor to attach the next piece. It goes without saying that
the beginning of the latter had to fit the musical context in a way that the audience would
not realize the cut.
‗Fanfare to Prelude‘ ends on a B-flat major chord; and of course the ‗Prelude‘ proper
starts with the same chord. Interestingly enough, the Rhino recording only offers the
overlapping version, whereas Aldebaran has both. Taking into consideration that the
Rhino CDs elsewhere have some of these ‗overlap‘ endings without the next piece directly attached, one wonders whether there were actually two different recordings: one
with the ‗Fanfare‘ and the ‗Prelude‘ as separate pieces, and one single-take version.
The score, however, distinctly finishes this ‗Fanfare‘ in bar 9 with the superimposed
remark, ‗0:12 Diss. to ―A Tale of the Christ‖ ‘.
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Prelude

no. page
8

35

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

Prelude

1724-1 A

2-1

08-06

no.pp. Dur.
10

1:53

Mm.
92

 Rhino I 6 (from 0:12 onwards) • MRSSS 6 • Aldebaran I 4 (0:26 up to 2:19) and III 2 •
DVD I 3 (0:11:59)
The second page of the ‗Prelude‘ shows two bars (nos. 12 and 13) that have been
crossed out and were not recorded. They are the exact replica of the two bars before
them, i.e. the introduction of the Ben-Hur Theme, when the chimes set in, before the
statement of the theme proper in bars 14ff. This is obviously an example of the many
‗stretchers‘ that were composed into the score in order to allow for minor problems concerning the final length of scenes. This score sports quite a number of such ‗stretchers‘,
which really seem to have been composed to be left out if needs be.
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However, the 1977 Decca recording again succeeds in reconstructing the original
composition: the two extra bars are there; plus the ‗Fanfare‘. However, the Love Theme
has been extended and the ending has been changed to achieve a more satisfactory conclusion for the CD listener; this is the familiar concert version of the ‗Prelude‘. The rest
of the ‗Prelude‘ is familiar stuff, with the Love Theme starting at 1:10 and the reappearance of the Ben-Hur Theme at 1:39 and ‗Anno Domini‘ at 1:49, whose last B-flat open
fifth chord decrescendos to a pp E-flat open fifth chord, where the annotation reads, ‗1:53
Diss. to picture overlap‘. This time Rhino gives us the original without the crossfade to
the ‗Marcia Romana‘ heard in the film. Aldebaran has this ending, too, but also the continuous final movie version.
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Marcia Romana

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part Date no.pp.

Dur.

Mm.

9
45
Marcia Romana
1724-94
2-2
08-10
6
1:48
91
 Rhino I 7 • MRSSS 7 • Aldebaran I 4 (from 2:19 onwards) and III 3 • DVD I 4
(0:13:51)
As the first two Aldebaran CDs present the music as it is heard in the final movie
(overlaps, cuts, warts and all), track I 4 has the awkward cut between 0:59 and 1:17, when
the Judea theme appears, but then it contains the final bars of the music that become inaudible in the film when the ‗dialogue starts‘ (1:41 to 1:48). However, the ‗documentary‘
third Aldebaran CD has the complete piece (as do the Rhino and the MRSSS recordings),
minus the inevitable fade-in.
Whereas the score has the basso ostinato continuing until the very end of the cue, it
drops out on the soundtrack recording at 1:16 (where it says, ‗Nazareth‘ in measure 66),
to be replaced by a simple two-note motif in the basses. It might have been a last-minute
decision made on the recording stage.
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Spirit and Sword

no. page

Title

10 51 Spirit and Sword (v. 1+2)
 MRSSS 8

Reg.no.
1724-95

Reel/part Date no.pp. Dur. Mm.
2-3

08-11

3

0:54
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An extended version of the Christ Theme (twelve bars, or thirty-nine seconds), as
opposed to the final version of ‗Spirit and Sword‘ (cue 9) is heard before the Roman
march sets in again. The second version mentioned in the heading consists of the same
piece with a cut between 0:20 and 0:39. The Rhino CD does not have this recording; on
the other hand, the second version just mentioned comes very close to the final version
as it has the same timing. The only difference is that in versions one and two the Christ
27

Theme is first heard in the lower parts of the orchestra and only gradually makes its way
up to the higher octaves, whereas the final version starts fairly high.

9

Spirit and Sword (Final Version)

no. page
11

54

Title
Spirit and Sword
(Final Version)

Reg.no. Reel/part Date
1724-99

2-3

no.pp. Dur.

10-02

2

0:39

Mm.
28

 Rhino I 8 • Aldebaran I 5 (up to 0:48) • DVD I 4 (0:15:49)
This time some ‗stretching‘ has been done that does not appear in the score: bars 21
to 24 are repeated in the recording (0:40 to 0:44 on the Rhino CD), thereby adding a few
seconds to the written score. Messala must have taken a trifle longer than expected to
arrive at his headquarters…
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His Father’s Business (Version A)

11

His Father’s Business (Version B)
Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

His Father’s Business
(Version B)

1724-36 B

2-1

05-27

1

0:38

13

no. page
7

34

 No recording available
Strange that this cue should appear between the ‗Fanfare‘ and the ‗Prelude‘ in the written
score (maybe some material was taken out and never replaced in its proper place? But how
about the reel count then?); yet here it is, in two different versions. Its title would suggest that
this music was meant to accompany the dialogue between Joseph and his customer (‗I must be
about my father‘s business‘), to be ultimately replaced by ‗Spirit and Sword‘. The first eight bars
of the two versions are identical: they contain a fugato statement of the Christ Theme countermelody, starting in the celli, taken up by the violas and finally played by the violins. Version A
(at 0:19) then brings in the organ in a pianissimo statement of the Christ Theme complete with
its countermelody, but in version B—and this is interesting because it is not the only instance
of parallel versions of the Christ Theme in the score—it does not appear in the familiar form
of the parallel major triads, but rather in a form only fleetingly used in the ‗Finale‘ (cue 137;
Rhino II 44, 2:07–2:11; cf. ex. 5). This is the first of several examples that are evidence to the
fact that at the time of composing Rózsa still did not seem to be sure which of the two versions
of the Christ Theme he was going to use in the finished movie.
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12

Salute for Messala

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

124 475
Salute for Messala
1724-11
 Aldebaran I 5 (0:48 – 0:57) • DVD I 5 (0:16:39)

Reel/
part
—

Date
02-10

no.
pp.
1

Dur.

Mm.

0:16

16

Conspicuously missing from both the Rhino5 and the MRSSS editions, this short
fanfare is only recorded on the Aldebaran disc, marred by the fade on the first and last
notes. The score tells us that originally this piece was intended to be twice as long, with a
simpler version of nearly the same tune (first in unison, then in open 5th harmonization).
Example 5

___________________________
5 cf. Paul Packer‘s comment on the missing fanfare and J. Fitzpatrick‘s reply in PMS 55 (pp. 11-13).
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What we hear in the film is the second half, starting in bar 8 (0:08), which is more richly
orchestrated and therefore sounds more impressive.
‗Salute for Messala‘ is the first example of the very early compositions made in Rome
in the winter of 1958/59. They appear as a set at the end of the microfilmed document
rather than in chronological order (for more information, see cue 23, ‗Gratus‘ Entry to
Jerusalem‘).
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Friendship

no. page
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Title

Reg.no.

Friendship

1724-18

Reel/
Date
part
3-4 05-18

no.
pp.
5

Dur.

Mm.

3:27

65

 Rhino I 9 (up to 3:26) • MRSSS 9 • Aldebaran I 6 (up to 3:00) • Decca [1977] 3 • DVD
I 7 (0:21:34)
If the Rhino recording is the one used in the movie, the Decca re-recording is again
more faithful to the original in two places that were crossed out in the score (bars 9, first
half, and 20). See if you can spot them on the Decca CD (at 0:33–0:34 and at 1:17–1:20).
Also, the Decca version makes the ostinato bass rhythm at the onset of the ‗Friendship‘
theme shine through much more clearly than the Rhino. On the other hand Rózsa chose
a distinctly slower tempo in 1977 and also decided to leave out the throwing of the second spear.
Unfortunately the score has no indication why Messala‘s brooding theme appears
during the first nine seconds; maybe his abrupt reaction to Sextus (‗with another idea‘)
was originally intended to be underscored by this music to tell the audience what kind of
idea he has in mind. In my opinion the decision to cut Messala‘s theme at this point was
very sensible because this way the audience can still believe that Judah‘s and Messala‘s
friendship will be able to bridge the gap between them.
Although the score does not indicate a seamless transition to the next piece, the
Rhino recording smoothly goes from ‗Friendship‘ into ‗Friendship (continued)‘ without
any audible trace of splicing two pieces together (at 3:26–3:27). The MRSSS version ends
at this point as written in the score. The music we hear in the movie is preserved on the
Aldebaran track with Messala‘s theme left out at the start, two cuts (the first one at 0:56
on the CD, i.e. 1:07 in the score, leaving out four bars or fourteen seconds; then a minor
cut in the bar right before the second spear hits, leaving out the last note of that bar), and
the same transition to ‗Friendship (continued)‘ as in the Rhino version.
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Friendship (Continued)

no. page
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Title
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Friendship (Continued)

1724-74

Reel/
part
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Date
07-01
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pp.
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Dur.

Mm.

0:46

18

 Rhino I 9 (from 3:26) • MRSSS 96 • Aldebaran I 6 (from 3:00) • DVD I 7 (0:24:33)
Only the acetate-derived MRSSS tapes have the two distinct pieces suggested by the written score, and they are not even placed one after the other: ‗Friendship (continued)‘ appears
much later in that compilation; at least in the cassette recording the MRSSS once issued. Even
if the smooth transition was not intended at the outset, the fact remains that ‗Friendship
(continued)‘ begins on exactly the same chord as the one that ends ‗Friendship‘, thus making
the inaudible transition possible.
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The House of Hur

no. page
15
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Title

Reg.no.

The House of Hur

1724-22

Reel/
part
4-1

Date
05-18

no.
pp.
4

Dur.

Mm.

1:37

40

 Rhino I 10 • MRSSS 10 • Aldebaran I 7 • DVD I 8 (0:28:31)
This cue is missing bars 36 and 37 on the Rhino CD as well as on the MRS tape. The final
movie version, however, has some more cuts, faithfully reproduced on the Aldebaran, but this
time nearly inaudible. The first one occurs at 0:15, bar 5, one beat before the ‗House of Hur‘
theme begins. Leaving out five bars, or roughly twenty-five seconds, the editor lets us hear the
second phrase of the familiar oboe melody, but then makes another cut (at 0:23), leaving out
bars 14 and 15. Due to the repetitiveness of the melody it is possible to make cuts and yet produce a more or less satisfying result, as the ‗jumps‘ appear where both the deleted passage and
the passage ‗jumped to‘ begin on the same note or chord. These cuts explain the timing discrepancy between the Rhino and the MRSSS (1:41) and the Aldebaran (1:23).
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Conflict

Reel/
Date
part
16 68
Conflict
1724-19
5-1 05-14
 Rhino I 11 • MRSSS 12 • Aldebaran I 8 • DVD I 10 (0:34:50)
no. page

Title

Reg.no.

no.
pp.
3

Dur.

Mm.

1:37

32

Some more deletions occur in the written score of this piece, and the crossed-out
bars consequently do not appear in any of the recordings. Again, they mainly contain repetitive material that can easily be left out (cf. ex. 6). But listen to the film version: this
31

Example 6

time the music editor has actually added, or rather copied and pasted, some material! In the
Aldebaran version this happens at 1:15 (repeating two notes of the viola melody) and at
1:37 (thus giving us three instead of the intended two bass triplets at the very end of the
piece). This second ‗cut‘ is rather audible in my VHS version in the form of a ‗volume
pumping‘.
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Esther

no. page
17

71

Title

Reg.no.

Esther

1724-20

Reel/
part
5-2

Date
05-15

no.
pp.
6

 Rhino I 12 • MRSSS 13 • Aldebaran I 9 (up to 2:27) • DVD I 11 (0:38:17)
32

Dur.

Mm.

2:31

66

Quite a few bars have been omitted in all the recordings, but only two of them are
marked as ‗optional bars‘ (55 and 56). Actually, bars 26 through 33 (or nineteen seconds)
are missing, but I cannot hear any cut. If you listen to the Rhino track you will notice the
oboe between 0:47 and 1:09, at which point the violins take over again. Originally a
slightly altered repetition of this oboe passage had been intended to appear before the
return to the main theme. But even though, according to the score, nineteen seconds
were deleted before the actual recording, the overall duration of the recordings (with their
slight differences) more or less corresponds to the time indication of the written material
(2:31). This could mean that Rózsa wanted this music to be played more slowly than
originally intended and that he therefore decided not to record this passage.
Another slight cut in the movie (and, consequently, on the Aldebaran track) occurs
when bar 47 is (audibly!) left out. Compare 1:44–1:47 on the Rhino (which is the bar left
out) with 1:44 on the Aldebaran, or listen to the movie (just before Judah says, ‗Do you
love this man?‘).
It has often been remarked that Judah‘s last words in this scene (‗… and a safe return to Antioch‘) have a dubbed-in sound and that you cannot actually see Charlton
Heston saying this line because his face is out of frame. Obviously these words were
added after shooting this take. In fact, originally this scene did not end here. The description of the next cue will explain this.
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The Unknown Future

no. page
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The Unknown Future

1724-21
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6-1

Date
05-18
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0:41

20

 Rhino I 13 • MRSSS 11 • Aldebaran III 5
Never heard in the film, this little cue (with a duration of forty-one seconds only) is
well preserved on the Rhino CD and also features (in much lesser, i.e., acetate quality) in
the two other sources. I have placed it here because of its position on the Rhino. The socalled ‗original film script‘ of BEN-HUR (‗vault copy‘), which I found at eBay and which is
dated 11-11-59, does not shed any further light on this missing scene; in fact, it does not
really shed any light on anything we didn‘t know yet, as it does not seem to be more than
a typed copy of the final film version. Unfortunately the score itself does not have many
comments as to the content of this scene, either; especially not at the onset of Messala‘s
theme at 0:18. But eleven seconds later it says, ‗Kisses her‘—the moment when a slightly
altered version of ‗Friendship‘ can be heard. At 0:37 the score has, ‗Simonides speaks‘.
Luckily, however, the abovementioned ‗vault copy‘ of the screenplay is not the only
text source available. The more voluminous ‗BEN-HUR screenplay by Karl S. Tunberg‘,
which I chanced upon in early 2004, preserves a much earlier stage of the script. Among
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other things, it solves the mystery of the ending of the preceding scene: it had been intended to show Judah‘s toast to Esther (cf. the film still on the back cover of the Rhino
booklet). This is clearly indicated on p. 36 of the Tunberg screenplay, dated 6-11-58:
TWO SHOT—ESTHER AND BEN HUR

86

He regards her intently as he awaits her answer.
At last it comes.
ESTHER (quietly): I will learn to love him.
BEN HUR: You have my permission to marry.
He rises.
WIDER ANGLE

87

Amrah enters carrying a tray with wine on it. Ben Hur takes a
goblet and gives it to Esther. Simonides comes forward with
Miriam and Tirzah. All take wine. Ben Hur raises his goblet to
Esther.
BEN HUR (smiling): To your happiness… to your love.
All drink. Ben Hur watches Esther, who meets his gaze.
CLOSE SHOT — MIRIAM

87X1

She looks from Ben Hur to Esther. She is aware of their attraction for each other.
DISSOLVE

This version also explains ‗The Unknown Future‘. We find this scene, however, after
Judah‘s and Esther‘s goodbye and after their kiss, so this cue originally belonged after the
‗Love Theme‘. Here is what would have happened after the kiss had taken place:
Simonides appears. He sees from the expression on Esther's face
that she is disturbed.
BEN HUR (shows ring): Your daughter wears the slave ring no
longer.
SIMONIDES: Thank you, Judah. Esther sees the world with the eyes
of the young, but she is marrying a good man and she will learn
to love him.

34

ESTHER (a whisper): Goodnight, master.
BEN HUR: You have no master now, remember.
ESTHER (pauses, smiles): Goodnight, Judah. (she kisses her father) Goodnight, father. (she goes)
Simonides looks after her fondly, then turns back to Ben Hur.
His face becomes grave.
SIMONIDES: Judah, I'm greatly concerned for you and your family.
Messala is no longer your friend. The new governor is a tyrant
and a butcher. Come with us to Antioch.
BEN HUR: I value your counsel, Simonides.
SIMONIDES: Then follow it.
BEN HUR (after a pause): I don't know what the future will
bring. But this is the house of my fathers. This is where I belong.
There is silence.
SIMONIDES (presently): Then God be with you, Judah.
BEN HUR: Goodnight, old friend.
Simonides goes. Ben Hur stands there, looking over the city.
Then he looks at the ring.
DISSOLVE TO Joppa Gate

(Tunberg script, page 39, 6-11-58)
Even if this version of the scene does not exactly follow the order of events marked
in the score, we can at least catch a rare glimpse at what Rózsa‘s music had been intended
to accompany. At least the title of this cue is easily recognizable in Judah‘s line, ‗I don‘t
know what the future will bring‘. One can also imagine Messala‘s theme to underline Simonides‘ warnings. Maybe the old steward was to have said this before Esther‘s leave in
yet another version of this scene—probably the one Rózsa knew and wrote this music
for.
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Love Theme

no. page
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Love Theme
132 512
 No recording available
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1724-6

—

02-09

2

—
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The first version of the ‗Love Theme‘ was written as early as 9 February 1959. It is
arranged only for alto flute and harp (the same way as the beginning of the new version).
There are no timings or references to the action, so this might well have been Rózsa‘s
first idea of this piece, written at a time when there was as yet no finished film material
available. It appears nearly at the end of the microfilm (for more information, see cue 23
‗Gratus‘ Entry to Jerusalem‘).
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Love Theme (New)

no. page
no. page
19 79
19 79

Title
Title
Love Theme (new)
Love Theme (New)

Reg.no.
Reg.no.
1724-88
1724-88

Reel/ Date
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part Date
part
6-2 07-28
6-2 07-28

no.
no.
pp.
pp.
4
4

Dur.
Dur.
2:07
2:07

Mm.
Mm.
47
47

 Rhino I 14 • MRSSS 14 • Aldebaran I 9 (from 2:27 up to 4:25) • DVD I 12 (0:40:42)
The bootleg starts on the third note of the melody, whereas in the movie you can
hear the alto flute play the first two notes very distinctly.
Again, minor cuts were made by the music editor to fit the music to the action. The
microfilm score indicates ‗Dialogue starts‘ some 35 seconds into the piece, but in the finished film Judah talks a full ten seconds earlier than that. The two cuts both concern
‗echo bars‘, i.e., the typical Rózsa trademark of repeating a motif contrapuntally.
The first cut leaves out bars 13 and 14 (i.e., 0:31–0:37) on the Rhino. If you listen
very carefully to the Aldebaran recording (which is the movie version), you may notice
that the editor cut on 4 in bar 12 and resumed on 4 in bar 14 (2:56). This is the moment
when Esther says, ‗I was saying goodbye to this city‘, but it is virtually inaudible in the
movie.
Later on Esther says, ‗It was a house where I was always happy.‘ At this point
(Aldebaran 3:18) the second cut appears, again barely audible under the dialogue, but very
distinct on the pirated disc, where the blunder of deleting bar 23 becomes obvious when
you hear an unmotivated low F in the basses that moves to a G, the note one would have
expected to hear (the dominant rather than the subdominant). If you cannot hear it, try to
record the Rhino track and leave out 0:59–1:01.
The last bar is marked ‗overlap‘, and that it precisely what happens in the movie
(and, faithfully, on the Aldebaran) but not at the end of Rhino‘s track 14. Both the Rhino
and the Syracuse acetate versions are intact without any cuts or overlaps. As said before,
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we find this ‗overlap‘ technique very often in BEN-HUR, where long musical sequences
have been divided into manageable sections with these ‗overlap‘ links provided by the
composer, to be recorded separately and blended together in the editing process later on.
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Ring for Freedom

no. page
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Title

Reg.no.

Ring for Freedom

1724-23

Reel/
part
6-3

Date
05-19

no.
pp.
4

Dur.

Mm.

2:37

60

 Rhino I 15 • MRSSS 15 • Aldebaran I 9 (from 4:25) • DVD I 12 (0:42:42)
Apart from the inevitable cuts by the music editor that seem to have been made to
fit the length of the filmed scene (bars 11, 53, and 54 were recorded but later cut out; cf.
Example 7
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Aldebaran 4:49 and 6:37), there is one instance of a bar that was composed but that does
not feature in any of the recordings, without any audible skip. I refer to bar 31 (at 1:17 on
the Rhino CD), which is contained in the score but not in the recording (cf. ex. 7). It
must originally have been intended to be modeled on bar 29 (which is more or less identical to 31) but must have been deleted before recording, so that bars 30 and 32 showed an
identical structure to bars 34 and 35. However, the written material suggests no intentional deletion (cf. the run-on bass line in bars 30 and 31).
While during the first two minutes or so of the Rhino recording the timing exactly
corresponds to the indications given in the score, there is a marked slowing down to be
heard in the recording, which may account for the need to cut bars 53 and 54 (which corresponds to 2:14–2:20 on the Rhino CD, i.e., a full six seconds) in order to finish on time.
Interestingly, the violin soloist on the soundtrack misreads (?) the rhythm of the little
turn in the melody, which in the score is written as a dotted half note followed by four
sixteenths, but the MGM concertmaster plays it like a half note followed by four eights.
And he does it not once but three times (mm. 4, 6 and 10). Again, it could have been a
last-minute change, or simply not noticed, or deemed unworthy of a costly retake.
Original (score)

As played on the soundtrack

II
From Jerusalem to Nazareth
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 Rhino I 16 (from 0:20) • Aldebaran I 10 (0:19 up to 0:31) • DVD I 13 (0:45:10)
The impressive drum strokes you hear (and see!) in the film have not been written
down, nor has the short trumpet fanfare at the end of it. The microfilm score only has the
full-blast brass bit that starts at 0:20 on the Rhino. Why the latter should call this track an
‗extended version‘, is a mystery to me: all the notes on paper are in the film, too, and it
also lasts the twelve seconds it is supposed to. I didn‘t count the drumbeats, however.
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Gratus’ Entry to Jerusalem
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 Rhino I 17 • MRSSS 16 • Aldebaran I 10 (from 0:31 through 2:25) and III 7 • Sony I 11 •
DVD I 13 (0:46:16)
This is another of the very early tracks composed for BEN-HUR. In his memoirs
Miklós Rózsa relates how he went to Rome shortly before Christmas 1958: ―I suggested
that I write the marches there and record them there with a large wind band‖ [Double Life,
p. 176]. Which is exactly what he did. This is confirmed in the Producer‘s Notes of the
Rhino booklet [pp. 26–27], where we also find a remark on the somewhat poorer recording quality of the pieces done in Rome (three tracks as opposed to seven). The music
was put to paper in its final form on 6 February 1959 and must have been recorded not
long after that date, although the exact date does not seem to be known. Rózsa himself
notes that ―early in 1959 everyone went back to Hollywood‖ [Double Life, p. 177].
Not only can the recording date(s) of these ‗early pieces‘ (which include the preceding cue) not be determined, but the written music also lacks some other features that exist
in all the other pieces. The score bears no indication of the reel or its part, but only the
mention of a scene number (in this case, ‗scene 93‘). Also, there are no timings. This
might show that Rózsa wrote this music at a time when he did not yet have access to the
filmed material and thus could not work with his stop-watch. Which could also account
for the fact that this piece is markedly longer in the written score than in the recording, let
alone the film. On the other hand, there are comments like ‗band seen‘ in bar 14, ‗C.U.
[close-up] band‘ in 22, ‗Tirza [sic] speaks‘ in 44 and ‗dialogue ends‘ in 74, which seem to
support the assumption that the composer must at least have had some distinct information about this scene.
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The Tunberg screenplay shows that more dialogue between Ben-Hur and his sister
had indeed been intended while they were watching the soldiers marching along, e.g.,
TIRZAH (after a moment): There must be thousands of soldiers! It
must have been difficult for Esther and Simonides to get through
the streets.
BEN HUR: They left in good time — by the Damascus gate.

(Tunberg script, page 42, 6-28-58)
Many cuts were made before the music was recorded. Two different recorded versions exist: one (with a duration of 1:56) was preserved on the Syracuse acetates and is
heard in the MRSSS version and on the third Aldebaran disc. The other version (of virtually equal length) is contained on the Rhino CD and on the first Aldebaran and is the one
featured in the film. Both takes do not seem to have been cut after recording.
The first version is much more faithful to the sheet music. After leaving out bars 2
and 3 the musicians faithfully play every note up to bar 45, skipping the next forty-one (!)
bars and resuming with bar 87, playing the last measures up to bar 92. This means that
about half the music was deleted, and that the scene had probably been intended to last
twice as long (there are no changes of tempo throughout this piece). The deleted passage
does not contain any new material; it rather consists of many repetitions and variations of
the main motifs and rhythms. The final version (i.e., the one heard in the film) has many
more small cuts (bars 18–19, 22–23, 27–30, 46–47, 50–69, 72–73, 81–92 were deleted) as
the music (and the Roman army) marches along; it conveys a more condensed impression, musically speaking. The rhythmical repetitions of the high E in the trumpets coincide very well with the appearance of Gratus under Judah‘s and his sister‘s eyes. Of the
ninety-two bars, forty-six have been deleted in all, thus reducing this piece to exactly one
half of its original length. Of course we know that the last few bars of the recording have
been edited out in the soundtrack to make way for the noise of the confusion in the street
after the tile has fallen.
The only recording that comes very close to the original composition can be found
on the Sony two-disc reissue of the old MGM ‗soundtrack‘ records vols. 1 and 2 (CD 1,
track 11, as played by the Frankenland State Orchestra under ‗Erich Kloss‘). Apart from
the addition of string instruments and the deletion of the last four chords (which are in
themselves nothing but a repetition of the preceding four chords that terminate the Kloss
recording) this is Rózsa‘s original version.
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 Rhino I 18 (‗The Arrest‘) • MRSSS 17
Allegro strepitoso—noisy allegro—is what the beginning of this piece has been headlined. It was not used in the final cut, but there are some interesting hints in the written
score as to where it was intended to be used. At 0:04 there is a series of four even brass
strokes (molto pesante—very heavy) and the comment above this bar reads, ‗Pound spears‘.
This matches the scene of the Roman soldiers pounding their spears against Ben-Hur‘s
house from the outside. 0:19 says, ‗―Judah, what is it?‖‘ and this obviously starts the dialogue between Judah, Tirzah and their mother. The music changes to a menacing low
brass theme. There is another dialogue excerpt at 0:26 containing Tirzah‘s words ―I was
just watching‖. The pesante brass pounding (with a swift chromatic trumpet motif on top)
is renewed at 0:38, when it says, ‗Servants lift bars‘ (cf. ex. 8). The next bit of dialogue
reads, ―We saw it‖ (1:00)—said by one of the soldiers arresting Judah. Drusus‘ line, ―Take
him‖ appears at 1:09, where the accented chord is heard, and the piece ends abruptly as
we hear a soldier call, ―Attention!‖ (1:17).
I have tried out playing this recording simultaneously with the DVD, and the music
is more or less perfectly matched to the picture as indicated in the written score. At the
beginning I find it works very well, but as soon as the dialogue between Judah and the
soldiers starts you begin to understand why this piece was deleted: it‘s too strepitoso—just a
bit too noisy. And the abrupt appearance of Messala that would have been marked by an
abrupt stop of the music is still very effectively underlined by the fact that all the noise
stops at that precise moment.
Just for the record: four bars altogether (1–3 and 8) have been marked as deleted (with
thick crossed lines, neatly drawn with a ruler) and are consequently not heard in the recording.
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 Rhino I 20 • MRSSS 19 • Aldebaran III 9 (up to 1:17)
One recording that certainly does not induce anyone to buy the pirated 3-CD edition: it has very poor sound. The Rhino CD has it crystal clear, as usual, whereas the MRS
tape contains a high level of hiss. Interestingly, the three recordings all differ slightly in
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Example 8

43

length but not in musical content, which must be a sign of tampering with tape speeds.
The microfilm score indicates a duration of 1:19.
This cue is not heard in the finished movie. It was originally intended to be heard
after Judah‘s arrest. The script excerpts clearly refer to Messala: 0:17 has ‗Starts to walk‘;
then ‗Stops‘ at 0:45 and finally ‗Grabs tile‘ at 1:00. Although the music is much shorter
than its ultimate replacement, ‗Reminiscences‘ (cue 26), it is too long to fit the final cut if
you synchronize it with ‗Starts to walk‘: in that case Messala ‗stops‘ and ‗grabs tile‘ too
early, and the music would continue well into the next scene (in the prison). The original
footage must have been longer.
It is interesting to note, however, that the original Tunberg screenplay does not contain this scene with Messala on the rooftop:
CLOSE SHOT — MESSALA
He is alone now in the courtyard. He is thoughtful for a moment.
Then he goes.
DISSOLVE

(Tunberg script, page 47, 6-30-58)
In an interview Rózsa once described how during the shooting William Wyler asked
him if he was able to express musically what was going on in Messala‘s mind, and after
the composer‘s affirmative answer this scene was added to the script. After that episode
the studio forbade Rózsa ever to visit the set again, as this might have blown the budget.
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 Rhino I 19 • MRSSS 18 • Aldebaran I 11 • DVD I 14 (0:50:31)
This is the piece that ultimately replaced its predecessor in the score, ‗Revenge‘ (cue
25). It was transcribed on 27 July 1959, two months after the latter. Interestingly enough,
both pieces were recorded on the same day (5 August), if the Rhino booklet has it right.
That could mean that at least on the day of the recording it was not yet decided which
filmed material was to be used or not.
On the Aldebaran pressing the cuts that were made for the final release (so even this
cue proved to be too long) are relatively easy to detect. They shorten the music by nearly
half a minute. Both the Rhino and the MRSSS tracks contain the full original recording.
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 Rhino I 21 • MRSSS 19 • Aldebaran III 9 (1:17 to 2:09)
The eerie prison scenes do not have any music in the final cut of BEN-HUR. Rózsa
composed several minutes of music that was later discarded. Luckily, the written score
contains a number of indications as to when that particular music was intended to be
heard.
The title of this piece indicates that there must have been an older version, but the
new one is the only one preserved on the microfilm. Also, the date of transcription (June
24) corroborates this, as the next piece, entitled ‗Escape‘ (cue 28), continues the musical
content of ‗Condemned‘ almost seamlessly, yet was transcribed a month earlier (May 27),
which is also true for most of the other prison music.
The script indications in this piece run as follows: at 0:22 we read, ‗C.U. [close-up]
Ben-Hur‘; then five seconds later it‘s, ‗I‘ve had no trial‘. Six seconds later it says, ‗Signals
soldiers‘. Ben-Hur‘s plea, ‗At least tell me‘ is printed at 0:43, and at 0:48 he ‗Tries to
break‘. ‗Guard blackjacks him‘ when the last chord is heard (0:51). Of course this must be
the scene when Judah learns that he has been condemned (title!) to the galleys. If you play
this track along with the DVD, it fits perfectly (start right after the dissolve to the prison).
The close-up reveals Judah‘s shock (‗Tyrus?!‘). The soldier in command ‗signals soldiers‘
to tie Judah up, and the musical accents in 0:48 and 0:51 coincide with the visual action
they describe. Please note that the time indications given above are taken from the written
score and do not always exactly coincide with he audio.
Ultimately it remains a matter of personal taste whether this scene works better with
or without music. Maybe Ben-Hur‘s hopelessness and the brutality of his tormentors are
best underlined by the absence of music.
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 Rhino I 22 • MRSSS 20 • Aldebaran III 9 (2:10 to 4:10)
‗Condemned—New‘ (cue 27) is continued by this piece. Again some script excerpts
help us to ‗place‘ the music. However, they also make us aware of the fact that some
scenes must have fallen to the cutting room floor. At 0:24 we read, ‗Guard, propel him‘—
a line which is not heard in the final cut. In 0:35 ‗They propel him down‘, and 0:42 has,
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‗C.U., as Ben-Hur drops‘. At the start of the allegro agitato (0:47) Judah ‗kicks guard down‘.
0:57 sees ‗Ben-Hur in corridor‘. This is the moment when we hear the ‗Ben-Hur‘ motif,
but with its typical heroic intervals diminished and its harmonies made dissonant by the
addition of jarring seconds to underline Judah‘s anguish and tension. It is played by the
strings, woodwinds and trumpets, and echoed by the horns in double tempo. Ten seconds later ‗Guards enter‘, and at 1:11 Judah ‗Jumps guard‘ until seven seconds later
‗Guard falls‘. Ben-Hur then ‗Runs along‘ (1:23), ‗Stops‘ (1:26), ‗Moves forward‘ (1:40) and
finally makes a ‗Sudden dash‘ (1:55). Much of this music again relies on variations of the
‗Ben-Hur‘ motif, especially at the moment when Judah grabs the spear and runs into Messala‘s quarters. At 2:00 we see ‗Messala and Drusus‘, and four seconds later we read Messala‘s cry, ‗Wait‘. If you synchronize your DVD with the CD at the point where ‗Ben-Hur
drops‘ you get a fairly good impression of Rózsa‘s musical intention in this scene. Again,
please note that the time indications given above are taken from the written score and do
not always exactly coincide with those on the CD.
‗Escape‘ has some further examples of measures that have been crossed out and
therefore were not recorded (mm. 41 through 44 [Rhino 0:38] and 124 [Rhino 1:52]).
Also, we have another built-in ‗optional repeat‘ measure (87) to allow for stretching or
condensing the music. It was not recorded, quite in contrast to measure 133, which is also
marked as ‗optional‘ but was recorded (Rhino 2:01).
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 Rhino I 23 • MRSSS 97 • Aldebaran I 12 (up to 0:43) • DVD I 16 (0:57:20)
This music is heard after Messala asks, ‗Return?‘ and Judah is propelled out of his
former friend‘s quarters. This short piece has another measure marked as deleted (m. 8).
Consequently, this bar is missing from the recording. Interestingly though, the first half of
the next measure has not been recorded, either, and this makes perfect musical sense, too,
as this missing half measure echoes a short motif from the preceding measure – the one
that was deleted. It would not have made much sense to hear only the ‗echo‘ (played by
the trombones and the bass clarinets) (ex. 9). At 0:26 we read, ‗Messala silent‘, and hear
the ‗Friendship‘ motif. This is the moment when we see Judah being dragged up the stairs
below the crossed beams, which are now devoid of the spears. The dissolve to the scene
when Esther and her father stand at the gate corresponds to the musical crossfade from
this cue into the following (‗The Prison—Part 1‘). As would be expected, the Aldebaran
has this edited audio version, including the missing first note of ‗The Prison—Part 1‘.
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 Rhino I 24 (up to 0:22) • MRSSS 22 & 98 (identical) • Aldebaran I 12 (0:43 to 1:05) •
DVD I 17 (0:58:03)
The Rhino recording called ‗The Prison‘ (track 24) gives the impression of a continuous piece of music which even segues seamlessly into the next cue (‗The Desert‘).
However, the written cue of this title actually consists of two discrete pieces, with a different and previously unknown cue (no. 31) sandwiched between them. ‗The Prison—Part
1‘ and ‗The Prison—Part 2‘ both have the same date and registration number (1724-32 A
and B) but do not seem to have been on the same reel, which may account for the separation.
As mentioned in the discussion of cue 29, Part 1 is the scene when Simonides and
his daughter enter the courtyard of the fortress and ask to see Messala. In the finished
movie the last chord is prematurely faded out, and you definitely do not hear ‗The
Prison—Part 2‘, which accounts for the Rhino remark ‗partial outtake‘. Listen to the Aldebaran recording, which retains that last note until the end. Obviously there was some
other material between these two pieces: a scene called ‗Behind Grills‘.
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Behind Grills
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 No recording available
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None of the published audio materials contains this piece. According to the reel
count this should have come after ‗The Prison—Part 1‘. Its beginning is quite similar to
the latter, although it starts half a step lower and has a different rhythm, which gives it a
more menacing expression, especially as field drums are added to the triplet figures (ex.
10). At 0:10 it says, ‗The prison grill‘. From 0:17 (‗C.U. Simonides + Esther‘) the music
becomes almost identical to the beginning of ‗The Prison—Part 2‘ but is also set half a
step lower and quickly develops into more dramatic material as ‗Esther stands up‘ (0:29)
and ‗Simonides approaches‘ at 0:35. It is fairly obvious that the appearance of Judah‘s
loyal steward and his daughter was intended to be underscored by this music rather than
‗The Prison—Part 1‘. Unfortunately, that piece (no. 30) contains only scarce evidence of
its intended use, the only indication being ‗L.S. Courtyard‘ at 0:14. So the 13 seconds before that would have shown some (deleted) prison scene.
The Karl Tunberg 1959 screenplay contains a scene that is slightly different from the
one in the final movie, and it might well be the one that this cue was intended for:
CLOSE SHOT — MESSALA

116X1

He is alone now in the courtyard. He is thoughtful for a moment.
Then he goes.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. CASTLE OF ANTONIO - MAIN ENTRY - DAY

117

Simonides and Esther enter, white-faced, tense, anxious. After a
moment the sound of footsteps can be heard. They look in the
direction of the sound.
WIDER ANGLE

118

Messala is just entering the citadel, followed by Drusus and
several other officers. Sentries, stationed two at the entrance,
come to attention stiffly. Messala crosses with Drusus to the
main corridor. Simonides rises, moves tentatively toward the
Tribune.
SIMONIDES: Tribune...
A sentry bars the way.
SIMONIDES: Tribune, please. I must speak to you. I am steward of
the House of Hur...
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ANGLE TOWARD MESSALA

119

He stops, turns back, regards Simonides and Esther curiously.
MESSALA: Let them through.
The sentry steps aside. Simonides and Esther go to Messala.
MOVING SHOT - SIMONIDES AND ESTHER

120

As they come to Messala.
MESSALA: Old Simonides. I remember you well. (looks at Esther
curiously) Your daughter?
SIMONIDES: Yes, Tribune. My daughter Esther. We were on our way
to Antioch when we heard what had happened. Judah Ben Hur could
not have done this thing! You knew him, Tribune!
MESSALA: Better, it seems, than you. (coldly) The prisoners have
been sentenced.
SIMONIDES (unbelieving): Sentenced?
ESTHER: Oh no...no...no! He’s innocent. I know he’s innocent!
SIMONIDES (urgently): What is going to be done with them?
MESSALA: That is our concern. (snapping) Drusus! This man had
better be kept here, until we’ve time to question him.
ESTHER (desperately): Tribune, please listen!
Messala exits, as Drusus begins to lead Simonides and Esther
away.
DISSOLVE TO:
121-123
OUT
INT. BEN HUR’S CELL

124

(Tunberg script, pp. 47-9, 6-28-58)
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The ‗End of reel‘ is reached in 0:42. From the reel numbering it becomes obvious
which scenes and which music were intended to follow, before it was all rewritten and/or
re-edited some weeks later. In May/June 1959 the sequence would have looked like this:
Arrest (23)  Revenge (24)  Condemned—New (26)  Escape (27)  Vengeance (28)  The Prison—Part 1 (29)  Behind Grills (30)  The Prison—Part 2 (31) 
Silent Farewell (32)  The Desert (33)  Exhaustion (35).
Roughly a month later this had been reduced to the following:
Reminiscences (25)  Vengeance (28)  The Prison—Part 1 (29)  Desert—New
(34)  Exhaustion (35).
As you can see from the pagination the microfilm score does not always follow any
of these sequences. We will now follow the course of the earlier sequence, before we
come to the later one, which is actually heard in the movie.
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 Rhino I 24 (0:23 to 0:39) • MRSSS 23 • Aldebaran III 10 (up to 0:18)
As said before, the Rhino recording suggests a continuity between the two parts of
‗The Prison‘; maybe because of the titles, or perhaps for the simple reason that ‗Behind
Grills‘ was not available. The score gives no hint as to the action on the screen except for
‗Messala‘ at 0:07, the moment when the Messala motif appears. Could this have been the
music to accompany Messala‘s appearance before Simonides and Esther?
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 No recording available
There was a scene in which Esther sees Judah for the last time before he is sent to
the galleys, but she is not able to speak to him. Again, the Tunberg screenplay can shed
light on this (cf. the excerpts pp. 54-5).
This one-minute cue starts very much like ‗Behind Grills‘, this time with a fortissimo
statement of a triplet motif which elaborates the three-note motif at the beginning of ‗The
Prison—Part 1‘. But here the interval is a full tone higher (rather than the semitone in the
former piece), which, along with the volume, creates a more dramatic effect. A long violin
note sustained over four bars adds to this effect. At 0:11 ‗Esther screams‘ (when she sees
Judah), and we hear accented trumpets followed by very high string and woodwind notes
(fortissimo appassionato) which echo her scream in an octave rise (ex. 11). For the next eight
bars (ca. 20 seconds!) this high note is played continuously while the brass develops the
rhythmical motif from the beginning, including those triplets.
What a poignant moment when we see Esther in a close-up shot (0:35 ‗C.U. Esther‘)
and hear the Love Theme in all its splendor at top volume (fortississimo) and played molto
appassionato by the strings and woodwinds in their highest register (+ 8va)! This musical
gem would definitely have deserved to be recorded for its dramatic and emotional impact
(ex. 12), but none of the audio sources have it, so it might well have never been recorded.
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Example 12

CLOSE SHOT - SIMONIDES AND ESTHER
INT. CITADEL - NIGHT
The only movement comes from the shadows cast by smoking
torches. Presently there are sounds — footsteps echoing distantly, muffled voices. Esther raises her head, listens.
ESTHER: Father...
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133

A WIDER ANGLE

134

The sentries are silent, motionless in their places. At one end
of the entry is an arch, blocked off by iron bars. Lights
flicker from behind and below it. Simonides and Esther rise,
move toward the arch.
ANGLE AT ARCH - THROUGH THE HEAVY BARS

135

Simonides and Esther come up to the arch, look through the bars.
About fifteen feet below the floor level is a subterranean passage leading from the dungeons under the citadel to the outside.
A group of prisoners wait in the passage: about twenty, shackled
together. A detachment of Roman cavalrymen stand by their mounts
while guards check the prisoners.
CLOSE SHOT - SIMONIDES AND ESTHER

136

They watch fearfully. After a moment, Esther draws in her
breath, sharply, painfully. Simonides’ whole body seems to
stiffen.
WHAT THEY SEE

137

Directly below them, two more prisoners are being led out from
the dungeons, their hands bound behind them. One is Ben Hur. He
and his fellow prisoner are led to the waiting group, shackled
to the others. The cavalrymen swing into their saddles. Commands
are heard. The prisoners are marched away between the lines of
the horsemen.
CLOSE SHOT - SIMONIDES AND ESTHER

138

They watch starkly. Gradually the sounds of the horses and men
die away.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. JUDEAN DESERT - DAY - EXTREME LONG SHOT

(Tunberg script, pp. 53-4, 6-19-58)
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 MRSSS 24 and 100 (identical) • Aldebaran III 10 (0:18 to 1:38)
The first version of the music for the desert sequence sounds dramatically different
from the final one. While the latter blasts out Judah‘s desperation (those chromatic downward motifs in forte brass heard in the movie, cf. ‗Desert—New‘) the former never gets
any louder than mezzo piano, thus emphasizing the eeriness of the barren landscape. Over
a relentless two-note motif in the nether orchestral regions, which imitates the prisoners‘
footsteps in a piano downward third, a solo bassoon is heard in an oriental-sounding melody that prominently features the tritone (so characteristic of Miklós Rózsa) and that is
sometimes echoed by bass clarinet and horn fragments (ex. 13).
After seven bars marked as deleted (and consequently not recorded either) the horns
take up another piano motif that consists of two long notes connected by a short one,
while the English horn throws in a little echo resembling the one formerly played by the
bass clarinet and the horn (ex. 14).
At 0:48 (bar 34) we see a close-up shot of Judah (‗C.U. Ben-Hur‘) and hear a new
motif consisting of chords which are built of tritone intervals and which are repeated a
Example 13
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Example 14

minor third up– or downwards so that their ‗sum‘ (= a minor third placed on top of another) creates another tritone (cf. the top staff in ex. 15; if you include the middle staves
the chord structure becomes a little more complicated—they are triads in second inversion with added raised fourths). Bars 36 and 40 are neither in the MRSSS nor in the Aldebaran recordings; it is difficult to say whether they were recorded and later cut out or
rather not recorded at all in the first place, but to me it sounds as if there are no cuts,
which would mean these measures were deleted before the recording.
This cue ends as it has started: as soon as we see a dissolve to the prisoners‘ feet at
1:09 (‗Diss. to feet‘) we hear the first bassoon and bass clarinet motif again. The last bar
(1:26) has ‗Overlap‘ written above it, which links ‗The Desert‘ to the following ‗Ex57

Example 15

haustion‘, and indeed: the latter resumes the former‘s last chord. The Aldebaran ‗extras‘
disc contains this overlap, but, as happens so often with this pirated edition, executed in
very poor quality, leaving out the first note of ‗Exhaustion‘. You can hear the ending
without the overlap in the MRSSS recording, but here bar 51 (the last but one) was left
out, just as is the case with the Aldebaran recording. Again, there is no audible cut, so this
measure was probably also deleted before the recording was made.
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Desert—New

no. page
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Desert—New

1724-89
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part
9-1A
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2:11
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 Rhino I 25 • MRSSS 27 • Aldebaran I 13 (up to 1:59) • Sony I 13 • DVD I 17 (0:59:30)
Here is the music that was substituted in July 1959 (recorded on 5 August) for the
longer musical sequence described on page 8. But even on the way from the copyist to
the recording room a remarkable number of cuts were made prior to the actual recording.
These deletions (bars 4 [second half only], 7, 11, 17, 20, 24, 27, 30, 31, and 39) contain
some good examples of how Rózsa composed repetitive material that could be left out
without damaging the musical structure (e.g., bars 6 and 7 are identical, and so are bars 10
and 11; thus the second of each pair would be easily removable). In this case, however,
the deletions are not marked in the written score; I suppose they must have been made at
the last moment. It was probably found out that it was impossible to synchronize the
complete piece with the corresponding passage in the movie. The above-mentioned deletions appear on all three audio sources (and in the movie, too, of course) and therefore
have nothing to do with three other cuts you can hear on the Aldebaran disc and in the
finished soundtrack (see below), which were made after the recording. However, the Savina recording on MGM S1E1 and the Sony double CD both reinstate bars 17, 20, and 24
(and we can probably assume that was with Rózsa‘s blessing).
At 0:18 we read, ‗Diss. to desert‘, which corresponds to the finished movie. After
the exhausted prisoner is cut off and left to die in the desert, the picture dissolves to the
beginning of the Nazareth sequence, which, interestingly enough, is here called
‗insert‘ (1:27 ‗Diss. to insert‘). According to my understanding of this term, this refers to
material that was filmed later than the original sequence and then inserted. This may well
account for the reason why the ‗Desert‘ music had to be re-written. At 1:44 the camera is
set in the ‗interior shed‘; we see how Jesus‘ work is interrupted by the prisoners‘ arrival.
These prisoners are then shown in a close-up (2:11 ‗C.U. Prisoners‘) when the music
comes to the last bar, in which we also read, ‗Overlap to bar 13 of ―Exhaustion‖, R.9
P.3‘ (reel 9, part 3). We will take a closer look at ‗Exhaustion‘ in the next section and find
out why the overlap is to bar 13 instead of bar 1. This is the moment the camera leaves
Jesus‘ perspective and is moved closer to the well.
The first two Aldebaran discs faithfully replay the music actually heard in the finished movie (cuts and all, as it were), and thus track I 13 shows the same cuts that appear
on screen: the second half of bar 4 has been deleted, and bar 28 is gone, too. The latter
cut is distinctly audible in the film (1:01:04 on the DVD; the music between 1:32 and 1:38
on the Rhino disc). Also, the last two bars are no longer there because the overlap in the
film happens earlier than indicated in the score.
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Exhaustion
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 Rhino I 26 • MRSSS 28 • Aldebaran I 13 (1:59 to 3:21) • Aldebaran III 10 (1:38 to
3:41) • Sony I 13 • DVD I 18 (1:01:29)
‗Exhaustion‘ was written (or at least copied) in May 1959 and thus forms the last
element of the former prison and desert sequences as they were originally planned (cf.
page 51). Your ever-reliable Rhino disc reproduces it faithfully—except for one deletion
(bar 24), which is not marked as such in the written score and which, again, contains repetitive material that can easily be left out (for those interested: it is the bar that should
have come right before the horn entry at 1:03 on the Rhino CD. Interestingly, this bar can
be heard on the Sony double CD, but they omit the bar before that). Again, this sounds as if
the missing bar was never recorded. The overlap indicated in the last bar (2:08 ‗Shadow‘)
has been realized as such on the Rhino as the music segues into track 27. The track on the
MRSSS Syracuse tapes is identical to the one used by Rhino (including the missing bar,
24), but it preserves the original ending as there is no overlap.
The finished movie apparently required some cuts to be made to the music, some of
which are musically very awkward; you can hear them on the Aldebaran recording. Bars
17, 18, and 19 were deleted (that corresponds to a full ten seconds between 0:40 and 0:50
on the Rhino CD), 20 is there, but 21 isn‘t. There is a very badly executed cut between
bars 25 and 26, and last but not least bar 40 is missing as well. These three cut-out passages are at 0:53-0:56, 1:05-1:09, and 1:48-1:51 on the Rhino.
At this point, we have not heard the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme for nearly an hour and we
have never associated it with Judah‘s character (although Rózsa had intended to make the
connection in the prison scenes). So it is only when we see Judah begging for water with
outstretched hands and hear the soldier say, ‗No water for him‘ that we encounter this
musical theme for the first time in the movie itself. But mark how it has changed since we
last heard it in the ‗Prologue‘! Then, the first five-note motif consisted all of notes taken
from the triumphant major scale. Now the first interval has been reduced from a major to
a minor second, and the octave jump from the fourth to the fifth note has become a major seventh. These two small changes completely alter the character of his motif, thereby
giving it a ring of desperation. It is as if the music just cannot reach far enough to form
the assertive, heroic intervals from the Prelude; just as Judah feels he is no longer able to
live on without water. It will be interesting to see what happens to the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme
after he has been given water and ‗a heart to live‘.
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The Prince of Peace—Version A
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The Prince of Peace—
Version A

1724-41 A

9-4

05-27

5

3:03

52

no. page
34

132

 Rhino I 27 and 28 (up to 1:22) • MRSSS 29 • Aldebaran I 13 (3:21 to 5:33) • Aldebaran
III 10 (from 3:41) • DVD I 18 (1:02:50)
‗Rózsa employs his Christ theme in many highly effective ways‘ (Rhino booklet, p.
23). In the score it becomes evident just how much emphasis the composer placed on the
music representing Jesus. There is no doubt about its importance, as it constitutes the
characterizing element for an actor whose face is never shown on screen. We have seen
that Rózsa was considering two alternative ‗Christ‘ themes: in the two versions of ‗His
Father‘s Business‘ (cues 10 and 11). To complicate matters somewhat, there are as many
as three different endings to version A, thus giving us a total of four numbers in the score
entitled ‗The Prince of Peace‘.
The Syracuse tapes of the MRSSS and the Rhino CD (I 27) contain an integral recording of this music, minus one bar (26). It is interesting to note that the expected
counter-melody to the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme appears in the score (bars 34, 36, and 38) but is
not audible on either recording; it is, however, audible—just barely—on Rhino I 28. The
movie soundtrack (and thus the Aldebaran) lacks bars 21 and 22 as well as 26 and segues
Example 16
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into the ‗Final Ending‘ (cue 39) after bar 38, at 2:12. Here you can hear the ‗Ben-Hur‘
counter-melody, played by bells and celesta (as marked in ex. 16). It appears in the movie,
too. This time Rózsa has returned to the heroic intervals of the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme as introduced in the Prelude. Two small changes reversed—this is the handwriting of a master
composer who gains maximum effect through minimum effort.
The score gives no hint as to how the scene was originally intended to end; there is
no indication whatsoever of action or setting when the quiet ‗Christ‘ theme returns after
the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme. A look at the Tunberg screenplay helps to clarify:
CLOSE SHOT - BEN HUR

154

He rises. Behind him other prisoners are getting to their feet.
Ben Hur pays no attention to the activity around him as he looks
off at the unseen young man.
A LONGER SHOT - TOWARDS THE PRISONERS AND ROMANS

155

Ben Hur still stands there, his glance following the unseen figure of his benefactor. In the close foreground is a carpenter’s
bench, and on it a piece of wood with a saw halfway though it.
The hands of the young man appear as he takes the saw, resumes
the task of sawing the wood. As the saw moves in the f.g. a
shouted command is heard, and in the b.g. the Romans swing into
their saddles, ride off down the street with the column of
trudging prisoners. The saw continues to move steadily.

(Tunberg script, p. 58, 6-19-58)
This means we would have heard the quiet ‗Christ‘ theme while watching the moving saw.
When this music was provided with a new ending (cf. cue 39), the new recording
started at measure no. 14, as can be heard on the Rhino CD (I 28). It is the moment when
the guard realizes that Jesus is giving Judah water. This new recording omits bars 21 and
22, but includes bar 26, which had been left out in the earlier version. It segues into cue
39 after bar 38 (q.v.).
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Prince of Peace (Version A)—New Ending
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Prince of Peace (Version A)
1724-41 X 9-4A
—New Ending

07-31

3

1:10

23

no. page
35 137

Title

 MRSSS 30

Reg.no.
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This music ‗Starts at bar 33—1724-41 A‘, says the score sheet, and consequently
there is an indication that the beginning of this piece (‗0:00‘) coincides with ‗1:53‘ in the
preceding one. Its first bar is numbered ‗33‘. It is the entry of the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme, only
this time with the usual counter-melody in the high woodwinds (flutes, oboes; plus harp).
It develops into a full-length version of the ‗Christ‘ theme (as it does on MGM S1E1 and
on the Sony CD) and ends with the remark, ‗Overlap to Roman Galley‘. The last three
bars are similar to the ‗Final ending‘. This music is only preserved on the Syracuse tapes
(no overlap); it was not used in the movie.
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Prince of Peace (Version A)—Final Ending
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 Rhino I 28 (from 1:22) • Aldebaran I 13 (5:33 to 6:01) • DVD I 18 (1:03:41)
As said before, this recording continues ‗The Prince of Peace—Version A‘ (cue 37)
from bar 38, with the changes discussed at the end of section cue 36. This is the music
that is actually heard in the movie. It has the shortened ‗Christ‘ theme and the seamless
transition to the fleet music. However, from the moment we see the dissolve to the Roman galleys (0:27 ‗Diss. to fleet‘) the score sheet only has four more bars left, whereas the
music in the movie segues into ‗Roman Galley‘ (cue 41, p. 68). This seems to be one of
the more successful (because not audible) musical cuts; it happens when track I 29 starts
on the Rhino. This music is missing on the MRSSS tapes.
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The Prince of Peace (Version B)
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37 142

The Prince of Peace
(Version B)

1724-41 B

9-4A

05-29

5

3:03

55

 No recording available
This really is exactly the same piece of music as ‗The Prince of Peace (Version A)‘ in
terms of the succession of themes and of the timing, the only difference being the alternate ‗Christ Theme‘. Unfortunately there is no recording of this music; maybe none was
ever made because it had been decided in the meantime to use the ‗Christ Theme‘ we
know today.
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Example 17

At the end of May 1959 Rózsa had two different versions of the ‗Christ Theme‘ in
mind, as can also be seen in ‗His Father‘s Business‘ (cues 10 and 11, p. 28). The one we
know was called ‗Version A‘ and was put to paper by the copyist on 27th May (and then
later revised twice in July and October; cf. cues 36-38). The other one dates from 29th
May and is parallel to Version A in length and structure. It also starts with a pianissimo rendering of the ‗Christ Theme‘ (ex. 17); only this time we hear the melody that has survived
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only in some bars of ‗The Miracle‘ (cue 132, Rhino II 44, 2:07–2:11; DVD II 60, 1:17:08–
1:17:44), marked in the example by an oval frame. Nevertheless, the counter-melody
(rectangular frames) is the familiar one. From 0:52 onwards, when the guard approaches
Jesus, the music is identical to Version A (and so is the timing). At 1:34 we see a close-up
of Judah drinking from Jesus‘ gourd, and again the alternate ‗Christ Theme‘ appears. The
animato section of the ‗Ben-Hur Theme‘ corresponds one-to-one to that of no. 36. The
‗Christ Theme‘ returns at 2:20 and decrescendos to piano in 3:03.
Example 18
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III
From Nazareth to Rome
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Roman Galley

no. page
38
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Roman Galley

1724-54

9-5

06-05
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2

0:55
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 Rhino I 29 • MRSSS 31 and 102 • Aldebaran I 13 (6:01 to 6:49) • DVD I 18 (1:05:30)
A short but rather interesting piece of which two different recordings exist. It starts
with the appearance of the Roman fleet on the screen; in fact, this moment corresponds
to 0:27 in ‗Prince of Peace (Version A)—Final Ending‘ (cue 39). If you listen carefully to
the Rhino recording, there is no audible editing between tracks 28 and 29; therefore I
suppose that what we hear is indeed the last four bars of the ‗Final Ending‘. This can easily be corroborated by the fact that the ‗Roman Fleet Theme‘ is one measure shorter than
in no. 41—in writing as well as in the recording.
However, the written score of that latter piece stops at 0:39 when the ‗Rowers‘
Theme‘ should start. Interestingly, this is exactly where the movie sound track shows
some (rather clumsy) editing, faithfully reproduced on the pirated CD. On the other
hand, the Rhino track does not show any evidence of cutting; in fact, the transition
sounds almost too smooth to have been spliced together from two different takes. Maybe
it was decided to record nos. 39 and 41 in one go. On the other hand, the Rhino booklet
gives two different recording dates.
The Syracuse tapes offer a recording that is not heard in the movie. It differs most
notably at the point just before the ‗Rowers‘ Theme‘ sets in, where there is no trace of the
ritardando of the final version. Also, the little counter-melody played by the celli and horns
over the last chord is missing, but it is easy to hear that it was cut out after the recording.
Later somebody must have missed it and it seems to have been re-recorded, evidence of
which is provided by MRSSS 102, which is an 8-second recording of only those last two
bars. If you put MRSSS 31 and 102 together, they give an exact representation of this cue
in the written score.
At the end (0:55) of this cue it says, ‗Overlap to Fanfare‘. The final movie does not
have any overlap at this point; the fanfare comes a second later.
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Harun al Rozsad
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 No recording available
Haroun al-Rashid (―Aaron the Upright or Rightly-Guided‖) was the fifth and most
famous Abbasid Caliph. His reign and the fabulous court over which he held sway are
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immortalized in The Book of One Thousand and One Nights. He lived some 800 years
after Jesus Christ and Judah Ben-Hur and has therefore nothing at all do to with BENHUR. Now why would a piece with that title appear in the collection of cues from the
score of that movie? The jokey title aside, the music does have some oriental flavor, similar to the period pastiche dances that Rózsa wrote for several historical movies. But when
(or whether) ‗Harun al Rozsad‘ was intended to be heard in BEN-HUR cannot be determined from the conductor‘s score. The registration number (1724-35) is no clue regarding
placement as the numbering of the cues follows the dates when they were written down.
This cue is one of the 11 (out of 133) that lack reel and part numbers. The only indication
that it belongs to BEN-HUR at all is the film title written underneath the cue title.
What would it have sounded like?
The instrumentation is quite interesting: This piece was written for flute, mandolin,
two small tom-toms, a tambourine, castanets (!), and a zither (!). It starts with a continuous rhythmic pattern (played by the tom-toms and the zither, backed up by the tambourine and the castanets) that immediately reminded me of the pizzicato strings at the beginning of the Overture, the main difference here being that ‗Harun al Rozsad‘ is intended to
be played somewhat faster (allegro). In bar 5 the flute and mandolin come in with a simple,
dance-like tune that in some places even sounds a bit like the little four-note motif at the
very beginning of the EL CID Prelude. Later on, this triplet motif is further developed in a
descending line reminiscent of the oriental style (ex. 19). Throughout the whole piece,
nothing dramatic happens—there are only very minor rhythmic changes, and the melody
flows on uninterrupted. It might have been intended to accompany some sort of party—
the only one in BEN-HUR being Arrius‘s party, of course. But the score just does not give
enough information. ‗Harun al Rozsad‘ remains a mystery.
For a synthesized .mp3 realization of this unused cue by Frank K. DeWald, see the
‗Audio‘ section of the Miklós Rózsa Society website (www.miklosrozsa.org).
Example 19
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Salute for Arrius
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 Rhino I 30 • MRSSS 32 • Aldebaran I 13 (from 6:49) and III 11 (up to 0:09) • DVD I
19 (1:06:20)
‗Extended version‘ is what the Rhino cover calls this track—and indeed, the CD
track is twice as long as the music heard in the movie. But the written cue is again twice as
long as the Rhino track: 39 seconds! Whereas the movie only gives us the unison trumpets (mm. 1-9) and the Rhino lets us hear the added second voice (in parallel fifths,
Rózsa‘s favorite stylistic means to create that ‗antique‘ feeling), the written material gets
more elaborate by adding a third voice on top of the other two, which is an octave higher
than the opening trumpet part, joined a few seconds later by a fourth (low) trumpet that
plays an echo-like motif in true Rózsa fashion (ex. 18, p. 65).
Whilst the first two of the Aldebaran CDs usually contain the exact musical tracks
used in the movie (edits, cuts, warts and all), this time just three or four seconds of the
second (two-part) fanfare survive but are seriously marred by a horrible cut and one of
those fade-outs this recording features at the beginning and at the end of each track. The
Syracuse tapes only contain the first 8 bars (i.e. the movie version).
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Arrius Helped to Galley
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41 156

Arrius Helped to Galley

1724-8

10-2

02-09
r06-24

½

0:12
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 No recording available
Originally Arrius‘ entrance must have been envisaged to be much more pompous, if
you consider the fact that his ‗Salute‘ (cue 43) was composed to be four times as long as
the final version and that there were still 12 more seconds of music intended to be heard
when he is helped to the galley. This music is really only a boiled-down ‗Salute‘ music
scored for four trumpets, modeled on the never-recorded latter bars of the preceding. In
fact, although it has a title of its own, the measure count of cue 43 is continued here as if
it was one piece.
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Quintus Arrius
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 Rhino I 31 (‗Quintus Arrives‘) • Aldebaran I 14 • DVD I 19 (1:09:55)
This cue is curious in that it is indicated to be part of reel 3 (we are in reel 10 by
now) and indeed is sandwiched between ‗Spirit and Sword—Final Version‘ (cue 9) and
‗Friendship‘ (cue 13) in the score. The Rhino track title might be a misreading; in fact, it
does not underscore the consul‘s arrival but is heard after he has talked to the rowers
(‗Row well—and live!‘), when he explains his mission to his officers. The last three bars of
this piece (and of the Rhino track as well) have been replaced by three bars from the next
one (Rhino I 32, 0:45 up to 0:53) in the final cut. The music editor seemed to have
wanted a quiet ending rather than the exciting ‗fleet‘ motif. The Aldebaran track is faithful
witness to this. This track is missing in the MRSSS recordings.
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 Rhino I 32 • MRSSS 33 • Aldebaran III 11 (0:09 to 0:58) and 12 (up to 0:07)
This music did not make it into the final cut of the movie, but its placement in the
written score as well as the commentary both in the score and in the Rhino liner notes
can help us to find out where it must have been intended to go. The Rhino text says:
Arrius inspects the battalion on deck (‘Roman Fleet‘) as he issues the Emperor‘s firm mandate: to seek out and destroy a menacing Macedonian pirate fleet. In preparation for battle, he
returns to the hull to challenge the skills and reflexes of the galley slaves. (p. 34)

The written score says, ‗Diss. to fleet‘ in bar 3 (at 0:05) and then ‗Rowers‘ ca. ten
seconds later. At 0:20 we see a close-up of Arrius, and at 0:31 he is seen to be ‗descending
stairs‘. When the bass clarinet sets in at 0:53 the commentary runs, ‗Rowers—Start reel
11‘. Arrius might well have announced his challenge to the slaves at that point.
All this leads me to the conclusion that there must have been some deleted scenes
which show Arrius on deck and then descending the stairs to the hull where the rowers
sit. If you watch the finished movie you will indeed find a somewhat awkward transition
(or rather, cut) from the fleet to the rowers—no dissolve to indicate that some time has
passed (it is evening now!). Also, the tampering with those last three bars from ‗Quintus
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Arrius‘ (cue 45) could indicate that originally there was more material which was later left
out. Lastly, the final bar (24) of ‗Roman Fleet‘ (at 1:01) has ‗Overlap‘ written above it—to
be followed immediately by the rowing of the galley slaves (or ‗The Galley‘, as it is called
here). This seems all the more probable as the last note of ‗Roman Fleet‘ and the first one
of ‗The Galley‘ are identical and could therefore easily be blended, which is what actually
happens in the Aldebaran track no. 12. On top of that ‗The Galley‘ is indeed on ‗reel 11,
part 1‘.
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The Galley No. 1 (Normal Speed)
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The Galley No. 1
(Normal Speed)

1724-40

11-1

05-27

1

0:29

8

 Rhino I 33 (up to 0:25) • MRSSS 34 (up to 0:29) • Aldebaran I 15 (up to 0:30) and III
12 (0:07 to 0:35) • Decca [1977] 6 • DVD I 20 (1:10:36)
In order to really understand all the differences between the versions listed above it
would be best to listen to Rózsa‘s 1977 Decca re-recording of ‗Rowing of the Galley
Slaves‘ with the National Philharmonic, as this comes closest to the music actually written
down in the conductor‘s score (apart from minor editing and tempo changes) as opposed
to the one heard in the film. Therefore, the Decca recording will be used as a foil to compare the other ones against. If you only have the MGM S1E1 Savina recording, you‘ll get
the second best thing, with only two bars left out. Erich Kunzel‘s recording on his ‗Three
Choral Suites‘ CD is also rather faithful to the written score (apart from the tempo), but
some of the short brass notes are not executed as precisely as in Savina‘s recording.
As Arrius leads his rowers through four different speeds, the music must keep pace
with the accelerated movements of the galley slaves. From the pages of the conductor‘s
score it looks as if Rózsa had indeed intended to record four different pieces, all meticulously timed. Only in those four pieces does he give a metronome timing, and the one he
indicates in this first piece (59 bpm) clearly shows that he must have been putting his
stopwatch to good use (60 bpm being what musicians would expect, rather than such an
odd number). By the way, this never bothered or intimidated Erich Kunzel when he sent
his orchestra rowing at nearly full speed (94 bpm!) from the very beginning, thus racing
through the piece in 2 minutes 39 seconds, only slightly accelerating the tempo at all.
Rózsa‘s original galley slaves took half a minute longer to reach exhaustion. But then one
should not be tempted to condemn Kunzel‘s interpretation outright: Rózsa himself
speeded the tempo up on the Lion album and later on the Decca album (both 2:39—not
a second more than Kunzel)!
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The Rhino recording illustrates very nicely that even with this precise tempo indication the human factor must never be underrated. Can you hear how the orchestra plays a
little bit faster when the violas start in bar 3 and then slow down again some seconds
later? Either they ‗ran away‘ or the conductor himself was not able to keep strictly to the
tempo… But no: watch the movie and you‘ll see how perfectly the conductor and the
musicians mirror the tempo changes—of the hortator! This short passage is a very good
example of Miklós Rózsa‘s impressive mastery of the rubato technique, also heard during
the Christ theme in cue 37. The rubato only appears on the Rhino and the Aldebaran recordings, however; there are no audible tempo changes in the Syracuse recording. (Was
that made without reference to the movie? Or was it used to accompany a different take
of the same scene?)
The written music is two bars (mm. 7 and 8) longer than the Rhino music, but the
first Aldebaran track (I 15) sports these final two bars before seamlessly overlapping to
the next piece, whereas the second Aldebaran track (III 12) reveals some noticeably worse
editing (at 0:34), but still has bar 7 intact. Interestingly, the film version is preserved on
Aldebaran I 15 (as was to be expected), rather than the Rhino, because those two bars are
in the movie, too! The Syracuse recording has no cuts, either.
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The Galley No. 2 (Battle Speed)

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

44 160

The Galley No. 2
(Battle Speed)

1724-42

11-2

05-28

2

—

13

 Rhino I 33 (0:25 to 1:00) • MRSSS 35 (0:29 to 1:04) • Aldebaran I 15 (0:30 to 1:04) and
III 12 (0:35 to 1:08) • Decca [1977] 6 • DVD I 20 (1:11:05)
After the molto moderato introduction, the music speeds up to 76 bpm (allegramente)
and appears in the movie exactly as written out. The violas and bass clarinets now accompany the rowers‘ motif, playing the same melody a fifth lower. These open fifths are another example of Rózsa‘s ‗archaic‘ technique.
This passage remains unaltered in all recordings, including the concert versions published on CD.
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The Galley No. 3 (Attack Speed)

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

45 162

The Galley No. 3
(Attack Speed)

1724-43

11-3

05-28

2

—

19

73

Example 20
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 Rhino I 33 (1:00 up to 1:50) • MRSSS 35 (1:04 up to 1:53) • Aldebaran I 15 (1:04 up to
1:48) and III 12 (1:08 up to 1:56) • Decca [1977] 6 • DVD I 20 (1:11:40)
When the violins, flutes and oboes come in with their trill, the tempo accelerates to
85 bpm (allegro), which means the rowers are still slower than Mr. Kunzel‘s team at the
outset of their tour de force. The rowers‘ motif has changed key and now appears in A flat
(as opposed to C up to now), then switches to F from bar 9. It will return to C when ramming speed begins (cf. ex. 20).
All the ‗concert‘ versions on LP/CD (i.e., the re-recordings) play the glissandi in the
top staff of the first four bars, but they are definitely not there in the original film version.
Someone (Rózsa?) must have decided to make some alterations to the material as originally composed and written down when this passage was recorded for the movie. Apart
from the omitted glissandi, the biggest of those changes is the decision to ignore the high
string and woodwind octaves. The score requires the music to be played all’ottava (8va, cf.
bars 11ff.), i.e. an octave higher than notated, which you can easily hear in the Decca,
MGM or Kunzel recordings. However, the film version only has the lower notes and thus
sounds more menacing and depressive.
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The movie soundtrack (faithfully represented on Aldebaran I 15) leaves out bars 5
and 6 and has a rather awkward cut at the end of this passage (at 1:48). Naturally this can
also be heard on the music only DVD tracks—and on the Rhino. Interestingly, the other
Aldebaran recording (III 12) shows no cuts.
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The Galley No. 4 (Ramming Speed)

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

46 164

The Galley No. 4
(Ramming Speed)

1724-44

11-4

05-29

5

—

34

 Rhino I 33 (from 1:50) • MRSSS 35 (from 1:53) • Aldebaran I 15 (from 1:48) and III
12 (from 1:56 ) • Decca [1977] 6 • DVD I 20 (1:12:24)
Now the rowers are really sweating away at 120 bpm (molto allegro). The music grows
in rhythmic complexity. The rowers‘ motif is heard in the lower brass section. The trumpets and horns come in with a fanfare-like four-note motif. The strings and high woodwinds cut in with a downward three-note motif in bars 3 and 4 that is echoed by xylophone and trumpets (plus snare drum) in bar 5 (cf. ex. 21). This explosive mixture of
short motifs is kept up for the rest of the cue, thus adding to the hysteria of the on-screen
action.
As said before, the ‗concert‘ versions on the various re-recorded CDs come rather
close to the written score; with one exception, however: the last few bars (31 and 32) have
never been recorded they way they were notated in the first place. At the very end of this
intense music the composer had intended to finish with a rhythmical acceleration. Up to
bar 30 the 4/4 timpani beat is always prominent in the listener‘s ears, accentuated by the
three-note semiquaver interjections on the ‗2‘ and ‗4‘ beats played by brass and drums (cf.
ex. 22). In bars 31 and 32 Rózsa had intended to speed up the music by playing these
interjections half a beat earlier (on ‗1 1/2‘, as it were), thus creating a virtual 3/8 beat. It is
relatively safe to conjecture that this would not have matched the movements of the rowers and the hortator very convincingly; it must therefore have been discarded in the
movie soundtrack, to be replaced with repetitions of bar 30. Once that decision had been
made, it was never reversed when the re-recordings took place.
You get the impression that other musical details were downsized for the film as
well. The downward three-note motif mentioned earlier (e.g. upper staff in bars 3 and 4,
second staff in bar 5) are missing on the Rhino and the Aldebaran, and the high octaves
in the violins are gone (as they were in the preceding passage, at attack speed). However,
the MRSSS (Syracuse) recording has the trumpets and horns intact in bars 28 and 29,
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Example 21
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whereas the Rhino has the brass cut in only on the first and third beat of bars 28 through
32, leaving the semiquaver motif to the faintly heard woodwinds.
In case you had wondered about that horn trill so prominent in the Kunzel recording (1:50 through 1:58)—that one is there in the score, too (bars 13-16), but it can
scarcely be heard on the Aldebaran and not at all on the Rhino CD.
So all this leaves us with a confusing variety of alternate takes and re-recordings.
Rózsa even wrote two different endings to this cue (cf. ex. 22), the first one finishing on a
long horn note (movie version), and the second one with one short fortissimo blow from
the lower section of the orchestra plus the drums (‗concert‘ version).
Example 22
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Rest

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

47 169

Rest

1724-66

11-5

06-22
r06-24

2

1:14

21

 Rhino I 34 • MRSSS 38 and 103 • Aldebaran I 16 and III 11 (from 0:59 onward) •
DVD I 20 (approx. 1:13:40)
The first part of ‗Rest‘ has been cut from the film. From the reference to the movie in bar
4 (‗C.U. Ben-Hur‘, at 0:11) and from the fact that this piece starts on the same note as the
preceding ‗Rowing of the Galley Slaves‘ sequence ended on, one could deduce that this
music was originally intended to follow Arrius‘s tour de force. The dissolve to the fleet
(‗Diss. to fleet‘, bar 10) is the point where the music surfaces in the film. According to the
score, and in keeping with the Rhino track, this happens at 0:33. On the DVD the music
enters at 1:14:07. If you go back those 33 seconds, you land at 1:13:34, where the rowing
is still furiously under way. All this points to between maybe 6 and 10 seconds of cut material. (On the other hand, if the tempo of the first 9 bars was quick enough, it might have
fitted just fine. Maybe some editor decided that silence was more effective.) Aldebaran I
16 reproduces the cut in the movie, whereas Aldebaran III 11 and MRSSS 103 have an
alternative recording that differs slightly in some places (also regarding instrumentation)
and is only 47 seconds long. This alternative is not present in the conductor score. The
MRSSS acetate recording no. 38 represents another alternative take, with only one bar (m.
11) cut (also cut on the Rhino and DVD—the measure was probably never recorded)
and the last chord held a few seconds longer.
Musically speaking, there is more thematic development of motifs already heard: The
basses begin with the rowing motif, then we hear the Arrius motif, followed by the fleet
and the rowers‘ motifs. The music for Arrius returns when we see him asleep on this bed.
Just parenthetically, John Fitzpatrick writes he has always found this to be a curious lapse
in the narrative. Would the guards really usher a dangerous slave into the commander‘s
quarters without first checking to see if he was ready to receive the visitor?
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Battle Preparations—Part 1

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

48 171

Battle Preparations—
Part 1

1724-45

11-6

05-29
r06-24

3

1:12

25

 Rhino I 35 (up to 1:12) • MRSSS 101 • Aldebaran I 17 (up to 1:11) • DVD I 22
(1:17:18)
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For the next ten minutes or so the music never stops. The entire battle sequence is
enhanced through Rózsa‘s music, even if it is not always clearly heard over the fighting
noise. These ten minutes of uninterrupted music consist of nine separate cues. They are
linked with the help of the by now familiar ‗overlap‘ principle so often applied by Rózsa,
which creates the non-stop feeling also reproduced on the Rhino and the MRSSS.
The open-fifths trumpet calls announcing imminent battle are sounded over the
brooding bass triplets played by the piano and cellos. The horns (supported by the second
violins and the violas) intone the chromatic battle motif which will often recur during the
following battle sequence. When ‗Arrius descends‘ (0:23) we can hear the rowers‘ motif.
As soon as Arrius is seen again (when he orders the guard to ‗unlock XLI‘) his motif reappears (0:56). At the end there are two minor cuts in bars 22 through 24 (ex. 23). Interestingly enough, no such cuts are indicated in the score itself.
Example 23
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Battle Preparations—Part 2
 Rhino I 35 (from 1:12) • MRSSS 39 • Aldebaran I 17 (1:11 to 1:57) and III 13 (up to
0:44) • DVD I 22 (1:18:30)
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no. page
49 174

Title
Battle Preparations—
Part 2

Reg.no. Reel/part Date no..pp. Dur. Mm.
1724-46

12-1

05-29

2

0:47

21

The rowers‘ motif is superseded after twelve seconds by Judah‘s theme, when the
guard unlocks him. The moment Ben-Hur thinks back to his encounter with Jesus in
Nazareth, we can hear the ‗Christ‘ theme, which here clearly serves as a leitmotif, as Jesus
is only referred to as ‗a man‘. The music makes it instantly clear what man is meant. This
piece again has the two different ‗Christ‘ themes which we already encountered in cues
10, 11, and 38-40. They have the same length and end on the same chord to make the
overlap to the following cue possible (ex. 24). You can hear the alternative version on
Aldebaran III 13.
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The Pirate Fleet

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

50 176

The Pirate Fleet

1724-47

Reel/
Date
part
12-2 05-29

no.
pp.
4

Dur.

Mm.

1:06

28

 Rhino I 36 • MRSSS 40 • Aldebaran I 17 (1:57 to 3:02) and III 13 (0:44 to 1:07) •
DVD I 22 (1:19:16)
The rowers‘ music returns as the battle gets under way. When we see the pirate fleet,
the battle motif in the horns and the trumpet calls come back. The woodwinds and harp
accentuate the flight of the fire bombs with the ballistic curves of their glissandi. The score
mentions these fire bombs in combination with the glissandi nine times in this and the following cues. The movie (and, of course, the Aldebaran I 17) has a small cut at 0:27
(audible at 1:19:42 on the DVD); this cut is not made on the Rhino. The other Aldebaran
recording (III 13) is rudely faded out at that point. To be precise, there is an awkwardcross-fade to the end of the battle (cf. cue 59, ‗Battle—Part 3‘).
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Attack!

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

51 180

Attack!

1724-48

Reel/
Date
part
12-2A 06-01

no.
pp.
8

Dur.

Mm.

1:27

63

 Rhino I 37 • MRSSS 41 • Aldebaran I 17 (3:02 to 4:09) • DVD I 22 (1:20:21)
The rowers are commanded to lift their oars, accompanied by the rowers‘ motif.
After the hortator cries, ‗Extend oars!‘ the glissando motif for the fire bombs (‗Fire!‘) returns
above the rhythmic brass chords, coinciding with the on-screen firing of the bombs. A
81
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short look at the rowers (‗Ben-Hur pulling‘, says the score at 0:39) brings back their motif
in the brass and low strings, before the battle music goes on.
Rózsa‘s method of incorporating ‗optional repeat‘ bars has already been described.
Usually these bars are marked in one way or other, but here no such indication can be
seen. Consequently, bar 7 is heard on the Rhino (at 0:17), whereas it was cut from the film
(cf. the DVD and the Aldebaran recording). The cut is barely recognizable, because bar 7
82

is identical to bar 6, except for the glissando executed by the piccolo flutes and the harp in
bar 6 (ex. 25). The same is true for measures 9 and 10, the latter of which was cut from
the movie (but not from the Rhino); this happens again with measures 20 and 21. We will
find more instances of this method in the battle music as we go along. The Aldebaran
recording and the music-only DVD track show more cuts in bars 15 and 32 (the latter
being completely omitted). Another bar (37) has been crossed out in the score and does
not appear in any of the recordings. Then the movie omits an entire section of eight bars
(39 through 46), and later two more (55 and 56)
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Ramming Speed

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

52 188

Ramming Speed

1724-49

Reel/
Date
part
12-2B 06-01

no.
pp.
3

Dur.

Mm.

0:19

17

 Rhino I 38 • MRSSS 42 • Aldebaran I 17 (4:09 to 4:26) • DVD I 23 (1:21:28)
From a musical point of view the ‗Battle Preparations—Part 1‘ (cue 52) had started
rather slowly, marked molto moderato. That piece takes up three pages in the manuscript
and runs for 76 seconds. But by now, the battle rages furiously, and the music keeps pace
with the ever accelerating action. The score for ‗Ramming Speed‘ is also spread over three
pages—but this cue lasts only 18 seconds! It becomes increasingly difficult to follow the
music on the page as there is so much going on in such short time. The climax of this
development will be in ‗Battle—Part 3‘ (cue 59), where there are just nine seconds of music on the first two pages.
Even for the musicians it must have been rather difficult to keep up with the tempo:
it was decided to take out one measure (no. 15, again one of two identical bars). The
movie soundtrack has another bar removed (no. 4, cf. ex. 26 to see that it is easily identifiable as a repetition of the preceding bar on account of the simile marks).
Example 25
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Battle—Part 1

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date no.pp. Dur. Mm.
06-02
53 191
Battle—Part 1
1724-50
12-3
4
0:41
33
r06-24
 Rhino I 39 (up to 0:41) • MRSSS 43 • Aldebaran I 17 (4:26 to 5:07) • DVD I 23
(1:21:45)
And on the music hurries. During the first four bars we hear the rowers‘ motif as
Ben-Hur‘s neighbor suddenly realizes that they are going to be rammed. The next bar is
simply inscribed, ‗Pandemonium‘. The impact itself is not mirrored in the music. The last
two notes (bar 32) have been cut from the film, as can be heard on the DVD and the Aldebaran.
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Battle—Part 2

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date no.pp. Dur. Mm.
06-02
54 195
Battle—Part 2
1724-51
12-3A
9
1:07
98
r06-24
 Rhino I 39 (0:41 to 1:49) • MRSSS 44 • Aldebaran I 17 (5:07 to 6:04) • DVD I 23
(1:22:25)

When the pirates board Arrius‘s ship, we hear a jagged rhythmical motif played by
the brass section allegro feroce. At 0:12 we return below deck and the score says, ‗Water
Example 26
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rushing‘ (DVD 1:22:37). Five seconds later we read, ‗Ben-Hur strangling‘ (the guard) and
hear Judah‘s theme in the brass. The moment the deck is set on fire is marked in the
score (1:00 ‗Fire on deck‘) and coincides with another instance of the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme,
but for no apparent reason as Judah is not on screen. Maybe it‘s a reminder that he‘s still
struggling below deck?
The film leaves out bar 6 (consisting of simile marks only) and then bars 24 through
27, easily detected at 1:22:42. Later on, mms. 54–58 and 74–77 are omitted (1:23:02 and
1:23:12). A change that seems to have been made before any recording took place is the
‗combination‘ of bars 91 and 92, reducing the two whole notes in the bass to two half
notes, analogous to bar 97, which gives an additional impetus to the music (ex. 27).
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Battle—Part 3

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date no.pp. Dur. Mm.
06-04
56 209
Battle—Part 3
1724-52
12-4
11
1:16 126
r06-24
 Rhino I 39 (from 1:49) • MRSSS 45 • Aldebaran I 17 (6:04 to 7:18) and III 13 (1:07 to
1:15) • DVD I 23 (1:23:23)
For the rowers‘ panic the tempo is now vivo ed agitato, and Rózsa indicates that there
should only be one beat per measure. Can you hear those brass chords? Each of them
takes up a complete measure, which is why, as I said before, the first nine seconds of this
cue take up two entire pages. I suppose this notation was intended to help the conductor
and the orchestra find their bearings, as it is easier to read bars that have only one or two
chords in them than bars crammed with eighth and sixteenth notes.
The camera‘s return to the battle on deck can be found in the score (0:15 ‗Battle
scene‘) and the sword thrusts are mimicked by those short staccato brass chords and the
cymbal strokes (some of them quite in synch with the on-screen action).
Eleven seconds later (0:26 ‗Galley slave escaping‘) we hear that urging brass motif
again while the slaves help each other to flee. At 0:38 Judah ‗Grabs post‘, and at 0:48 he
‗Starts to climb‘. There really are ten seconds between these two actions, but the music
cannot keep pace with Judah here: He grabs the post at 1:23:58, which is three seconds
early. And it is exactly three seconds after the cut from Judah to Arrius fighting that the
music intended for that moment can be heard (0:51 ‗Battle‘). A little cut in mm. 90–91
tries to bring the music and the action back in synch—listen to the six brass chords on
the Rhino (2:41 through 2:42) and note that there are only two in the movie (again, this is
a very suitable moment in the score for a cut, as these chords are identical – to be precise,
they come in three pairs, the first of which is heard in the film). But this cut can only
make good for ca. 1.5 seconds, and the orchestra is a bit slower than intended, which accounts for the fact that the cymbal clash introducing the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme appears three
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seconds after we see Judah rush – the score marks this cymbal clash very clearly (1:06 ‗Ben
-Hur rushing‘). Maybe this asychronism is the reason why the second cymbal crash, which
was to appear at 1:09 (‗Pushes torch‘), has been left out entirely. It has been preserved on
the MGM (Savina) album, and its low-budget Lion look-alike, though.
Bars 79-82 are missing on Aldebaran I 17, as is the little cut in bars 90-91 mentioned
above. Of course the second cymbal clash is absent, too. The other Aldebaran track
(marked as an acetate source) enters at the torch-pushing moment in a crossfade from cue
54 (‗The Pirate Fleet‘).
86
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Trumpet Calls for Sea Battle

no. page

Title

Trumpet Calls
for Sea Battle
 No recording available

133 514

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

1724-7

—

02-09

no.pp. Dur.
4

—

Mm.
118

These are among the very first cues that were written in February 1959, along with
the Salutes for Messala and Gratus, the different versions of the Victory Parade, Gratus‘
Entry into Jerusalem, the Circus Parade and the Love Theme in a version for flute and
harp. There are nine different calls for solo trumpet, none of which were recorded or appeared in the film. They are given letters from A through I. The last but one is interesting
as it contains part of the Ben-Hur theme as well as the beginning of the Prelude (ex. 28).
Example 28
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Rescue

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date no.pp. Dur. Mm.
06-04
55 204
Rescue
1724-53
12-4A
5
1:48
65
r06-24
 Rhino I 40 • MRSSS 46 • Aldebaran I 17 (from 7:18) and III 13 (from 1:15) • DVD I
24 (1:24:36)
Now that the battle is over (at least for Arrius and Judah) the music slows to a moderate tempo. We hear part of the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme in the low basses while Judah rescues
Quintus. When he climbs onto the raft, the score says, ‗0:24 Ben-Hur exhausted‘ (listen to
the lovely English horn solo here). Eleven seconds later (0:35 ‗Ben-Hur loosens armour‘)
Arrius‘s motif reappears, only to be replaced by the fleet motif (score: ‗0:48 B.H. on elbows‘). When the Roman attempts suicide one of the battle motifs is heard again (0:59
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‗Arrius makes sudden move‘). At 1:09 we read, ‗Burning galley‘, which is the moment we
also see that galley on the screen. We can hear the fanfares for the Roman fleet and the
rowers‘ motif. The remaining two cues in the score sheet speak for themselves: 1:13 ‗BenHur and Arrius‘, and 1:23 ‗Ben-Hur hits‘. At that moment the rowers‘ motif comes up yet
another time, first on horns/violas/celli, then on low basses. But you can hear it only
once in the film, because bars 57–62 have been left out (a very awkward cut!), although
they are intact on Aldebaran III 13. M. 36 has also been cut in the film and on the
Rhino—so it probably wasn‘t recorded.
In all the recordings there are two bars missing, one of which is not marked for possible deletion in the written score, although it has been, rather unusually, numbered ‗43
A‘, as if it had been inserted at a later date (but it does not look like that). The other one
(53) has the word ‗cut‘ above it and is crossed out with several irregular pencil strokes.
This looks like a last-minute change after the conductor‘s score had already been finished.
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Roman Sails

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date no.pp. Dur.
06-04
57 220
Roman Sails
1724-16
13-1
2
0:47
r06-24
 Rhino I 41 • MRSSS 47 • Aldebaran I 18 • DVD I 25 (1:27:46)

Mm.
20

This cue starts with a fragmentary motif from the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme, which is repeated and developed for half a minute, before the rowers‘ motif returns when Judah
starts to wave.
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The Rowers

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

58 222

The Rowers

1724-79

13-2A

07-13

no.pp. Dur.
1

—

Mm.
6

 Rhino I 42 • Aldebaran I 19 (up to 0:22) • DVD I 25 (1:30:17)
Only six bars of the rowers‘ motif in the low strings, accompanied by long trills in
the violins and violas (playing unusually deep notes), remind Judah (and us) of his terrible
experiences as a galley slave. The scene quickly cross-fades to the victory parade in Rome.
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IV
From Rome to Jerusalem

64

Victory Parade (Short Version)

no. page

Title
Reg.no. Reel/part Date no.pp. Dur. Mm.
Victory Parade
127 484
1724-2
—
02-06
5
—
42
(Short Version)
 Rhino I 43 (up to 1:09 and 1:43 to 2:06 or 2:12) • MRSSS 48 (up to 1:22) • Aldebaran I
19 (0:22 to 1:31 and 2:04 to 2:28) and III 14 (up to 1:21) • DVD I 26 (1:30:38)
NOTE: As it would be rather confusing to describe the music heard, e.g. in the movie or on the
Rhino, under the three different headings (nos. 64 through 66), the musical analysis proper will be presented after section 66.
After so much rather gloomy music accompanying the sea battle, there is a stark optical as well as musical contrast when we are introduced to the splendor of Rome: It is
bright daylight again, and Quintus Arrius and Judah are taking part in a victory parade, at
the climax of which the consul is to receive a baton of victory from the Emperor himself.
As with Gratus‘s entry into Jerusalem, we actually see the musicians on screen (cf. the
story of how painstakingly Rózsa had their instruments reconstructed, as he had for QUO
VADIS). Naturally what we hear is modern instruments, but it is especially in his Roman
marches that the composer made a point of using archaic-sounding open fifths and
fourths.
The Victory Parade is a musical cue that has attracted the particular attention of
Rózsaphiles, especially because there has been some speculation as to this being the only
piece of the original soundtrack to make it onto the first MGM album. As evidence, there
is an audible cut in both film and disc versions, and the disc‘s acoustic here differs from
the rest of the recording. We will turn to this question in a moment.
The original Tunberg screenplay shows that originally this would not have been a
very dramatic scene. Arrius and Judah would have ridden (!) past the Palatine Palace,
where the Emperor would have been watching from a distance only, while an aide would
have given Tiberius the information that Judah supposedly tried to kill the governor (cf.
excerpt on the opposite page).
But in February 1959, when Rózsa‘s first musical ideas were converted from his
sketches into a conductor‘s score, that scene had already been revised, as we can glimpse
from the few comments on the action that the score contains. The composer provided a
short and a long version of the Victory Parade, but from what I can see these two versions could still be used on the same visuals that we know today. They were both written
down on the same day, too.
The short version would have ended a few seconds after Arrius‘s chariot stops. The
consul would then have climbed those steps without any musical accompaniment. However, this short version has a ‗Coda‘ navigation marker in bar 38 along with a comment
reading, ‗Coda to long version (1724, 2A)‘ (ex. 29). The last few bars after the coda sym90

EXT. PALATINE PALACE - ROME - DAY

239

Framed in one of the great arches, the victory parade honoring
Arrius’ triumphant homecoming can be seen crossing the vast concourse in front of the palace. It is a martial display of cavalry, marines, foot soldiers with eagles and banners aloft,
paced by the MUSIC of FLUTES and TRUMPETS.
CLOSER SHOT - SHOOTING UPWARD FROM A LOW ANGLE

240

Marching steadily, the might of Rome comes right AT THE CAMERA.
It is a dazzling display, banks of polished shields, bristling
forests of spears, plumed helmets nodding. Suddenly there is a
deafening CHEER as two mounted men have appeared. One is Arrius,
the other Ben Hur, splendidly dressed, riding beside the Consul.
As Arrius nears the CAMERA, his arm goes out stiffly in a salute. The cheers increase.
LONG SHOT TOWARD PARADE FROM PALACE

241

In the foreground, backs to the CAMERA, stand the EMPEROR TIBERIUS, his aides, members of his household, all wearing purplebordered togas. The Emperor is returning the salute of Arrius,
who can be seen in the distant background riding past. In the
farther background, across the concourse, a tremendous crowd of
cheering people can be seen. As the Emperor lowers his arm, an
aide moves closer to him.
AIDE: Divine Majesty…
The Emperor turns so that his face can be seen in profile. He is
an old man, but alert and commanding, with the eyes of an attacking hawk.
AIDE: If you will notice the man riding beside Arrius, he is the
one who tried to kill your governor in Judea.
TIBERIUS (surprise): Did he indeed? He tries to kill a Roman
Governor, yet he saves a Roman Consul. Somewhat unpredictable
and inconsistent.
The Emperor frowns. He looks back curiously at the parade.
TWO SHOT - ARRIUS AND BEN HUR

242

as they ride, Arrius smiles reassuringly at Ben Hur.

(Tunberg script, pp. 85-6, 6-25-58 and 8-4-58)
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bol would have been a fortissimo restatement of the immediately preceding brass chords
(not so very different from the first bars of the long version). This ending has not survived in any of the recordings (ex. 30).
Example 29

Example 30
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65

Victory Parade (Long Version)

no. page
128 489

Title
Victory Parade
(Long Version)

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

1724-2A

—

02-06

no.pp. Dur.
2

—

Mm.
20

 Rhino I 43 (1:09 to 1:42) • Aldebaran I 19 (1:31 to 2:04) • DVD I 26 (1:31:47)
The long version takes up from that navigation marker and, consequently, features
this comment: ‗Arrius climbing steps‘. However, even this long version is definitely
shorter than what we hear in the movie or on the Rhino. It ends with some brass chords
whose rhythm echoes the beginning of the ‗Parade of the Charioteers‘ (ex. 31). This ending has not been preserved in any known recording.
Example 31
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66

Victory Finale

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

129 491

Victory Finale

1724-3

—

02-06

no.pp. Dur.
2

—

Mm.
19

 Rhino I 43 (from 2:06 or 2:12) • MRSSS 48 (from 1:22) • Aldebaran I 19 (from 2:28)
and III 14 (from 1:21) • DVD I 25 (1:32:44 and 1:34:01)
Example 32
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Rózsa composed music for the rest of the scene after Quintus Arrius has talked to
the Emperor. Only the latter part of this music has made it onto the recordings we have
today. The (unheard) first eight bars of brass chords are made up of the Parade‘s familiar
brass motif, very sparingly harmonized with open fifths and fourths only (ex. 32). Possibly these bars were recorded, because, just for a fraction of a second, you can hear the
echo of the preceding chord when the Finale music starts on the Rhino or the DVD music only track.
In bar 12 it says, ‗Chariot moves‘. When the final chords are sounded, we read the
word, ‗Eagle‘ above m. 17. This might be explained by the Tunberg script, which contains
a slightly different version of Arrius‘s audience with Tiberius:
CLOSE SHOT - TIBERIUS
INT: AUDIENCE CHAMBER - DAY

244

The Emperor is seated on a throne under a huge gilded Roman eagle.
TIBERIUS: It has been recorded that Judah Ben Hur was legally
convicted of an attack on our Governor at Jerusalem.
WIDER ANGLE

245

The audience chamber is a chaste room of white marble. Flanking
the Emperor are senators and advisors, all wearing purplebordered togas. Arrius, similarly dressed, stands at the foot of
the throne.
TIBERIUS (continuing): An attack upon our Governor is an attack
upon the Senate and the people of Rome.
ARRIUS (protestingly): Divine Emperor, I am convinced that no
such attack was intended.
Tiberius’ face flushes darkly.
TIBERIUS: Consul, the justice of the Senate and the people of
Rome cannot be disputed. He has been convicted. There is no appeal.
ARRIUS: But Divine Emperor -TIBERIUS: Consul, allow us to continue. Allow us to be generous.

(Tunberg script, p. 87, 9-17-58)
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The recordings of the Victory Parade
Example 33

(a) The movie soundtrack (DVD)
This is a concoction of all three cues (nos. 63–65). It lacks the first two introductory
bars of the short version (ex. 33) and contains more cuts than the ‗famous‘ (or rather,
infamous) one at 1:41 on Rhino I 43. Some quasi-repetitions are left out (mm. 16 and 17,
as well as mm. 20 and 21, which are, structurally speaking, the same echoes as those in
mm. 16 and 17), but these deletions are not marked as such in the written material.
Then at the coda symbol the music jumps to the long version, as indicated in the
score. The music seems to have been recorded in one go, with no cutting evident here.
Instead of finishing this piece, there is the cut (on the fourth beat in bar 15 of the long
version) to—the very beginning of the short version (minus the two introductory measures mentioned earlier)! But this time around, mm. 14 through 24 are jumped over, and
we hear mm. 25–27, when there is another (seamless) transition to—the closing bars of
the Finale (m. 15). To make matters even more complicated, instead of supposing that we
hear mm. 25-27 again, there might have been an alternative take of the Finale (cf. my
comments on the MGM recording below).
When Arrius‘s interview with Tiberius has ended, we hear the second half of the
Finale (starting on the fourth beat of m. 8). Curiously enough, the orchestra plays mm. 9,
10, 9, 11, 12 etc., but this extra repetition of m. 9 cannot be found in the written score.
Can you hear a faint ‗pre-echo‘ when this short cue starts? It sounds as if the preceding 8
measures were recorded after all, but that the music editor chose to cut them out.
By the way, the syncopated piatti strokes (usually on the second and the fourth beat
of those measures where the brass play only on 1 and 3; e.g., exactly at 0:10, 0:19, 0:20,
and 0:21 on the Rhino track) that make this piece so exciting are completely missing from
the written material, as opposed to those at the beginning (i.e., the first beat) of the other
measures. However, they appear on every recording. This seems to have been a lastminute change that simply was not penciled in.
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(b) Rhino
There is no difference from the version on the DVD, but can you hear that the recording engineers somehow managed to make the cut sound less awkward? Could that
mean that Turner is in the possession of the intact recording(s) of the Victory Parade and
that they just decided to execute that cut again because that‘s what we hear in the movie?
For those who want to check for all those cuts here‘s a list:
0:00 Missing two introductory bars
0:29 mm. 16–17 missing
0:33 mm. 20–21 missing
1:09 cut to long version (coda symbol)
1:42 cut back to beginning of short version
2:06 cut to m. 25 [or, cut to Finale, m. 12 with an additional measure inserted between mm. 14 and 15]
2:12 [cut to] Finale, m. 15
2:22 start of second cue (Arrius walks back)
2:28 repetition of m. 9 in the Finale
(c) MRSSS
This recording does have the first two bars of the short version intact, as well as
mm. 16/17 and 20/21. It even goes one measure beyond the coda symbol, but then
abruptly switches to m. 15 of the Finale, without that cut being audible, though. Could
that have been one single recording?
(d) Aldebaran
I 19 is identical to the DVD and the Rhino, with the cut even more badly executed
than in the movie itself, which just goes to show that pirated editions can rarely hold their
own when compared to the regular editions. III 14 is the Syracuse recording of the
MRSSS, but the sound is incredibly worse and the beginning has been faded in.
(e) The first MGM album (S1E1, Savina)
Here are the two introductory bars again, as well as mm. 16–17 and 20–21. This
makes it similar to the MRSSS, but the sound quality is much better here. But if you‘re
looking for that (in)famous cut—it is not there! Where the movie and the Rhino cut back
to the beginning of the short version on the fourth beat of m. 15 in the long version, that
beat has been preserved. However, whereas the MRSSS tape recording gives us the next
measure as well, the album cuts to the Finale at once—but not, as in the MRSSS, to m.
15, but to m. 12. Interestingly enough, there is an additional measure after m. 14 which is
identical to m. 27 of the short version. This leads me to believe that there might have
been two recordings of the Finale, which would also explain the seamless transition heard
on the DVD. Thus the MGM LP version is half a minute shorter than the Rhino.
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(f) The Lion album
Apart from the exaggerated reverb, the low-budget Lion LP recording of the Victory
Parade is identical to that from the MGM album. As all the other tracks on these two LPs
differ, it should be safe to assume that they really took the original tapes for this cue.
(g) The Padberg recording
In 1985 Christopher Palmer produced the all-Rózsa album ‗Hollywood Spectacular‘ (originally released on LP as Antares MR-01, reissued on CD as Bay Cities BCD
3028), for which he reconstructed the Victory Parade. On this LP/CD, the cue starts with
two introductory percussion measures, which are not part of the condensed score. After
that the music faithfully reproduces the short version up to m. 38 (coda symbol), where it
segues to the long version, m.1. Like the Rhino recording there is that jump back to the
beginning of the short version in m. 15. After m. 27 of the short version we hear the last
five bars of the Finale (starting in m. 15). This version resembles the Rhino (and the film)
version but has all the measures deleted in the film intact. Christopher Palmer obviously
aimed at getting to an ideal text.
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Fertility Dance

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

59 223

Fertility Dance

1724-28

14-2

05-22

no.pp. Dur.
16

1:46

Mm.
126

 Rhino II 1 • Aldebaran I 20 • Sony II 2 • DVD I 27 (1:35:04)
The score indicates that this cue runs 1 minute 46 seconds. However, it has been
reduced to 59 seconds on the Rhino, the DVD, and the Aldebaran. As Rózsa recalls in
Double Life, this scene was shot in several versions (topless vs. covered dancers), so maybe
there originally was more footage, which was deleted later. The drums were played live by
the African band, and the recording of this was later used to be the rhythmical basis of
the composer‘s music. That is why the score does not mention drums at all and only has
the parts of the four flutes, two marimbas, three harps, one piano (practically inaudible on
the recording), and jingles and shakers. Rózsa obviously deleted several passages from
this cue before recording, including the entire ‗B‘ section of this piece, whose original
structure was A-B-A. For the record, these cuts are mm. 33–40, 49–88, 93–104, and 119;
i.e., a total of 61 measures. On the other hand, mm. 124 and 125 (right before the final
stroke) are repeated. None of these changes are apparent on paper.
However, the deleted ‗B‘ section is not lost: it reappears in Rózsa‘s rerecording of
the Fertility Dance with the Frankenland State Orchestra for his ‗More Music from BENHUR‘ album, preserved on the Sony A2K 47020 double CD where the melody is also
played by the oboe(s) as well as the flutes. That track (II 2) runs 1:26, which means there
are still some cuts, but they are not substantial as they only concern repetitive musical
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material. By the way, the Aldebaran pretends to have an alternative recording as well, but
it‘s a misnomer for what turns out to be ‗Arrius‘ Party‘.
In the movie, the music is faded in during the 3rd measure, leading to the flutes.
There are some hints at the on-screen action: ‗Drums‘ (m. 18), ‗Dancers‘ (m. 20),
‗Flavia and Ben-Hur‘ (m. 39), and ‗This is for you‘ (m. 75). Now whether or not that latter
piece of dialogue might have been said by Arrius when giving Judah his ring, is impossible
to say. The Tunberg script does not contain any such sentence – the wording there is exactly what we know from the finished movie. I don‘t think such a ring-giving scene would
have made much sense during the orgiastic Fertility Dance anyway.
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Arrius’ Party

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

61 240

Arrius’ Party

1724-12

14—2-3

05-29

no.pp. Dur.
5

1:06

Mm.
31

 Rhino II 2 (up to 1:03) • MRSSS 49 (up to 1:11) and 50 • Aldebaran I 21 (up to 0:36)
and III 15 (mislabeled ‗Fertility Dance [shortened version]‘—up to 0:48) • Sony II 3 • DVD I
28 (1:36:03 and 1:38:30)
Example 34
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The music in the film and on the Rhino skips the two introductory measures, which
only contain the ‗background‘ parts and thus establish the tempo and the rhythm of this
piece, and starts in m. 3 with the melody played by the flutes and oboes. After some seconds Arrius interrupts his musicians. That moment can indeed be found in the conductor‘s score, too, at the end of m. 10. There is a comment saying, ‗End of part 2‘, which
refers to the reel/part numbering, i.e., this is where part 2 of reel 14 ended. Also, you find
the word ‗Fine‘ (the Italian word for ‗end‘) in that place (ex. 35). Of course the individual
‗fade-out‘ executed by the studio musicians is not as such notated in the score. This interruption is audible on the Rhino, after which the piece starts anew (again with the first two
measures missing).
The score indicates a repetition of mm. 9-14 (Rhino 0:25 up to 0:35), but it is not
played on the Rhino. It is there, however, in the first of the two MRSSS recordings, which
also has those two introductory measures intact. That recording is notably slower than the
film version, which we hear in MRSSS 50. The Sony CD contains a rerecording with the
Frankenland State Orchestra, which has everything as notated on paper, plus the ‗right‘
tempo (II 3) – except for the last two bars, which have been substituted with a shorter
transition to cue 69.
The movie has a little cut which deletes mm. 9–11 and another one leaving out mm.
23–26.
Strangely, the score stops at m. 31 (1:03 on the Rhino) and says, ‗Segue to 12 A‘,
which is the next piece, entitled—‗Arrius‘ Party (Continued)‘. This could be an indication
that the interruption was originally meant to come later than it actually does, and that cue
69 was where the music would recommence after it had stopped. Something must have
changed in the way the scene was filmed to require less music before the ―band‖ stopped
and more music after it resumed—thus all the changes, possibly made on the recording
stage.)
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Arrius’ Party (Continued)

no. page
62 245

Title
Arrius’ Party
(Continued)

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

1724-12 A

14-3

05-29

no.pp. Dur.
4

1:39

Mm.
20

 Rhino II 2 (from 1:03) • MRSSS 49 (from 1:11) and 50 • Aldebaran I 21 (from 0:36)
and III 15 (mislabeled ‗Fertility Dance [shortened version]‘—from 0:48) • Sony II 3 • DVD I
28 (1:39:06)
As said before, the music continues from the preceding cue without any interruption
or cut. However, it leaves out mm. 7–12, which is (as is so often the case) repetitive material. This goes for the Rhino and the two MRSSS recordings. The movie goes even fur100

ther by deleting mm. 7–15. On the Sony track you can hear the complete version, with
measure 18 repeated (just before the end).
Oddly, the measure count starts from 1 again, and so does the timing. But at the end
of this cue the timing suddenly reads, ‗1:39‘, and that is definitely the duration of the two
cues (68 and 69) taken together. To add to the confusion, the measure count is definitely
wrong as it labels mm. 13–18, ‗19–24‘ but after that goes on with m. 19 on the next page.
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Nostalgia

 Rhino II 3 • Aldebaran I 21 (0:36 to 1:13) • Sony II 4 • DVD I 28 (1:39:24)
no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

60 239

Nostalgia

1724-85

14-3 A

07-28

no.pp. Dur.
1

0:28

Mm.
13

Rhino calls this an ‗extended version‘, and, in comparison with the movie, it is. We
can hear the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme before the music segues to the Love theme in m. 8, which
is also the moment the music is faded in on the DVD. But in the score that moment is
labeled, ‗Looks at left hand‘, in other words, at Esther‘s slave ring. Now this makes much
more sense than in the finished movie. It seems that a portion deleted from the beginning
of this scene would have shown Judah alone (‗Ben-Hur‘ theme), thinking of the days before that fateful accident—after all, this cue is named, ‗Nostalgia‘. Then he would have
looked at the ring, just as he does again just before he meets Balthazar, where we also
hear the Love theme.
This cue was written two months later than the following ‗Farewell to Rome‘ (note
the reg. no.), but the scene it was intended to accompany was obviously cut out from the
finished movie. At the end of the page we read, ‗Overlap Farewell to Home‘ [sic].
When Rózsa rerecorded his ‗More music from BEN-HUR‘ he obviously intended to
set some things straight again or even embellish them for the album. As you can hear on
the Sony double album (track II 4), the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme is now played by a solo English
horn (and oboe in the second phrase), while the countermelody in the lower strings is a
little more developed. Then the last four notes of Judah‘s music (just before the entry of
the Love theme) have been doubled in length as a retarding element. Note that the
counter-melody is here given to the bassoon instead of the original cello. It is, of course,
so typical of Miklós Rózsa to adapt cues for record albums, making them more musically
satisfying.
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Farewell to Rome

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

63 249

Farewell to Rome

1724-15

14-4

05-26

101

no.pp. Dur.
2

1:37

Mm.
32

 Rhino II 4 • MRSSS 51 • Aldebaran I 21 (1:13 to 2:42) • DVD I 28 (1:39:42)
The movie has an overlap of cues 70 and 71, which is why you can‘t hear the first
half of the first measure. Also, there are some poorly executed and unmusical minor cuts,
such as the one at the end of m. 6, shortening the long cello note a bit; at the beginning of
m. 12, omitting the little two-note motif before the long note; or in m. 15, eliminating the
first half of that bar. The Rhino has the full version (without overlapping from cue no.
70) and therefore calls it ‗extended‘. But even the Rhino does not have the repeat m. 26,
which is omitted at 1:18. Above m. 20 we read, ‗Silence‘, but there is no silence in the
finished movie… Just another mystery?
The Nuremberg recording sports an added solo violin (but eliminates the syncopated pulse of tutti violins) plus two additional measures after m. 20 (=1:02 on the Rhino),
contains the deleted measure no. 26 (without the ritardando), and prolongs the end by repeating the ‗Anno Domini‘ motif. Ex. 35 and 36 can give you an impression of how the
composer used the existing score and edited it for the album recording. Rózsa‘s additions
(most notably the solo violin) have been penciled in. These embellishments are really
quite lovely, and one can only imagine the pleasure the composer took in giving freer rein
to his fancy when making the rerecording. In his first letter to Jeffrey Dane, dated JanuExample 35
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ary 11th, 1968, Rózsa wrote, ‗The violin solo in the ―Farewell to Rome‖ from Ben-Hur
has been added for the recording, as I usually adapt my film scores for listening purposes.‘ [Jeffrey Dane, A Composer’s Notes. Remembering Miklós Rózsa. New York 2006, p. 40]
Ex. 36 has been taken from Syracuse‘s collection of 179 pages from Rózsa‘s sheet
music for the LP recording, called ‗BEN-HUR record album version‘. It documents the
composer‘s edits and adaptations for the two albums (BEN-HUR vols. 1 and 2). It is evident that he started editing his music for the album version while still at work on the picture itself: the dates on the different cues run from July to November, 1959 (not all the
cues are dated, however). Wherever possible, Rózsa used the original conductor‘s score
and penciled in the changes; a few pages had to be re-written completely (e.g., the beginning of the Prelude or the extended version of the Love Theme in the Prelude). Unfortunately a few cues are missing from this collection. It would be interesting to analyze
Rózsa‘s method of adapting his film music for listening purposes (which ranges from
adding a flute here and a crescendo there to actually re-writing part of the music for formal
purposes)—but that is another story entirely.

Example 36
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72

A Barren Coast

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

65 252

A Barren Coast

1724-78

14-5

07-13

no.pp. Dur.
1

0:25

Mm.
11

 Rhino II 7 • MRSSS 52 • Aldebaran III 16 (up to 0:24)
This cue does not appear in the movie, but it does on the Rhino (out of sequence,
since it should precede ―Judea‖ rather than follow it) and the MRSSS. It plays around
with the counter-melody of the ‗Anno Domini‘ theme. At 0:14 we read, ‗Judea‘. The Tunberg screenplay (pp. 95-6, 9-19-58) reveals what scene this music was intended to underscore, and that it is Ben-Hur who is telling the other man about his home country. The
dialogue also explains the title of this little cue.

EXT. OPEN SEA - DAY

260

A small two-masted trading vessel runs before a brisk wind. It
is a bright day of sun and fleecy clouds.
DISSOLVE TO:
THE DECK OF THE SHIP

261

A group of travelers stand near the rail, staring off at a distant purple horizon. A man points toward it.
MAN: What’s the land we see there? Judea?
Next to the man is a tall figure wearing the robe and tarboosh
of an Arab. He turns. He is Ben Hur.
BEN HUR: Yes. (to himself) Judea ....
MAN: A barren coast.
BEN HUR: Not to all men. To some, it has the same life as their
own hand.
He looks at his hand — then off toward the shore.

(Tunberg script, p. 87, 9-17-58)
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73

Judea

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

66 253

Judea

1724-80

15-1

07-20

no.pp. Dur.
5

2:37

Mm.
55

 No recording available
One week after ‗A Barren Coast‘ was transcribed from Rózsa‘s sketches, ‗Judea‘ appeared in the conductor‘s score. Only eight days later ‗Judea (New)‘ was added. In the
end, neither of the two versions made it onto the sound stage. What we hear in the movie
is ‗Judea No. 2 (New)‘, which is one of the 14 cues that were added to the score at the
beginning of October 1959 and recorded shortly afterwards. Many of those 14 cues are
labeled, ‗new‘ or ‗final version‘. They were written a full two months after the bulk of the
music had been finished, obviously in order to allow for some last-minute changes for the
final cut; after all, the movie premiered only one month later, on 18 November 1959.
Of the first ‗Judea‘ no recording has survived. It might not even have been recorded,
seeing that the revised version came only eight days later. Like the other two versions, this
one starts with the familiar ‗Judea‘ motif, but it takes up a full minute before segueing to a
variant of the ‗Ben-Hur‘ theme (1:02 ‗C.U. Ben-Hur‘). After a fleeting moment of the
‗Anno Domini‘ motif we would have heard Balthazar‘s music, arranged for woodwinds,
very similar to its appearance in ‗Judea (New)‘, albeit a full step higher (F rather than E
flat). But before this theme would have had time to enfold, it would have been superseded by an adagio solemne variant of the ‗Christ‘ theme (2:00 ‗Raises Gourd‘), complete
with its counter-melody. This would have been another of those moments when the
gourd of water establishes Judah‘s link to Jesus and the ‗Christ‘ theme reminds us of this
connection without having to show Jesus on the screen. As the ‗Christ‘ theme lasts 37
seconds, this must have been rather a long moment, in which Ben-Hur would very probably have reminisced about the stranger who gave him water and ‗a heart to live‘ on that
fateful day when he passed Nazareth on his way to the galleys.
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Judea (New)

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

67 258

Judea (New)

1724-80 A

15—1+2

07-28

no.pp. Dur.
5

2:54

Mm.
68

 Rhino II 5 • MRSSS 53 • Aldebaran III 16 (from 0:24)
Only a week after ‗Judea‘ was finished, Rózsa turned out this new version, which had
become necessary after the footage must have been reedited. The cue still starts with the
‗Judea‘ motif, but this time it gives way to Balthazar‘s theme after only 32 seconds. At
1:02 we read, ‗C.U. Ben-Hur‘, which is the moment we hear his theme. When the Love
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theme comes in at 1:36, Judah ‗Looks at hand‘ and thinks of Esther. At 1:54 the score has
that ‗Anno Domini‘-like two-note motif before the entry of the long tremolo string chord,
whereas all the recordings begin with the long chord, followed by the short two-note motif and then going back to that long chord. The score says, ‗Balthasar‘ here. On paper this
moment is supposed to last four seconds; then there is a fermata lunga (long rest) of 20
seconds when ‗Ben-Hur opens eyes‘. At 2:18 the ‗Christ‘ theme sets in when Balthazar
says, ‗You might be…‘. In the recording the break is much shorter, and correspondingly
the string chord is held longer; but the ‗Christ‘ theme still enters at 2:18.
It is not possible to match this cue to the DVD.
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Judea No. 2 (New)

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

64 251

Judea No. 2 (New)

1724-112

14-4

10-08

 Rhino II 6 • Aldebaran I 21 (from 2:43) • DVD I 29 (1:41:12)
Example 37

106

no.pp. Dur.
1

0:24

Mm.
11

As late as one month before the premiere the material was reedited and considerably
shortened, so new music had to be written. The Rhino and Aldebaran recordings are
identical to what we hear in the movie. One measure (no. 5) was cut (just before the entry
of the English horn melody), and the tom-tom sets in one measure later than actually notated (ex. 37). (Frank DeWald: ‗A very interesting touch, that tom-tom. It enters just as
the scene segues from the ship to the Bedouin tribe—a very subtle touch of oriental color
without abandoning the Judaic tone of the melody and harmony.‘)
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Balthasar

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

68 263

Balthazar [sic]

1724-101

15-1

10-05

no.pp. Dur.
4

1:57

Mm.
47

 Rhino II 8 • Aldebaran II 1 • DVD I 29 (1:41:37)
Another of those late October jobs, this one (along with ‗Balthazar‘s World‘) was
even written by a different copyist, which is very much evident from the handwriting (and
from the spelling of Balthasar‘s name). They must have been very much pressed for time
at that point.
Both the movie and the Rhino have a nearly inaudible cut (Rhino 0:29/30) when the
‗Ben-Hur‘ theme appears (DVD 1:42:07), thus omitting three measures from the score
(16–18) which would have brought Balthasar‘s music to its proper end (ex. 38). Strangely
enough, the score says, ‗0:30 C.U. Balthazar‘, which can only be explained by assuming
that the copyist made a mistake. He may have wanted to write, ‗Ben-Hur‘ but was thinking of the title of this cue—it could have been a result of the desperate effort to finish the
music in as short a time as possible, or it could be due to the inexperience of that person.
At 0:39 the score reads, ‗Looks at ring‘, which coincides with DVD 1:42:16, and we hear
the Love theme. Then ‗Balthazar appears‘ along with his theme at 0:57, and the ‗Christ‘
theme sets in when the old man addresses Judah (1:06 ‗Forgive me‘).
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Balthasar’s World

no. page
70 271

Title
Balthazar’s [sic]
World

Reg.no.
1724-105

Reel/part
16 A
16-1

Date
10-07

no.pp. Dur.
2

1:51

Mm.
27

 Rhino II 9 • Aldebaran II 2 • DVD I 31 (1:51:46)
Karl S. Tunberg‘s original screenplay included Judah‘s meeting with Balthasar and
Sheik Ilderim at the oasis, but then had Judah‘s homecoming following immediately. It is
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Example 38

only after Esther has told him that his mother and sister are dead (i.e., at the moment of
the intermission) that Ben-Hur returns to the Sheik‘s tent and the conversation between
Judah, Ilderim and Balthasar takes place. The final version is a dramatic improvement, as
it allows time for the seeds planted in Ilderim‘s tent to germinate in the hero‘s mind. After
nearly eight minutes without music the English horn introduces a variation on Messala‘s
theme. The score shows that there are four measures before that in which we would have
heard the familiar version of the evil Roman‘s music, played forte by the cellos and basses
with that dissonant horn chord superimposed. Listen to the Rhino track for the complete
music.
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The cue‘s commentary runs, ‗Led me‘ at 0:33, which is naturally taken from
Balthasar‘s lines. This coincides with the entry of Balthasar‘s theme. Then we read, ‗He is
near‘ at 0:52 and hear the ‗Christ‘ theme. The old man‘s music returns at 1:33 (‗Balthazar
stands‘).
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Homecoming—New

no. page
69 267

Title
Homecoming—
New

Reg.no.
1724-17
NEW

Reel/part

Date

16-A+1

06-04

no.pp. Dur.
4

1:38

Mm.
52

 MRSSS 54
After leaving Sheik Ilderim, Judah returns to Jerusalem and to his home. There are
two surviving versions of the ‗Homecoming‘ music—this ‗new‘ one and a ‗final version‘ (cue 79). The ‗old‘ or original music, however, has not survived in the conductor‘s
score. Written (copied) on June 4, 1959, the ‗new‘ version immediately starts with the familiar Judea theme, complete with its countermelody. The cue is longer than the final version ultimately heard in the movie (1:38 vs. 1:16), and the theme appears in its more comprehensive form at the beginning of the cue.
Apart from that, however, the ‗new‘ and the ‗final‘ versions are nearly identical from
the moment of the dissolve to the courtyard onwards; i.e., when the oboe takes over the
melody. Interestingly, that is also the moment when a new measure count sets in: the
score ‗jumps‘ from m. 12 to m. 21 at the beginning of the second page. This might mean
that only the first page of this cue was rewritten, and that, as from page 2, we have the
resumption of the ‗old‘ version before our eyes. However, all the pages of this cue have
been marked as ‗new—rev.‘, which could of course just as well have been added to the
original version at this later date. The evidence remains inconclusive.
Neither the Rhino nor the Aldebaran has this version of ‗Homecoming‘, but the
MRSSS acetate sources do. When we study the written material we find that a more or
less repetitive measure (35) has been crossed out and consequently is not heard in the
recording. The second entry of the Judea theme coincides with a ‗C.U. on Ben-Hur‘ (at
1:00 in the score, m. 38).
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Homecoming—Final Version

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

71 273

Homecoming—
Final Version

1724-103

16-1

10-05

 Rhino II 10 • Aldebaran II 3 • DVD I 32 (1:53:55)
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no.pp. Dur.
4

1:16

Mm.
34

Four months later, in October 1959, Rózsa had to adjust this cue slightly, along with
thirteen others. It now starts with a short statement of the Ben-Hur motif, accompanying
Judah‘s exit from Ilderim‘s tent. After six seconds (at ‗Diss. to Joppa Gate‘) it segues into
the Judea theme. When Judah enters his home, we hear the ‗House of Hur‘ melody, before the Judea theme reappears. This is the music heard in the film.
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Memories

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date no.pp. Dur.
?
r06-05
74 283
Memories
1724-14
18-1+2
7
2:48
r07-20
r07-27
 Rhino II 11 • MRSSS 55 • Aldebaran II 4 (up to 2:33) • DVD I 33 (2:02:11)

Mm.
61

This cue saw three revisions, all dated in the score; there is no date for the original
version. The music is, of course, the love theme , which sets in at 0:10 (‗Diss. to roof
top‘). One repetitive bar at the moment the alto flute begins the well-known melody (m.
2) has been crossed out and was never recorded. The movie (and the Aldebaran track)
jumps from bar 1 to bar 7, thus leaving out the first phrase of the melody, but the Rhino
and the MRSSS have the complete take. There is a nasty little cut in bar 32 (DVD 2:03:26,
when Esther says, ‗I‘m not a bride‘.), faithfully transferred to the Aldebaran disc, that
leaves out the second and third beats. Another reference to the on-screen action is at 1:37
(‗Kiss‘  Rhino 1:37 • DVD 2:03:37).
There is an interesting little detail in mm. 39 and 43, where the first part of the countermelody, played by the clarinet and the oboe successively, has been slovenly crossed out
by a few hasty pencil strokes, but was recorded after all. By the way: can you hear the
clarinet coming in late in m. 44 (Rhino 1:59)?
The cue has two slightly different endings, the first one adding and holding the low
brass chord identical with the start of the next (overlapping) cue, ‗Hatred—New‘. That
moment is described as, ‗She raises head‘ (i.e., Esther looking up apprehensively at Judah).
What we hear in most of the recordings is the first two bars of the first ending, which
then immediately segues into the following cue, as indicated in the sheet music (‗overlap‘).
This is also evident from the Rhino tracking—the first brass chord is still part of this
track (2:45). The MRSSS is the only recording with the last measure of the first ending
played out to the full, ending on a fermata. Frank DeWald suggests that the second ending,
which cadences calmly in C major, might have been provided in the event the overlap was
not used.
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81

Hatred—New

no. page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

05-29
r07-20
r08-03
 Rhino II 12 • Aldebaran II 4 (from 2:33) • DVD I 34 (2:04:44)
75 290

Hatred—New

1724-13
NEW

18-3

no.pp. Dur.
3

1:31

Mm.
32

This cue also underwent some revisions, only the last of which has come down to
us. It takes up the countermelody of the love theme and transforms it into a minor -mode
rendition, thus adding to the general impression of anguish and hatred created by the low
brass and strings. When Esther starts to talk about Jesus (0:37—‗I‘ve heard‘), the Christ
theme comes in for a moment, only to be interrupted at 0:49 (‗Judah‘) by more brooding
music. The moment Esther tells Judah, ‗You‘ll die‘ (1:14), there is a harsh stab of the
trombones followed by an accentuated cello and bassoon triplet (m. 27). This measure is
repeated in the movie (and the Aldebaran) to coincide with another movement of
Esther‘s head, but there is no indication of this repetition in the score, nor can it be heard
on the Rhino (1:14–1:17). I find this instance of musical editing rather clever, as it directs
our attention to Esther‘s reaction and at the same time links two shots, covering up a
somewhat awkward optical cut (DVD 2:06:03) showing Judah and Esther from nearly
(but not exactly) the same camera standpoint.
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V
From the Dungeon to the Circus
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The Dungeon

no. page
72

277

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

The Dungeon

1724-29

18-1

05-26

4

Dur. Mm.
1:50

36

 Philips (m.o.) 7 (up to 0:29)
Rózsa had obviously planned to provide a musical accompaniment to the scene
where we see Drusus and the prison wardens descending to the lower level in order to
find out if Miriam and Tirzah are still alive. There is no known complete recording of this
music, however. It contains some references to the action, such as: ‗Group descending‘ (0:20), ‗They stop‘ (0:38) and ‗Stops suddenly‘ (1:50). If you start the DVD at ca.
2:10:08 these references neatly coincide with what is happening on the screen: The group
start their descent at 2:10:28, and they stop for a second at 2:10:46. The jailer ‗stops suddenly‘ at 2:11:45, which is some seconds too early if you go by the written material.
Although none of the usual sources have this cue, there is, at least, a recording of
mm. 7-14, albeit in a rather individual interpretation by one Norman Maine, who reworked some cues for a French children‘s bedtime story version of BEN-HUR issued on
the Philips ‗Jeunesse‘ label and also published a music-only EP of his arrangements.
The music (ex. 39) is characterized by a recurring motif first played pp by low brass
and woodwinds, later by trombones and tubas (plus piano) in a moderato lugubre tempo:

Like the second motif in the Rowing of the Galley Slaves, for example, it is basically a one
-note line interrupted by a minor third jump up and down (ornamented the second time
around). In the first six bars it is harmonized using an E major chord in the lower section
clashing with E minor in the horns (G vs. G-sharp), thus creating an acute friction underlining the lugubrious atmosphere of the dungeon. From bar 7, this motif is accompanied
by tremolo strings playing a one-bar, four-note countermelody composed of open
fourths:

relentlessly repeated over the next 7 bars (in the score, mind you, not on the French
‗music only‘ EP, where Norman Maine‘s accompaniment is simplified). Then from bar 15
we hear a variation of the initial motif played by tremolo violins and muted trumpets:
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It is only towards the end of this cue that the somber piano mood crescendos to a
fortissimo within three bars. The last chord overlaps with the first one of the following cue,
when the score says (at 1:50) that the jailer ‗Stops suddenly‘.
From this we can gather that Rózsa intended a continuous musical accompaniment
not only from the very beginning of the prison scenes, but also—as we shall see in the
discussion of the next cue—right up to the end of it.

83

Lepers

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

no. pp.

Dur.

Mm.

76

293

Lepers

1724-25

19-1

05-20

2

0:57

18

 Rhino II 13 • MRSSS 59 • Aldebaran II 5 • DVD I 36 (2:11:45)
This is the moment when the music starts to play in the movie to underline the
jailer‘s expression of revulsion upon seeing the two lepers in their cell. The music helps
the audience to imagine what he sees, so that it is not necessary to actually show the disfigured women. The music is brusquely terminated when the door is closed; no doubt
somebody feared that it might distract from the following dialogue. The music-only track
of the DVD plays the entire cue, as do the Rhino and the MRSSS. The Aldebaran seems
to be an alternative take of nearly the same length, which has the last five measures
speeded up by the low brass countermelody twice coming in too early.
All the recordings deviate from the score, however, inasmuch as they regularly have
a gong and a bass drum stroke two beats after each of the stabbing chords, whereas the
score always has the gong on the first beat and no drums at all. The same is true for the
timpani beats on 1 and 3 from 0:41 onwards (i.e., that part of the music which has been
deleted from the movie soundtrack).
It is evident that the cue had indeed been intended to last as long as it does on the
Rhino (1:00) from the references to the action. At 0:06 we read, ‗C.U. jailer‘, and at 0:20,
‗Drusus‘, which coincides with what we see. At 0:32 Drusus ‗signals jailer‘ to close the door
(still in keeping with the movie), and at 0:47 we read the jailer‘s words, ‗Then we‘ll burn‘.
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Example 39

116

117

84

Lepers—New
Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Lepers—New

1724-25
NEW

18-2

06-04

2

no. page
73

281

Dur. Mm.
0:37

15

 no recordings available
Interestingly enough, this revised version of the same cue is virtually identical with
the preceding one (except for some minute details of instrumentation)—but it stops
shortly after that cell door is closed, thus complying with the music editor‘s (or the director‘s?) wishes! There is no telling why they used the older cue (no. 83) after all and then
decided to strangle the music in mid-bar.
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Return

no. page
77

295

78

296

Title
Return
(Alternate Intro)
Return and
Return (Cont’d)

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

1724-26

19-3

07-27

1

0:19

7

1724-26

19-3
20-1

05-20
r07-27

5

1:07
1:45

77

Dur. Mm.

 Rhino II 14 • MRSSS 60 and 61 • Aldebaran II 6 (up to 2:04) and III 17 (up to 2:55) •
DVD I 37 (2:14:28)
The music for Miriam and Tirzah‘s tearful return to their home (only to say farewell)
was revised once and then edited in places in the movie soundtrack.
The somewhat strange title (‗Return and Return [Cont‘d]) is explained if you look at
the reel labeling: this cue spans a reel change. At 1:07 the score says, ‗End reel 19—pt. 3‘,
and the last chord as well as the last note of the solo oboe in m. 26 have a fermata to allow for any timing discrepancies. You can still hear it in the MRSSS track (60), which
ends here. Even the timing starts anew in m. 27, where the new reel begins. More evidence of tinkering with this scene is found in m. 43 at 0:45, where the dialogue excerpt
reads, ‗He must never know‘. This is specified twelve seconds before Judah appears (m.
47, 0:57: ‗Ben-Hur seen‘). The finished movie, however, does not contain this sentence.
The first seven bars of ‗Return‘ were later replaced by ‗Return (Alternate Intro)‘. In
contrast to the original beginning we have added strings, timpani and a gong , but most of
the winds are missing. It‘s as though in the movie the two versions were layered over each
other (thanks to Frank DeWald for pointing this out to me). Curiously, this gong is not
heard in the recording—though it is notated in exactly the same place (on the second
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beat) as you hear it in cue 83 (‗Lepers‘), where, however, it does not appear on paper! The
older version had only the winds playing the chords. Another interesting detail: the original intro had accentuated (fp) chords, whereas they are supposed to sound very soft in the
alternate intro (marked pp). In fact, they are played boldly, as indicated in the old intro. To
make the confusion perfect, the alternate intro has the following comment written above
the music: ‗Taken from 1724-58, reel 27, part 1, bars 1–7‘ – which is true, as the same
notes reappear in the first seven bars of ‗The Uncleans‘ (cue 110). But the recording of the
intro to ‗The Uncleans‘ again differs from the music on the sheet!
And that was only the first seven bars… Now, let‘s try and find a way through the
further intricacies of this cue. No recording preserves the original seven-bar intro. The
music on the Rhino is the revised version starting with the alternate intro and then
switching to the original cue for bar 8 at 0:19. If you listen very carefully you can actually
hear the very soft transition (cross-fade) from the fermata ending of reel 19 to the beginning of reel 20 at 1:07. At the end of the Ben-Hur theme (2:22) we hear the countermelody played on a flute, followed by a solo clarinet. At this point in the score Rózsa had
provided four additional bars (58-61) that would have stretched Judah‘s theme a bit, but
these bars were crossed out and never recorded. The same goes for the last two bars before the end of this cue (ex. 40), immediately before the next cue sets in.
In the movie this cue has been considerably edited.
When Miriam tells Esther, ‗We are lepers‘ (DVD 2:14:26), you hear those first seven
bars of the alternate intro, just as on the Rhino recording. But then there is an audible cut
(at 2:14:43) when Tirzah says, ‗Oh, Esther.‘ The music segues to the English horn playing
‗The Mother‘s Love‘ theme in m. 19 at 0:47 in the score. The next cut occurs at the beginning of m. 24 (DVD 2:14:55), where you can actually hear the first beat of that measure
(where the solo oboe plays a c2) at the same time as that of m. 28 (where the oboe starts a
third lower on a1) for a split second, which sounds as if two oboes were playing. By directly jumping from m. 23 to m. 28, this version omits the place where the reel change
was supposed to have happened (mm. 26–27). This cut occurs in the middle of a continuous shot, too, so the reel change must have been shifted to yet another point in the
movie. Maybe it coincides with the aforementioned cut to ‗The Mother‘s Love‘.
The next bars to have been omitted are mm. 36 and 37 (DVD 2:15:17). Naturally
you don‘t hear mm. 58–61, as they were not recorded. At 2:16:09 the DVD music-only
track deviates from the actual movie soundtrack, as remarked in the Rózsa forum by William D. McCrum (October 7, 2006) and has an audible crossfade to the last note of this
cue (i.e., from m. 64 to m. 77, where the overlap was supposed to cut in). Contrary to
what Mr. McCrum states, this crossfade can also be spotted on the Aldebaran, but there it
is immediately followed by another crossfade to—m. 67, from where it follows the music
as heard on the Rhino! All this does not, I‘m afraid, corroborate McCrum‘s hypothesis of
an alternative shorter version, but rather points to some clumsy editing. Just a few bars
later, however, the Aldebaran lets us hear the prolonged last measure (77), before the next
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Example 40

120

cue is faded in with the love theme. This moment does not occur on the Rhino or in the
movie itself.
But this is still not all. There are two more cuts in the movie (but not on the Aldebaran, otherwise mirroring the soundtrack faithfully), which seem to have been necessary
for the correct timing of the next cue (‗Promise‘). They can be detected on the DVD at
2:16:14 and 2:16:20, where you actually hear a slight thud giving away the cut. The measures omitted are mm. 67 and 71–72.
The alternate Aldebaran track on the third CD resembles the MRSSS Syracuse tape
inasmuch as it also sports the fermata to end reel 19. The beginning of reel 20 has been
badly faded in, in true Aldebaran fashion. This track also has the last measure intact without any overlap, as in the MRSSS. Why they call it a shortened version in the booklet,
however, remains a mystery: this cue is one minute longer than the one on the second CD.
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Promise

no. page
79

301

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Promise

1724-27

20-2

05-20
r07-27

5

Dur. Mm.
2:26

54

 Rhino II 15 • MRSSS 63 • Aldebaran II 6 (from 2:04) and III 17 (from 2:55) • Sony II
7 • DVD I 37 (2:16:27)
Esther‘s promise not to tell Judah she has seen the lepers is underscored with the
love theme, which naturally sets in at ‗You love him, Esther.‘ References to the dialogue
are at 0:40 (‗Promise me‘, m.17) and at 1:19 (‗I am content‘, m. 32), but this latter line,
spoken by Miriam, is actually heard ten seconds earlier, at m. 28, or 2:17:36 on the DVD).
Minor cuts occur as a consequence of mm. 14 and 46–47 having been deleted, although the score shows no intended deletions there. However, as all recorded versions
(see below) lack these measures, it can safely be assumed they were never recorded. There
are no audible cuts, either. Since the music-only DVD audio track is inexplicably silent
from 2:16:13 to 2:17:47, we can only follow the complete audio mixdown and remark
these cuts. The Rhino track shows no difference from the music used in the film. There is
a difference from the score, however, which asks the clarinets to play the last descending
melody (mm. 48ff.) in a slightly softer mezzoforte statement—but in the movie and on the
Rhino we hear a solo violin. The MRSSS recording has the clarinets and is thus more
faithful to the sheet music. Interestingly enough, m. 48 has the clarinet melody start on
the second beat, whereas the recording starts on beat one, which makes more musical
sense (ex. 41).
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For no apparent reason, the first Aldebaran track (II 6) mutilates m. 33 (at 3:25) by
crossfading from the end of m. 32 to beat 3 of m. 33. The alternative Aldebaran track (III
17) is identical to the MRSSS recording including the clarinets, but without the hiss.
For the MGM album recording of ‗The Mother‘s Love‘, the composer made a number of changes, as is evident from the BEN-HUR LP score also preserved by Syracuse University: Rózsa composed a new beginning (stretching over 35 bars), but then used copies
of the original sheets, thus turning mm. 9ff. into mm. 36ff. (at 1:22 on the MGM or Sony
CD), and making such changes as doubling the violin part an octave higher and adding a
trumpet countermelody (from 1:27). And while he deletes the original bars 16 and 17, bar
14, which had been missing from the recordings for the movie, is in the album version.
Example 41

122

Mm. 46–47 are marked as deleted in the LP score (they had never been recorded in the
first place), and the original repetitive bar 52 at the very end has been crossed out as well.
Despite all these alterations actually written into the score, the final recording still does not
exactly correspond to what the sheet music says. But tracking all the changes made for
the album recordings is beyond the scope of this essay.
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Sorrow

no. page
80

306

Title

Reg.no.

Sorrow

1724-83

Reel/
part
20-3

Date
07-24

no.
pp.
2

Dur. Mm.
0:58

18

 MRSSS 25 (up to 0:32) • Aldebaran III 19 (up to 0:32)
This cue, recorded in July, was replaced by the next one (‗Sorrow and Intermission‘)
in October. It does not appear on the Rhino, nor does it seem to have been preserved
anywhere else. The beginning of cue 87 is nearly identical to the film version, but after 24
seconds the Mother‘s Love theme sets in, as you can hear in the MRSSS track. However,
only just four bars later the MRSSS recording segues to Messala‘s theme, much like the
corresponding entry in the next cue, but then subsiding quietly, to end on a long note. In
the score the Mother‘s Love theme was to continue for another 25 seconds and end quietly, too. Again, the Aldebaran track (identical to the MRSSS) has a much improved
sound.
A possible explanation for this quiet ending lies in the Tunberg script, which suggests the original plan:
ESTHER (desperate): Forget, forget, forget Messala. Go back to
Rome.
Ben Hur abruptly leaves the room. Simonides stares at Esther.
SIMONIDES: You did not see them.
Esther rushes to her father.
ESTHER (sobbing): I did see them, father. They were here. Not
dead, but...
SIMONIDES (startled): You saw them here? When?
ESTHER: In the garden, a few minutes ago.
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SIMONIDES: In the garden? Where are they now?
She buries her head on his shoulder, sobbing wildly.
THE MAIN COURT

311X4

Ben Hur paces for a moment. CAMERA HOLDS on him as he makes a
decision. He turns to leave. At the door his hand goes out automatically to touch the Mesusah. He stops. Abruptly he seizes the
Mesusah, pulls it out, throws it against the wall. He closes the
door, exits towards the gate.
Esther appears after a moment, stands staring into the darkness.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. SHEIK’S ENCAMPMENT - ORCHARD OF PALMS - DAY

312

(Tunberg script, pp. 121-2, 6-26 and 9-22-58)
The script contains no hint at an intermission, so the decision to divide the movie
into two parts must have been made at a later date, necessitating an additional cue or
cues. In fact, Judah‘s first visit to Sheik Ilderim‘s tent (including Judah‘s introduction to
the horses and the talk with Balthasar) was originally placed between ‗Sorrow‘ and the
scene in the Roman bath.
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Intermission

no. page
82

312

Title

Reg.no.

Intermission

1724-87

Reel/
part
21-1

Date
07-28

no.
pp.
1

Dur. Mm.
0:18

7

 Aldebaran III 18
This recording has only been preserved on the third Aldebaran disc. It dates from
July and starts with the Messala theme and ends on a few short fanfares. (ex. 42).
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Intermission (New)

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

83

313

Intermission (New)

1724-87
A

21-1

08-10

2

124

Dur. Mm.
0:31

14

Example 42

 MRSSS 56 • Aldebaran III 20
Two weeks after the first Intermission cue (no. 88) had been written and recorded, a
new one was composed. It also begins with a short Messala statement and the following
fanfares, but then, with a cymbal clash, the Ben-Hur theme appears in the brass, albeit for
only three bars. More fanfares finish this cue. (M. 13 was not recorded.) (ex. 43)
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Example 43
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Sorrow and Intermission

no. page
81

308

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Sorrow
and Intermission

1724-109

20-3

10-07

4

 Rhino II 16 • Aldebaran II 7 • DVD I 38 (2:20:22)
126

Dur. Mm.
1:19

39

Example 43 (continued)

By October, it had been settled that the intermission was to appear immediately after
Judah‘s confrontation with Esther, so another intermission cue was needed. This version
is interesting for the fact that, instead of cutting bars, material not present on paper was
actually added for the recording. One instance of this is the brass stab to coincide with
Judah looking at the mezuzah (m. 6, beat 3), where the original score only has, ‗His eyes
turn‘. The other addition consists in repeating measures 19 and 21, which conveys an extra urging pulse to the music.
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Entr’acte

no. page
84

315

Title

Reg.no.

Entr’acte

1724-77

Reel/
part
23-1

Date
07-09

no.
pp.
17

Dur. Mm.
—

159

 MRSSS 57 • Aldebaran III 21 • Sony II 8
The dates for the two very different Entr‘acte cues are less than two weeks apart.
But why are there two? The sheet music allows us to speculate on the reason for composing two different pieces.
As this (and the following) cue did not have to be matched to filmed material, there
was no need for tampering with the recorded music once it was ‗in the can‘. This is why
the MRSSS and Aldebaran tracks are identical to the score. There is no indication of duration; the timing of the recordings is 3:38. Rhino does not include this track at all, and obviously it is not heard in the movie.
The exciting fortissimo opening fanfares of this cue have nothing in common with the
more stately Anno Domini theme heard in the Overture (cue 1), the Prelude (cue 6) and
the new Entr‘acte (cue 92). This vigoroso piece, played alla breve (i.e., 2/2 instead of 4/4 ),
immediately propels the listener forward with nervous string figures and polyrhythmic
timpani accompanying more upward brass motifs, interspersed with fragments of the Ben
-Hur theme. Next we hear the full A-B-A version of the love theme. The cue finishes
with a reprise of the vigorous music heard at the beginning, which gives this piece a distinct A-B-A form.
Since you would not expect this cue to reflect any on-screen action, it is surprising to
find the words ‗attaca [sic] Victory Parade‘ written above the last measure. This gives us a
rare insight into the state of planning in mid-July 1959. But the remark is also puzzling.
Clearly the vigorous Entr‘acte music must have been intended to prepare the audience for
the circus scenes that were presumably to have opened the second act. So why ―Victory
Parade‖? Maybe Rózsa or the copyist had simply forgotten the correct name of the following cue. (Note that there is a track called ‗Victory March‘ on the second Rhino CD
[II 25], but there is no such cue title in the written score. In fact, that track is one of the
so-called ‗Circus fanfares‘, which will be discussed later; cf. cue 100.) Besides, on a musical level of argumentation, the last chord of the old Entr‘acte (C major, i.e., C-E-G)
matches the first one of the ‗Panem et circenses‘ march (open fifth, C-G). Try it out and
play the march immediately after the old Entr‘acte, and you‘ll see it makes perfect musical
sense. What an invigorating opening of Act II this would have been!
For the second MGM album (More music from Ben-Hur) Rózsa decided to record at
least part of this discarded Entr‘acte. You can see from the Syracuse LP manuscript mate128

rial that he used a photocopy of the original pages and inserted his changes with a pencil,
for example the trumpet echoes starting in m. 21 (0:21 on the Sony CD) or the added
horn countermelody from m. 50 (0:50). Then the composer crossed out mm. 65–104 with
long diagonal pencil strokes. This is where he decided to switch to the Overture. In fact,
he took the copied pages from the Overture, ruled out the first page (mm. 1–9) and then
renumbered mm. 10–58 in pencil so that they now became mm. 65–114. Accordingly we
hear the Judea theme accompanied by pizzicato strings, but played faster than in the
movie. Rózsa then skipped the love theme (originally mm. 59–102) and went on with The
Mother‘s Love (orig. mm. 103–124, renumbered mm. 115–136), to which he adds a countermelody in the high strings in the first four measures. At the end of this section (orig.
m. 124, renumbered m. 136), a drum roll and a ritardando were added to pave the way for
the transition to the last part of the old Entr‘acte, whose m. 105 was consequently renumbered m. 137. Adding a brass countermelody in mm. 143–149 (new count), Rózsa then
followed the old material but again inserted the trumpet echoes mentioned before. At the
end of this track we hear an added trombone echo (mm. 179–183; 3:40–3:44 on the CD)
and some new chords where the original Entr‘acte only had one sustained chord (from
3:49). So it might be said that the LP track is essentially the old Entr‘acte, with the middle
part (love theme) replaced by Judea and The Mother‘s Love from the Overture.
To make matters even more complicated, Rózsa himself ruled out the cue title
‗Entr‘acte‘ and wrote, ‗Overture‘ above it. This is the title that appeared on the second
MGM LP, but when Sony reissued the music on their double CD album they renamed it,
‗Prologue‘.
I hope this sheds some light on the controversial issue and the ensuing discussion
started by ‗Medteach‘ on the Rózsa Forum on August 18, 2007, called ‗BEN-HUR: alternate overture‘.
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 Rhino II 17 • MRSSS 58 • Aldebaran II 8 • DVD II 40 (0:00:21)
In contrast to the preceding cue, the score sheet indicates a duration of 3:15. However, the actual recording time is 3:47, or half a minute longer than intended. Again, this
obviously did not matter, because the screen remained black during the Entr‘acte anyway.
The same thing also happened to the Overture.
In fact, the opening of this new Entr‘acte is not only similar to that of the Overture
(cue no. 1), the sheet music is an exact photocopy of the Overture up to m. 98, with the
different cue title pasted on top of the old one (if you look closely, you can still see part
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of the line marking the bottom of the new paper strip). But whereas the Overture segues
to the Mother‘s Love theme and ends on ‗Friendship‘, now the fortissimo chords of ‗Anno
Domini‘ prepare us for the second half of the movie. The Overture and the new Entr‘acte were both copied on the same day, and the first 11 pages, which are identical, bear
the same production number (1724) without the following cue number. It is only from
page 12 onwards that the Overture is marked ‗1724-81‘ and the Entr‘acte ‗1724-82‘. And
there is yet another interesting detail: In the Entr‘acte the last stave of p. 11 has a double
bar-line followed by a time change (‗3/2‘). This is the moment when the ‗Anno Domini‘
theme re-appears in the Entr‘acte. In the Overture this time change has been deleted on
the page and the music segues to the ‗Mother‘s Love‘ theme. This visual editing at the
bottom of page 11 could mean that the Entr‘acte was in fact written first—and might
have been the original Overture! However, this would not explain the ‗Entr‘acte‘ title having been pasted on top of the Overture title.
By the way, the Overture and the Entr‘acte were also recorded on the same day. In
fact, they might even be the same recording (up to the end of page 11), with the different
endings edited later.
The composer obviously intended this cue to have a quiet ending, indicated by a
decrescendo covering the last few bars and the last chord ending piano. The recording, on the
contrary, crescendos on this last chord! We can see from the score sheet that the original
ending of cue 92 would have shown a marked difference from that of the older Entr‘acte
version (cue 91), which is, after all, what might have been the reason for a new composition. Why this effect was abandoned remains a mystery.
Anyway, judging by how Rózsa had intended this cue to end, it seems safe to say
that this might be a clue to the necessity of a new composition: It had meanwhile turned
out that Act II was to begin quietly with the scene in the Roman bath. Additionally, the
composer probably wanted to achieve more coherence by giving Act II more or less the
same ‗overture‘ as Act I.
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‘Panem et Circenses’ March
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 Rhino II 18 • MRSSS 65 • Aldebaran II 9 • DVD II 43 (0:11:07) • [Sony II 9]
This march was likely the opening cue of Act II (as planned in August), as pointed
out in my analysis of the old Entr‘acte. Note how the reel and part numbers are identical
to those of the Entr‘acte.
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‗Panem et Circenses‘ is Latin for ‗bread and circus games‘, a phrase coined by the
poet Juvenal to criticize the fact that these were the only two things the decadent Romans
of his day remained interested in—and the government was eager to provide them with.
The music (an accelerated and brightly scored version of ―Galba‘s March‖ from
QUO VADIS) sports all the ingredients that proved Rózsa to be the musical historian he
aimed at being: brass fanfares, cymbals, field drums, open fifths—you name it. Interestingly enough, the full percussion parts, especially the timpani and most cymbal clashes are
not represented on paper. The woodwinds are barely audible against the batteria and the
brass. Rózsa tried to better this by adding supportive strings for the LP recording, which,
by the way, features a new introductory fanfare and an extra finishing flourish.
It should be noted that this exciting music underscores very little on-screen action
significant for the plot. It serves as a background to build up the tension; it‘s as if one can
already hear what is going on in the arena, although you cannot yet see what is happening
there.
Although the score has a few time codes interspersed here and there, it lacks an indication of final duration. The MRSSS track is the only one to conserve this cue in its entirety, exactly as it is written down. It lasts 1:07. In the film the coda was reduced to
shorten the music to 0:52. Mm. 45–60 are missing—as heard on DVD, the Rhino, and
the Aldebaran, though no audible cuts can be detected there. As the two reprises (cues 95
and 99) were also recorded separately, it can be assumed that the shortened film version
was also recorded on its own.
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 Rhino II 19 • Aldebaran II 10 (up to 0:36) • DVD II 43/44 (0:12:40 • 0:13:03 •
0:15:05 • 0:15:30)
Although Rózsa had already composed six and a half pages of circus fanfares at the
beginning of the year, when he was in Rome, along with nearly all the marches, it was
deemed necessary to rewrite them in July and August. In the finished movie we mainly
hear these compositions, with the exception of two of the older pieces (cf. cues 98 and
100).
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The four fanfares are all contained in one three-page cue sheet and numbered from
1 through 4. The first is entitled ‗They are ready‘, which is, of course, what Sheik Ilderim
tells Judah after his prayer. It is five seconds long.
Next comes ‗Signal for chariots‘, which is heard during the preparations of the
horses and chariots. The score indicates its length to be 9½ seconds, but it is, in fact,
slightly shorter, as one bar (a repetitive m. 10) has been cut.
The third fanfare‘s title is ‗Entrance of the M.O.C.‘ (i.e., marshals of the course) and
it rings out before Messala exclaims, ‗Hail, Jupiter! Give me victory‘. Two bars have been
cut from this fanfare (mm. 10–11, just before the last chord), whose original length was
also 9½ seconds.
When the chariots enter the arena we hear fanfare no. 4 (‗Exit of the M.O.C.‘), again
with two deleted (and probably never recorded) measures (mm. 11–12) immediately before the final chord (Rhino 0:38).
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‘Panem et Circenses’ March (1st Reprise)
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 Rhino II 20 • Aldebaran II 10 (0:36 – 1:18) • DVD II 44 (0:15:41)
The fourth fanfare is followed closely by a reprise of the ‗Panem et Circenses‘ march
(cue no. 93). This time, four more bars (mm. 17–20) are missing, also on the bootleg.
They appear intact on the Rhino, however.
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New Fanfare for Circus Parade

no. page

Title
Reg.no. Reel/part Date no. pp. Dur. Mm.
New Fanfare for
87 350
1724-76
23-3
07-08
1
—
13
Circus Parade
 Rhino II 21 • MRSSS 64 and 66 (identical) • Aldebaran II 10 (1:18 – 1:32) • DVD II 44
(0:16:26)
This is the only time during the circus sequence that we actually see the musicians
blowing into their instruments, which were reconstructed under the composer‘s supervision (as he had already done for QUO VADIS—or maybe the props from the earlier film
were used). We also see Pontius Pilate walking to his throne. This short fanfare introduces Rózsa‘s best-known piece from BEN-HUR: The Parade of the Charioteers—
although it was never called that on the cue sheet.
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 Rhino II 22 • MRSSS 65 • Aldebaran II 10 (from 1:32) • DVD II 44 (0:16:40) • Padberg 4
The Circus Parade, better known as the Parade of the Charioteers, is arguably the
most often recorded and performed music from this movie, but only one of the later recordings is at all faithful to the original, simply because Rózsa himself rewrote the material for the concert hall (adding a full string section). And even the film version is not
identical to what the composition looks like on paper.
MRSSS has the complete recording without any of the many cuts audible on the
soundtrack, the Rhino, and the Aldebaran, but also without the first twelve introductory
measures. The one recording that actually mirrors (give or take a few minor deviations
due to performance problems) the written score including the introduction can be found
on Hollywood Spectacular, a 1985 Antares album (CD version on Bay Cities). Rainer Padberg
conducted the Royal Philharmonic, and Christopher Palmer reconstructed the music (cf.
cue no. 66 [g]).
As I said, the sheet music starts with a one-page (12-bar) introduction that is more
or less identical to cue no. 96 (New Fanfare for Circus Parade) on a rhythmical and melodic level. The difference consists in instrumentation. In the first version (i.e., cue no. 97)
the trumpets start the familiar open-fifth motif, later to be echoed by the combined horns
and trombones, and finally joined by flügelhorns, whereas in the movie (i.e., cue no. 96)
we hear the horns right at the beginning, the echoes being played by the trombones only.
The trumpets take the original flügelhorn part. Thanks to this re-orchestration the fanfare
has a more portentous opening, compared to the relatively thin and shrill trumpet sound.
Just compare the Padberg with the Rhino recording.
Regarding instrumentation, it should perhaps be recalled that Rózsa had of course to
use modern-day instruments as no actual Roman instruments have survived (we only
have pictures of them, but nobody can tell what exactly they sounded like). The flügelhorn sound, by the way, differs from that of the cornet (which Christopher Palmer says
was used in the 1978 QUO VADIS re-recording) in that it is mellower, leaning towards a
horn sound rather than a trumpet sound like the cornet. The literal translation of the German word Flügelhorn is ‗wing horn‘—the instrument was used to summon the flanks, or
wings, of an army.
For the concert version of this cue Rózsa created a new introduction based on the
first new circus fanfare (cue 94)—a motif that resurges in the middle of the march.
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In mm. 13–14 the background ostinato announces itself, played by the lower brass
and the percussion sections. These two bars also form part of the concert arrangement,
but are missing from the movie soundtrack, as are mm. 15–26, where the first of the two
central motifs, i.e., ‗Messala‘, is introduced, followed by a recapitulation of the introductory fanfares. Along with the Victory Parade (cues no. 64–66) this is one of the very few
cues where the composer (or the copyist?) actually indicated a key signature; in this case
the three sharps of A major (starting in m. 13). Some listeners actually find it quite hard to
detect the Messala theme in its major guise and heroic brass instrumentation, being so
different from the usual ominous string and lower brass treatment in the minor mode, but
there is no doubt that Rózsa underscored the conflict between Messala and Judah by juxtaposing their themes in this march.
The movie soundtrack only sets in in m. 27 with another rendering of ‗Messala‘. At
0:34 on the Rhino, just before another eight-bar transition occurs, some of the trombones
blare out a measure early (m. 43 instead of 44) but quickly correct themselves for their
next phrase. This glitch occurs on all CDs, which means they all originate from one and
the same take. These eight bars consist of the opening fanfare heard in the movie (cue no.
96) followed by the opening fanfare of the concert version. Repetitive bar 48 is left out
(although not deleted on paper), thus shortening the transition to seven bars.
After this transitional passage the Ben-Hur theme is announced by two bars containing the underlying rhythmic motif (woodwind, percussion), in analogy with the introduction of the Messala theme (mm. 13–14). The Padberg recording not only includes these
two bars but actually repeats them in conformity to the concert version. This is Padberg‘s
only deviation from the movie score.
However, the soundtrack skips over these two bars as well and plays ‗Ben-Hur‘ jubilantly and heroically—and in a version slightly different from all its other occurrences in
the movie or elsewhere. Did you notice that the second note of the second little semiquaver (sixteenth-note) motif is lower than usual, in fact, lower than the longer note that
comes after it? Everywhere else this motif starts on the home note and then descends a
major second, but here the interval is a full fifth down (marked with arrows in ex. 44).
Rózsa later mended this little note to match this passage with the rest of the score—heard
as early as on the More Music from Ben-Hur LP, conducted (nominally) by Erich Kloss and
produced in 1960, and in all subsequent recordings (Padberg excepted).
Missing mm. 68–69 at the end of the Ben-Hur theme, just before the intermediate
buildup to the return of ‗Messala‘, the music returns to Ben-Hur after just a few bars,
leaving out mm. 90–91. The last cut (and an audible one at that) occurs when the music
skips one and a half (!) bars (mm. 95–96), re-entering on the count of ―three‖ in m. 96.
All these cuts account for the fact that the recording time is 2:12, as opposed to the 2:59
indicated in the score (although the first page as lacks any timing indication) and the 2:55
of the unedited Syracuse track.
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 Fanfares no. 1, 2, 5  Philips (dial.) • Fanfare no. 6  Rhino II 23 • Aldebaran II 11
(up to 0:09) • DVD II 45 (0:19:34)
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These fanfares belong among the earliest compositions for the movie made in
Rome. The seven pages headed ‗Circus Fanfares‘ are a collection of 10 fanfares, some of
which are mere variations on others. There is no telling whether all of them were recorded, as only two of them made it into the finished movie and three others only appeared on the French EP (under dialog); they are not on the music-only EP version of
Norman Maine‘s arrangement. Their musical structure being inevitably simple, Maine did
not alter Rózsa‘s original material; his only change was to omit a part in Fanfare no. 5.
The fanfares are not among the Syracuse acetates. I will discuss them all shortly, although
the last of them is heard later in the movie (cf. cue 100).
If you compare this older set of fanfares to the new ones (cue 94), it is interesting
that the musical character of the two sets is rather different. The first ones are sparse,
linear and contrapuntal; the replacements are mostly chordal, homophonic and lush.
No. 1 — They are ready (short and long version)
A short unison fanfare ending on a chord of open fifths. It comes in two versions,
different only in the repetition of the last four notes. Its only known recording appears on
the French EP, where the shorter version (lasting 5 seconds) is used to underscore
Judah‘s fateful reunion with Messala, with the former asking the latter for the whereabouts of his mother and sister, and the longer version (6 seconds) appears to introduce
the circus scenes. Both fanfares are overlaid with dialog.
No. 2 — Signal for chariots
This is a more elaborate version of No. 1 with those echoes typical of Rózsa‘s style.
In the middle of this short cue (9½ seconds) we can detect the opening motif of the concert version of The Parade of the Charioteers. This fanfare, too, is on the French bedtime
story EP.
No. 3 — Entrance of M.O.C.
A definite reminiscence of the fanfare used immediately before Marcus Vinicius‘
victory march in QUO VADIS (about 30 minutes into that movie).
No. 4 A — Exit of M.O.C.
Again a slightly more elaborate (i.e., longer) version of the preceding cue. It has been
crossed out on the sheet.
No. 4 B
This is identical with No. 3—though not a photocopy, as the notes do not look exactly the same. Curiously, this time the duration is 10 seconds. Talk about a split second!
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No. 5 — Fanfare for Pilate
This fanfare bears much resemblance to cue no. 96, although with a different ending. Its ostinato flügelhorn accompaniment, rhythmically repeating the same note throughout the entire cue, is not present in the Norman Maine recording.

No. 6 — After Ben-Hur’s victory

This is the cue you hear in the movie, before Pontius Pilate reads out the names of
the charioteers. Again we see the Roman musicians in action. As it consists of the BenHur theme, it would have made more sense if it had been employed in the scene for
which it was intended, but then again, we have already heard this theme in the Circus
March anyway.
No. 7 A — Ben-Hur crowned
A virtual copy of the preceding, but for one additional repetitive bar (m. 10) just before the final chord.
No. 7 B
As above, with the addition of two more bars after the final chord of no. 7A.
No. 7 C
This is the only other fanfare of which a recording is known. It is played when Pilate
crowns Judah after his victory (cf. cue no. 100). It starts out like no. 7A, but the last six
measures are different.
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 Rhino II 24 • Aldebaran II 11 (0:09 to 1:05) • DVD II 49 (0:30:55)
When the race is over Ben-Hur‘s triumph over Messala is underscored with this
march, which we now hear for the third time—and in yet another version!
This time not only mm. 17–20 are missing (as in cue no. 95), but also mm. 26–29.
These latter are structurally akin to the former; it‘s the same music, transposed a third
higher. And yet, this cue is actually longer than the other two, because it has mm. 45–60
restored, missing out on mm. 52–55 only. The Rhino and Aldebaran CDs have the exact
film version.
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 Rhino II 25 (‗Victory March‘) • Aldebaran II 11 (from 1:05) • DVD II 49 (0:32:15)
Pontius Pilate puts the laurel on Judah‘s head with the words, ‗I crown their god.‘
The cheers of the spectators are amplified by yet another fanfare. In fact, another of the
old collection of circus fanfares (cue no. 98) is used here. It is no. 7C, and it has one bar
missing (m. 10). On the Rhino this cue is entitled ‗Victory March‘ for no readily apparent
reason, as it certainly is not a march, musically speaking.
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 Rhino II 26 • MRSSS 69 • Aldebaran II 12 (up to 0:37) • DVD II 50 (0:34:14)
‗Triumph complete, Judah.‘ This is how (at the end of this cue) Messala addresses
his one-time friend who has become his enemy. It is, of course, only fitting that we hear
the Friendship motif. This time the warm major chords of its first appearance have given
way to more complicated, brooding ones. When we heard the beginning of this melody
for the first time (cf. cue no. 13), it started out as the highest note (fifth) of a G major
chord. In ‗Bitter Triumph‘ this has not only changed to G minor, but a low E-flat has also
been added, thus making it a major seventh chord, played in a rather low register by
strings, brass, and woodwinds. The dark impression is enhanced by the violins playing
unusually deep notes. This cue is a good example of how identical melodic material can
be made to sound very different by means of harmonization and the use of orchestral
colors.
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Aftermath
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 Rhino II 27 (0:59 to 1:30) • MRSSS 85 (up to 0:41) • MRSSS 71 (from 0:57)  Aldebaran III 22 (from 0:59)
‗Aftermath‘ underwent a number of changes between June and October 1959, but
despite all these alterations and modifications, what you hear in the final mixdown of the
movie is not faithful to any of the four (or rather, five) written variants of this cue.
To start with, Rózsa obviously wanted to use Messala‘s theme for the moment when
the tribune dies (mm. 1 through 10). Only one of the recordings takes this into account—
the Syracuse acetate (MRSSS 85). It was edited out of the movie soundtrack. The music
would have entered at 0:36:46 on DVD II, the moment Messala grabs Judah‘s harness
after telling him about the lepers. At 0:07 the score misquotes Messala, ‗It goes hard,‘ [sic]
when what he really says is, ‗It goes on.‘ Twenty-six seconds into the cue, the tribune‘s
theme is repeated, which would have corresponded to 0:37:12 on the DVD, just after
Messala has breathed his last.
Interestingly, the score says, ‗R. 26 pt. 2 ends here‘ just when Messala‘s theme subsides. However, there can‘t have been any change of reel, as the following measure contains the note, ‗R. 26 Pt. 2.A starts here‘, indicating the same reel number as before.
What follows (mm. 11–23, or 0:43–1:37 in the score) is identical with cue no. 104
(‗Aftermath—New‘) and with what we can hear in the finished movie—but only where
melody is concerned. It is another variation on the Friendship motif. But whereas the
final version gives us a slow and somber impression, Rózsa had originally intended to use
a marchlike rhythmic figure in the accompaniment (probably to evoke the preceding victory) played by the brass and doubled by a field drum (ex. 45). This may have been considered too noisy or too obtrusive, which accounts for the deletion of this idea in the revised cue. No recording seems to exist of this part of the first version of ‗Aftermath‘.
The last part of this cue, starting in m. 24 at 1:37 in the score, however, was recorded
(minus two or three repetitive measures not marked as deleted). It is contained in Rhino II
27, MRSSS 71, and Aldebaran III 22, but was not used for the movie. It starts with a
complex tremolando chord played by high strings, augmented by low-string trills, woodwinds, celeste, harp glissandi, and a Novachord. The Novachord was the world‘s first
analog synthesizer, manufactured by Hammond from 1939 to 1942. One source
(www.novachord.com) says only slightly more than 1,000 of these instruments were ever
made and just a few survived. It seems to have been used, like the Theremin, the Ondes
Martenot, and the Trautonium, mostly in horror and science fiction movies. (To learn
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Example 45

more about the Novachord and hear some audio samples, see
www.discretesynthesizers.com/nova/intro.htm.) It is worth noting that Rózsa expressly
scored for this instrument, but just in this single cue. I find it hard to tell whether it was
actually used in the recording; I can‘t really hear anything especially ‗eerie‘ here.
The visuals to be accompanied by this part of the cue must have been slightly more
elaborate than in the final cut. The score indicates that Judah ‗exits into arena‘ at the beginning of this part of the cue (Rhino II 27, 0:59), then ‗he stops‘ when the first trumpets
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set in with the fanfare motif from the Circus Parade (Rhino 1:03). ‗He stops‘ again eight
seconds later. At the onset of Messala‘s theme (Rhino 1:19) we read, ‗Arena‘ and ‗crowd
noise and chariots dubbed in‘. This seems to be the only place in the score where the
composer is actually telling the sound engineer what should be heard—besides the music.
On the other hand, the copyist may simply have been reflecting the script or the editing
notes.
The score reflects still more attention to acoustic detail. As early as 1953 Rózsa had
experimented with the then-new invention of stereophonic sound (in the cue ‗Caesar now
be still‘ from JULIUS CAESAR), as he describes in his autobiography. In ‗Aftermath‘ he
specifies another stereophonic effect. When the first trumpets begin their fanfare, we
read, ‗Microphone right‘. Consequently, the second trumpets playing the echo, as it were,
are supposed to be heard on the left channel (‗Microphone left‘), which is exactly what we
find in the recording. The trombones introducing the Ben-Hur motif (Rhino 1:15) are on
the left (‗Mike left‘) and the trumpets play Messala‘s theme (Rhino 1:19) on the right
channel (‗Mike right‘). Thus the two themes for the antagonists are juxtaposed not only
musically but also acoustically.
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Aftermath—Second Ending
Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

Aftermath
(Second Ending)

1724-57 A

26-2

07-14

1

0:41

9

no. page
91

358

 no recordings available
The copyist wrote this new ending to ‗Aftermath‘ in the middle of July. It was intended to replace mm. 24–31 of the preceding cue, i.e., the scene when Judah enters the
arena alone. This ending is an adagio rendering of the Ben-Hur theme, intended to last just
as long as the first ending would have taken. Two measures were afterwards crossed out,
which might mean that the scene was shortened—to its final length?
We would have heard a very introspective pianissimo Ben-Hur theme with altered
intervals played by an English horn, accompanied by an ongoing violin trill on a low G
and a very low C (cello, bass, piano)—that open fifth again, in a sustained drone. The
violas, horns, and trombones would have provided a short rhythmic ostinato in the accompaniment (ex. 46). This music would indeed have changed the impact of the scene:
The only reminder of Judah‘s victory would have been the plaintive rendering of his
theme that had appeared so jubilantly in the Parade of the Charioteers. Was that the reason why it was never recorded?
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To make matters still more complicated, it is the first rather than this second ending
that we hear, for instance, in the Rhino recording (cf. cue 102)—but that was recorded a
full month after the second ending had been written!
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104

Aftermath—New

no. page
92

359

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Aftermath—New

1724-57 B

26-2

07-31

3

Dur. Mm.
2:18
2:09

37

 Rhino II 40  MRSSS 85  Aldebaran II 19 (up to 1:56)
Six weeks after the first version of ‗Aftermath‘ was written down, Rózsa came up
with a new version (not counting the second ending discussed above). The first eleven
measures (or forty-three seconds) were absolutely identical to the first version (cue 102)
but were still copied out anew. This means that even at the end of July Messala‘s death
was still to be underscored by his theme.
The melody of the next thirteen measures remained the same as well, including instrumentation. However, the composer now substituted the marchlike rhythmic figure
discussed above with mainly homophonic brass chords and a small descending bassoon
motif (ex. 47). From m. 24 (1:37 in the score) onwards there is a new ending, which, had
it been counted separately, would have been number three. It basically consists of a lugubrious English horn rendering of the Friendship motif. The whole of this cue
(‗Aftermath—New‘) runs 2:18, the same as its predecessor.
On the same page, however, Rózsa provides another alternative ending (the fourth),
which is ending no. 3 minus two (more or less repetitive) bars deleted in the middle and
at the end (ex. 48). It is shorter by nine seconds. The recordings are absolutely faithful to
the score, albeit without the second (‗fourth‘) ending, but including Messala‘s theme at the
beginning of the cue.
Example 47
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Example 48
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This cue was ultimately used to underscore the crucifixion scene, even though Rózsa
had provided his own ‗Golgotha‘ music. (See cues 125ff.)
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Aftermath—3rd Ending

no. page
93

362

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Aftermath—
3rd Ending

1724-106

26-2A

10-07

1

Dur. Mm.
0:33

8

 Rhino II 27 (from 1:30) • Aldebaran II 12 (from 1:22) • DVD II 50 (0:38:12)
On October 7 yet another ending to this cue was provided. It was called, ‗3rd Ending‘, but, as we have seen, was actually the fifth variant, again based on ‗Friendship‘. It is
only 33 seconds long, roughly the same as cue 104, and was recorded two days later. This
is the cue we hear on the Rhino, the Aldebaran, and in the film—only it is not played exactly as notated. The short trumpet flourish recalling the Circus March was written to be
heard after the final chord, not three bars earlier (ex. 49). It may have been recorded
separately and later inserted, but then Rózsa might just as well have decided that it
sounded better the moment when we see the panorama of the arena (DVD 0:38:23),
rather than the moment when Judah closes his eyes (DVD 0:38:37). Besides, the trumpet
flourish could have marred the crossfade to the Valley of the Lepers at the end of this
scene.
It is no wonder that this cue does not appear in the Syracuse acetate collection, as
none of the October recordings have found their way there.
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Aftermath—Film Version

 Aldebaran II 12 • DVD II 50 (0:37:28)

Readers who have followed thus far may wonder why Rhino II 27 and Aldebaran II
12 have not been cited in their entirety. Here‘s why. Track 12 on Aldebaran is the only
recording of the actual movie soundtrack (from the laserdisc), yet it does not correspond
to any of the written cues. The film version begins on the count of 1 in m. 11. It sounds
rather like cue 104, but without the descending motif mentioned above and without mm.
20–23, segueing right into cue 105 including the trumpet flourish in its early place. There
is no audible cut. In addition, the film version is markedly slower than cue 104.
Now what about Rhino? Note that the booklet mentions two different recording
dates for track II 27. It almost sounds as if cues 104 and 105 had been joined to form this
track. However, remember that only the MRSSS acetate is the version of cue 104 written
down in the score. What you hear on the Rhino (0:00–0:59) sounds exactly like the film
version in that it lacks that recurring descending motif, but (a) contains mm. 20–23, and
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(b) segues seamlessly into the first ending (remember the Novachord?). The fact is that the
Rhino recording was made in August—at a time when Rózsa had already churned out his
fourth ending—and yet the recording sticks to the first ending. On the other hand, the
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first 59 seconds on the Rhino sound the most ‗recent‘ insofar as they are rather similar to
the final movie version.
For all this confusing evidence we can still be thankful for being able to catch a rare
glimpse of the composer‘s creative process of writing and rewriting and of obvious lastminute chan-ges that were never deemed important enough to be put down on paper.
(On the other hand, we do know that the score from the Library of Congress—
presumably duplicated at Syracuse—is not comprehensive…)

VI
From the Valley of the Lepers
to Golgotha
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Valley of Lepers

no. page
94

363

Title

Reg.no.

Valley of Lepers

1724-59

Reel/
part
26-3

Date
06-15

no.
pp.
4

Dur.

Mm.

1:1?

40

 Rhino II 28 • MRSSS 72 • Aldebaran II 13 (up to 1:05) • DVD II 51 (0:38:40)
The music for the Valley of the Lepers mirrors the feeling of relentless inexorability
that the ‗living dead‘ must have experienced. There is no chance of escape from their fate;
their daily routine only brings them closer to certain death. What better stylistic means to
express this musically than to endlessly repeat the same material? For the first 44 seconds
of this cue the violins, violas, and half the horn section sustain a single chord (tremolo, sul
ponticello, or playing on the bridge), occasionally augmented by a dissonant sforzato trumpet
-plus-vibraphone (!) stab. For the same length the other horns and the celli (also sul ponticello) keep repeating a rhythm reminiscent of a marche funèbre on a single note. In the nether
regions of the orchestra the piano, assisted by timpani, gong, and bass drum doubling its
rhythm, relentlessly oscillates between two chords (open fifths again) at an interval of a
tritone. (Remember how Rózsa often uses this specific dissonant interval, the so-called
diabolus in musica, to express anguish and tension; as for example in ‗The Desert‘ [cue 34]
or in the first motif for the rowers on the galley [cue 47].)
The melody that soon appears in the lower woodwinds is characterized by chromatic
intervals, thereby adding to the overall dissonant soundscape the composer wanted to
invoke when he wrote ‗Moderato e misterioso‘ above the notes. At 0:44 (as the lift is lowered)
a new motif sets in, played by the trombones, consisting of minor and major chords
which follow each other in chromatic intervals. The rhythm again recalls a funeral march.
Just for the record: one measure (32) is not played in the recording; the chord at 0:55 lasts
only two beats instead of four.
In the finished movie (cf. the Aldebaran track) a minor and practically inaudible cut
was made at 0:24, deleting mm. 15 and 16. On the DVD it occurs at 0:39:06.
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The Search

no. page
95

367

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

No.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

The Search

1724-60

27-A

06-16
r07-08

4

1:32

47

 Rhino II 29 (up to 1:39) • MRSSS 73 • Aldebaran II 13 (1:05 to 2:01) and III 23 (up to
1:04) • DVD II 51 (0:39:49)
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After another reel change the music continues in the same vein as the preceding cue;
in fact, on the Rhino CD there is a crossfade between tracks 28 and 29, which does not
occur in the movie but makes perfect muscial sense. After all, Rózsa wrote, ‗L’istesso tempo
che il precedente‘—the same tempo as the preceding—above this cue. The only change in
comparison with cue 107 is that the trombone motif now undergoes a slight variation—it
is augmented by an English horn playing the same melodic line a major third higher, thus
converting the triads into seventh chords.
As Judah realizes he is standing in the way of a leper (0:32), the music seems to repeat the beginning of cue 107. However, the first two bars are missing in the Aldebaran
recording and in the movie (though not on paper and not on MRSSS). This deleted passage corresponds to 0:32–0:35 on Rhino (1:37 on Aldebaran, 0:40:21 on the DVD). There
is a transition to a variant of the love theme at 1:03 in the score (Rhino 1:02), where it
says, ‗Esther in valley‘. At this point the music in the movie segues to the new ending (cf.
cue 109). The first ending, however, is complete in the Rhino and the MRSSS tracks and
also on the third Aldebaran ‗outtakes‘ disc (where the cue fades in at m.19). Its timing is
more or less consistent with the final cut.
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The Search—New Ending

no. page
96

371

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

No.
pp.

The Search—
New Ending

1724-60 A

27-A1

07-30

2

Dur. Mm.
0:32

19

 Rhino II 29 (from 1:39) • Aldebaran II 13 (from 2:01) • DVD II 52 (0:40:44)
This cue sets in when we see Esther and Malluch descending into the valley. It was
written six weeks after the first one. Maybe the love theme was deemed inappropriate for
this moment. The new music achieves urgency through Rózsa‘s use of syncopation and a
three-note motif which is repeated four times, each time a minor third higher, with the
low strings and brass playing a rising chromatic scale. The cue finishes with a four-note
motif (played twice) that recalls the well at Nazareth (cf. ‗The Desert—New‘ and
‗Exhaustion‘ [cues 35 and 36]).
The Rhino CD merges the two cues into a single track and indicates two different
recording dates in keeping with the time difference between the composition of cues 108
and 109.
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110

The Uncleans

no. page
97

373

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

No.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

The Uncleans

1724-58

27-1

06-12
r07-08

5

2:25

53

 Rhino II 30 • MRSSS 74 • Aldebaran II 14 and III 23 (from 1:04) • DVD II 52
(0:41:45)
When Miriam and Tirzah emerge from the cave, Judah hides behind a rock. We hear
the Lepers‘ motif again, including the muted woodwind and brass ostinato as in cue 107,
which is not written down in the score. At 0:18, the violins, flutes, and clarinets play a
theme similar to the one heard in the preceding cue, but considerably slower. Two repetitive bars (10 and 11) are crossed out in the score and were not recorded. This ‗deletion‘ is
at 0:25 on Rhino. There is an inaudible cut (at 0:55 on Rhino; also in the movie and on
Aldebaran), where the last note of the English horn phrase coincides with the first one of
the bass clarinet melody, thus effectively passing over m. 23, which contains only one fullmeasure chord, which is continued in m. 24, anyway. As both the last English horn and
the first bass clarinet notes can be heard, this would indicate that this decision was made
shortly before recording, but there is no hint of it in the score.
The score specifies, ‗C.U. Miriam‘ at 1:07—when she asks, ‗Is Judah well?‘ and when
we hear her theme in the violas and the celli. Notice how she looks around some seconds
before that question (as if sensing Judah‘s presence), while, at the same time, Judah changes
his position so as to face her (although, of course, neither can see the other). Tirzah‘s
yearning look back (as if she, too, is aware of her brother‘s presence) is accompanied by
one of those solo violin countermelodies that Rózsa uses so often and so effectively when
the evocation of bittersweet emotions is called for.
The Aldebaran and MRSSS tracks deserve closer attention. The one on Aldebaran
disc III is identical to the Rhino track, but all the woodwinds are heard much too loudly
over the rest of the orchestra. It is as if the sound engineer had (inadvertently?) pulled up
the volume on this section. You even hear the long notes of the bass clarinets, and later
the flutes and clarinets, over the ‗Mother‘s Theme‘, while the violin solo remains virtually
inaudible. The Syracuse tape track is identical, apart from the hiss. As the ever-vigilant
William D. McCrum pointed out in the Rózsa Forum (Sep. 29, 2007), the other Aldebaran version of this cue (on disc II) sports a combination of the ‗normal‘ mix and the
woodwind-dominated one ‗on top of each other as though one was an overlay‘ (McCrum), with the latter continually setting in half a measure too early. As the Aldebaran is a bootleg of the deluxe laserdisc tracks, it faithfully (?) reproduces the faulty overlay which originates from that source (cf. George Komar‘s Forum contribution from Oct.
1, 2007).
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Road of Sorrow—New Beginning

no. page
98

378

Title
Road of Sorrow—
New Beginning

Reg.no.
1724-63
A

Reel/part

Date

No.pp.

27-2

07-31

2

Dur. Mm.
0:59

24

 Rhino II 31 (up to 1:00) • Aldebaran II 15 (up to 0:55) and III 25 • DVD II 52
(0:45:00)
With a fortissimo stab from the lower brass section, the beginning of this cue underlines Judah‘s frustration at being denied access to his mother and sister by Esther and
Malluch. The following ten seconds are an angry variation of the Mother‘s Theme, culminating, after a crescendo, in another loud chord with added mute trumpets and a short
recurrence of the ostinato of the Lepers‘ motif. The latter has been left out of the recording. The score says, ‗Cave‘ here (Rhino 0:12 up to 0:15, cf. ex. 50), which may hint at
an originally planned shot of the empty entrance to the cave to finish this sequence. However, the final cut of the movie (as well as Aldebaran track II 15) lacks this chord (mm. 7–
8) and this shot.
At 0:15 the score indicates the ‗Diss[olve] to stream‘; we hear the Christ motif. Six
seconds later ‗They stop‘. At 0:40 we read, ‗C.S. people, Christ seen‘. This is the moment
when the Christ theme reappears, after a short ritardando not provided in the score but all
the more necessary in the actual performance in order to wait for the visual cue. To
achieve the misterioso impression of the Christ theme, the composer adds ‗4 solo vlns 8va
harmonics‘ to an already high string chord, which means these four violins are supposed
to double the same chord as the rest of the string section, but an octave higher.
Finally, at 0:59, the score says, ‗Balthazar‘ [sic] and then indicates an ‗overlap to bar
31 of old ―Road of Sorrow‖‘. This is when Balthasar‘s theme is played by the flutes and
an oboe. The Rhino and the first Aldebaran recordings segue to the following cue here,
the cut being inaudible. The second Aldebaran track (disc III), however, features the
whole cue as in the conductor‘s score, i.e., without the overlap.
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Road of Sorrow

no. page
99

380

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Road of Sorrow

1724-63

27-2

Date
06-17
r07-08

No.pp.
6

Dur. Mm.
2:47

81

 Rhino II 31 (from 1:00) • MRSSS 75 • Aldebaran II 15 (0:55 to 2:37) and III 24 •
DVD II 52 (0:45:55)
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Example 50

So far, the moviegoer (and the Rhino listener) has heard the new beginning of this
cue, dated July 31 (cue 111). The original composition from six weeks earlier can be heard
on MRSSS and Aldebaran III. Interestingly, the older version has exactly the same timings as the newer one, e.g., 0:15 ‗Diss. to stream‘ or 0:21 ‗They stop‘. At 0:31, however,
we read, ‗Throng of believers‘, and at 0:40, ‗People approaching‘. Now, 0:40 is the moment when Christ appears on the screen, albeit in the extreme distance. In the old cue
(112) the Christ theme already sets in at 0:31, when the ‗throng of believers‘ are shown to
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climb the mountain and Christ can only be identified in the distance if you know he‘s
there, whereas in the new version (111) the Christ theme coincides with a cut at 0:40 to a
somewhat closer shot that helps to better identify Jesus. This might be a hint at the reason why this cue was changed.
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The Rhino booklet gives three recordings dates for this cue. The one made on July 15
can be nothing but the old version, as the new one had not yet been written. Why there
were two August sessions is hard to tell. Interestingly the July recording is mentioned before the August ones in the booklet, but what we actually hear first was recorded in August, after which comes the July passage.
The flutes and the oboe give a simple rendering of Balthasar‘s theme. When ‗BenHur turns away‘ (1:35 in the score), the orchestra repeats an unrelenting ostinato note
with a recurring three-note motif—the Anno Domini motif, actually—and underlying
chromatically descending chords, matching Judah‘s frustration at not getting anywhere
(‗I‘m thirsty still‘).
When the Christ theme returns at 2:00 to leave no doubt in the audience as to who
‗the man‘ is that gave Judah water when the Romans marched him to the galleys, Rózsa
again offers the two different versions of the theme that we know from, e.g., cues 37 and
40 (ex. 51). In keeping with the other cues it was decided to record version II.
As the first two Aldebaran discs faithfully copy every editing decision audible in the
movie, the two cuts at the end of this cue can be heard there, too (II 15). Listen for the
uncut cue on Rhino (2:20 and 2:44 for the passages deleted in the movie) and on Aldebaran III 24. The two notes left out in the very last measure would have completed another statement of the Anno Domini motif, with which the following cue begins. Maybe
it was deemed superfluous here.
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The Mount

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

100

386

The Mount

1724-61

28-1

06-17

No.pp. Dur. Mm.
2

0:34

16

 Rhino II 32 • MRSSS 76 • Aldebaran II 15 (2:37 to 3:14) • DVD II 53 (0:47:39)
This short cue consists of variations on the Anno Domini theme. The score contains
three more beats than the recording; the last countermelody was omitted (Rhino 0:25, cf.
ex. 52), thus reducing m. 12 to only the first and m. 13 to only the last beat. The same
goes for the MRSSS and the Aldebaran recordings.
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The Sermon

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

101

388

The Sermon

1724-62

28-2

06-17

 no recording available
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No.pp. Dur. Mm.
1

0:17

5

Example 52
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Example 53

The music of this cue is identical to the first five bars of the following one; apparently this scene/cue was intended in June to last for only 17 seconds. Six weeks later (the
same time that ‗Road of Sorrow‘ was reworked) the music was simply extended. Cues 114
and 115 can therefore be discussed together.
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115

The Sermon—New (Versions 1 & 2)

no. page
102

389

Title
Reg.no.
The Sermon—New 1724-62
(Versions 1 & 2)
A

Reel/part
28-2

Date

No.pp. Dur. Mm.
0:31 10
07-28
3
0:34 10

 Rhino II 33 • MRSSS 77 • Aldebaran II 15 (from 3:14) • DVD II 53 (0:48:17)
Same reel, same part, same orchestration, same melody, same harmonies—the first
five bars of this ostensibly new version are nothing but a copy of the preceding cue. What
is even more curious is the fact that cue 115 exists in two versions that seem identical (on
paper) save in one place.
The ‗melody‘, actually a succession of parallel chords, is set to the words of the Sermon on the Mount, or the ‗Beatitudes‘, as they are also called. The score features the
words, even though there is no indication of any human voices (ex. 53). The violas and
celli are told to play as if speaking (parlando). I suppose Rózsa added the words for the
benefit of the instrumentalists‘ imagination. It is as though the orchestra is representing
the voice of Christ, who is seen (but not heard) facing the multitude at that exact moment. When Rózsa later arranged his ‗Twelve Choruses from BEN-HUR and KING OF
KINGS‘, he chose melodic material from the latter movie for the setting of the Beatitudes,
so no professional choral recording of cue 115 has ever been made.
Where the two versions of cue 115 differ is on the chord corresponding to the second syllable of the word ‗ob-tain‘ (m. 5), which lasts one beat in version 1 and two in version 2.
What we hear in the film, on the Aldebaran, and on the Rhino, is version 1. However, the recording only sets in on the second beat of the first measure, with the first note
of the melody. The Syracuse track, on the other hand, is version 2, complete with the first
beat of m. 1 (initiating the string tremolo) and the longer chord in m. 5. Both versions run
longer than indicated in the score: version 1 is 0:39 on Rhino (score: 0:31), version 2 is
0:36 (score: 0:34). The recording of version 1 is actually slower than version 2, although
the score has it the other way round.
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Frustration

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

103

392

Frustration

1724-69

29-1

06-25

No.pp. Dur. Mm.

 Rhino II 34 • MRSSS 78 • Aldebaran II 16 • DVD II 55 (0:56:20)
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3

1:09

30

Messala‘s theme opens this cue as Esther reproaches Judah with having become his
dead enemy, only meditating revenge. In the movie and on the Aldebaran this passage is
extended via a rather brutal splice just before the English horn starts the love theme. The
music goes back to m. 2, beat 3, and repeats as written. You hear this cut, followed by the
repetition of Messala‘s theme, at 0:56:32 on the DVD. Listen to the Rhino for the original
composition.
The score then indicates ‗Diss. to Valley of Lepers‘ at 0:33, when the Leper motif
returns. The menacing four-note bass motif is heard at 0:41 when ‗She [i.e., Esther] looks‘
at Miriam approaching.
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Valley of the Dead—Final

no.

page

104

395

Title
Valley of the Dead
—Final

Reg.no.
1724104

Reel/part

Date

No.pp.

30-1

10-05

1

Dur. Mm.
0:26

10

 Rhino II 35 (up to 0:27) • Aldebaran II 17 (up to 0:25) • DVD II 55 (0:59:11)
The final version of ‗Valley of the Dead‘ is a reworking of the first 26 seconds, or
nine bars, of cue 118. The only difference is that here the Christ theme, appearing at 0:11
in the string section, is played an octave lower now than originally composed. Perhaps the
higher strings clashed with the dialogue. The second half of the penultimate bar (9) was
deleted in the recording. This cue was copied on October 5 and recorded four days later.
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Valley of the Dead

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

No.
pp.

105

396

Valley of the Dead

1724-64

30-1

06-18
r07-10

5

Dur. Mm.
2:35

47

 Rhino II 35 (from 0:27) • MRSSS 79 • Aldebaran II 17 (0:25 to 2:24) and III 26 •
DVD II 55 (0:59:36)
The original version of ‗Valley of the Dead‘, as recorded in July, is preserved in the
MRSSS and the Aldebaran III 26 track, with the latter having much better sonics than the
former. The Rhino track is a combination of cues 117 and 118, indicated by the two recording dates (10/9 and 7/14).
The first nine bars of this cue sound very much like those of the preceding cue, except for the higher strings for the Christ theme at 0:11. The movie version segues
(actually crossfades) from cue 117 to 118 at m. 10 (Rhino 0:27, DVD 0:59:36), when
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‗Miriam screems‘ [sic]. We now hear the recording made in July. The movie soundtrack
deletes mm. 16 and 17 (DVD 0:59:50), which are intact on Rhino (0:40 to 0:44) and
MRSSS, but of course not on the second Aldebaran disc.
At 0:53 (‗C.U. Esther‘) the music builds a wonderful crescendo on the first three
notes of the Mother‘s theme, repeated and transposed higher and higher, ever more urgently until ‗Miriam draws veil back‘ (1:07) and her theme proper is sounded first in the
lower strings, then the violins assisted by the flutes, and finally an oboe (a beautiful little
instance of Rózsa‘s masterfully colorful orchestration; listen to how the plaintive oboe
sound accompanies Judah tenderly touching his mother). It is sad that this great build-up,
the preparation for the Mother‘s theme, is awkwardly cut in two places in the movie and
the Aldebaran II track, thus omitting two repetitions of the three-note motif (DVD
0:59:59).
The powerful rendering by the nether regions of the orchestra of the Mother‘s
theme sets in when Judah ‗looks back‘ (1:47 in the score and on Rhino). Bar 40 is marked
to be deleted in the score and was not recorded. This is immediately before the woodwinds play a fragment from the Mother‘s theme, accompanied by high tremolo string
chords (2:10 ‗Esther leads her‘, 2:10 on Rhino as well). Rózsa‘s new recording for the
More Music from Ben-Hur album modified this passage slightly.
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Tirzah Saved

no. page
106

401

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

Tirzah Saved

1724-65

30-2

06-19

No.pp. Dur. Mm.
5

1:20

54

 Rhino II 36 (up to 1:26) • MRSSS 80 • Aldebaran II 17 (from 2:24) and III 27 • DVD
II 56 (1:01:34)
As with so many cues, this one comes in two different versions (June 19 and July
29). They differ in their endings, i.e., from m. 29 (0:33) onwards. The Rhino booklet gives
two recording dates (7/15 and 8/5), but does not contain the final spliced-together movie
version. Instead, it offers the complete July recording first and then the new take (cf. cue
120). Aldebaran III 27 and MRSSS 80 are also the July take.
The first note of the Ben-Hur motif in the lower strings is half as long as on paper
and is played as an upbeat (this change is not on Rhino, so this sounds rather like a later
editing decision). All recordings reflect the following deletions. After its first repetition
the music misses a beat (m. 7), which happens again after the third repetition (m. 15), thus
allowing the violins to play their two-note rising motif a beat ‗too early‘. This gives more
urgency to the music (ex. 54). For the same reason bars 21, 23, 26, and 27 have been left
out altogether (ex. 55). Bar 46 is missing, too (Aldebaran III 27, 1:00), but this is part of
the recording not used in the final cut.
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Example 54

When Judah takes Tirzah in his arms and she cries, ‗No!‘ we hear the Ben-Hur
theme in the violins (0:33 in the score, a bit earlier on Aldebaran III). But unlike the new
ending (cue 120), the music here stays much more subdued until, at 1:03, we hear a tranquillo statement of the Anno Domini theme when the archway of the Jerusalem gate appears (‗Diss. to archway‘), thus creating an eerie atmosphere from the first moment of
their arrival in the city.
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Example 55

120
no.

Tirzah Saved—New Ending
page

Title
Reg.no. Reel/part Date No.pp. Dur. Mm.
Tirzah Saved—
107 406
1724-65 A
30-2
07-29
2
0:47
25
New Ending
 Rhino II 36 (from 1:27) • MRSSS 81 • Aldebaran II 17 (from 2:24) and III 27 • DVD
II 56 (1:02:07)
After recording the preceding cue, it must have been decided that the scene needed
much more dramatic accompaniment, so Rózsa composed a new ending setting in at
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0:33, or m. 29. At first Judah‘s theme comes in the same dolce rendering as in cue 119, but
from m. 41 (‗He starts away‘ [with Tirzah in his arms], 0:51) there is a sempre crescendo orchestral buildup with a repetitive rising four-note unison motif in the strings, echoed by
horn chords, that climaxes in a fortissimo statement at 1:03 (‗Diss. to archway‘). It is only
when ‗The[y] pause,‘ at 1:10, that the Anno Domini motif suddenly appears at a low volume. This version is arguably more effective than the older one, as it mirrors the complete surprise of the little group at seeing the deserted city. Just for the record: m. 45 was
deleted in recording, presumably to increase the aforementioned buildup.
For the album, the composer wrote still another ending that continues the fortissimo
climax right into the Anno Domini theme.

121

The Procession to Calvary

no. page

Title
Reg.no. Reel/part Date No.pp. Dur. Mm.
The Procession to
108 408
1724-67
30-3
06-22
8
2:54 83
Calvary
 Rhino II 37 • MRSSS 82 • Aldebaran II 18 (up to 2:32) • DVD II 57 (1:03:52)
While the album versions of ‗The Procession to Calvary‘ amalgamate cues 121
through 124 (i.e., the entire 6:16 track of Aldebaran II 18), it is only the first of these cues
that actually bears that name in the conductor score. Curiously, the Rhino booklet gives
two different recording dates, but the score contains only one version (transcribed in June
and recorded in July), and the recording itself sounds continuous. Moreover, it corresponds exactly to the MRSSS track, which deletes several measures.These deletions are
not indicated in the score, but none of them sounds like the result of tape editing. As in
cue 119, the cuts must have been agreed on before the actual take. The measures missing
are: 38–40, 54–55, 61–62, 70–71, and 80–81.
The Savina album version links cues 121 through 123. It begins at m. 18 (‗Quasi
marcia funebre‘), when the ‗Procession starts‘. Although the album score contains mm. 38
(but not 39–40), 54–55, 61–62, and 70–71, these measures are all missing from the Savina
recording, just as in the movie. Mm. 72 and 73 were replaced by a different transition to
the main theme of the funeral march in m. 74. The album omits mm. 76–77 and 80–83,
linking this cue to the following one (no. 122, from m. 29). For more information on the
album score, see the discussion of cue 71.
Rózsa‘s 1977 NPO recording does have m. 38 (0:48), omits mm. 54–55, but includes
mm. 61–62 (1:43) and 70–71 (1:55). Thus it is the most complete version of this passage.
In the film, more music was edited out, which is why Rhino calls its version
‗extended‘. You can easily hear the deletion of m. 30 and the jump cut from m. 31 to m.
42 on the Aldebaran at 1:12 and 1:14 (DVD at 1:05:05 and 1:05:07). Unfortunately, much
of the music is drowned by the noise of the crowd and the clatter of the horses.
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After a 20-second statement of the main theme (easily memorable and impressive
through its initial octave leap) and some ominous chords heard while we see Pontius Pilate wash his hands, the three condemned men ‗start to pick up crosses‘ (0:32 in the
score), accompanied by a secondary theme, which is characterized by a melody that does
not really seem to make any progress (small intervals leading back to the first note, expressive of despair) and which will later be developed at the beginning of the following
cue. When the ‗procession starts‘ (0:42) the main theme comes back; this is where the
album recordings begin. The score contains three more hints at the screen action, only
one of which coincides with what actually happens in the final cut: at 0:58 the score mentions a ‗C.U. [close-up] Ben-Hur‘, but we see a medium shot of Judah and Esther with the
two lepers (DVD 1:04:55); then there is the musical jump cut to the main theme (1:31
‗L.S. [long shot] procession), and we do see the long shot (DVD 1:05:07); and whereas the
score indicates, ‗He turns‘ at 2:35, the musical accent accompanies the appearance of the
Roman soldiers leading the procession (DVD 1:06:10) rather than Judah‘s movements.
All this suggests that this film sequence must have been edited after the music was recorded. The cue ends with a reel change when Esther says, ‗How can this be?‘

122
no.

The Bearing of the Cross
page

Title
Reg.no. Reel/part Date No.pp. Dur. Mm.
The Bearing of the
109 416
1724-68
31-1
06-22
7
2:47 73
Cross
 Rhino II 38 • MRSSS 83 • Aldebaran II 18 (2:32 to 4:53) • DVD II 58 (1:06:26)
Now Jesus (only recognizable by his shadow) passes the spot where Judah and his
family are watching the procession, and Judah suddenly realizes, ‗I know this man‘, even
though he does not seem achieve full recognition here. That only happens during the next
cue (123), aptly called, ‗Recognition‘.
The music at the start of the new reel takes over from the preceding cue, repeating
its two last measures to create an illusion of continuity. Now the secondary theme that
made only a brief appearance in cue 121 (at 0:32) is fully developed. The motif grows
louder while it is repeated at ascending pitch, and climaxes when ‗Jesus falls‘ (0:23 in the
score, 1:06:47 on the DVD). At 0:35 a ‗guard whips Jesus‘, and at 0:39 the ‗procession
starts again‘. These two cues coincide with the on-screen action. When we see ‗Jesus
struggling‘ (1:04) we can hear a very impressive instance of what is sometimes derisively
termed ‗mickey-mousing‘, i.e., the music explicitly mirroring the action. Rózsa‘s funeral
march is in exact synch with Jesus‘s slow and heavy footsteps (DVD 1:07:20). At 1:57 we
read, ‗L.S. square‘ and hear another fortissimo rendering of the main theme, and indeed
there is the long shot of the multitude thronging the square in front of Pilate‘s palace
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Example 56

(DVD 1:08:08). Only the cue‘s last dialogue reference (2:27, ‗You haven‘t failed‘) is out of
synch with the final cut, where this sentence is heard a few seconds earlier.
The score shows two deleted measures (59 and 60), which consequently appear in no
recording. The Rhino and the MRSSS versions follow the written material note for note.
For the movie a number of cuts were necessary, which are reproduced on Aldebaran. The
missing measures are: 7, 14, 15 (beats 1–2), 20–21, 44–45 (the score says they must be
repeated, but they aren‘t in the movie), 57–60, 63–64, 69.
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Example 57

The Savina album recording sets in when Jesus struggles. It skips mm. 40 through
66. In mm. 69 and 71 (that is, mm. 76 and 78 in the album score) Rózsa added the descending four-note countermelody missing in the original (exx. 56 and 57). Example 57
provides another rare insight into the creation of the album: the original conductor score
was used as much as possible, with minor emendations written into the copy. Much of it
was a copy-and-paste job long before the advent of desktop publishing. The last note of
this cue is missing on the album, as it was only necessary to create the overlap to the next
cue. The music continues with m. 9 of cue 123 (q.v.).
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By the way, ex. 58 shows that copyists, too, are only human: the last note of m. 64 in
the violin section (second staff) should be an F rather than an E, in unison with the horn
melody a staff below. This mistake was, of course, rectified in the recordings.
Example 58

123

Recognition

no. page
110

423

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

Recognition

1724-70

31-2

07-03

No.pp. Dur. Mm.
4

1:30

45

 Rhino II 39 (up to 0:43) • MRSSS 84 • Aldebaran II 18 (4:53 to 5:32) and III 28 •
DVD II 58 (1:08:48)
This cue sets in at ‗Hail, King of the Jews‘. Judah follows Christ closely, and when
‗Jesus falls‘ (score 0:27; note the descending melody line imitating the fall), ‗Ben-Hur tries
to break through‘ (0:29) but is driven away by a guard. At that moment, the listener is in
for his or her own private recognition: yes, we have heard this music before—when the
guard confronts Jesus at Nazareth (cf. cue 37, ‗The Prince of Peace—Version A‘). Any
moviegoer endowed with a minimum of musical sensitivity and memory will by now recognize the Christ theme when it re-appears some seconds later, but the composer‘s idea
was to express the structural parallel between the two offerings of water in a hopeless
situation by repeating, not only the decisive moment, but also its musical ‗preparation‘, as
it were. This subtle self-quote will almost certainly go unnoticed the first time you see the
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movie, but it is a fine proof of Rózsa‘s craftsmanship and his ambition to deliver a perfect, well-structured work of art. By the way, besides this musical parallel between the two
sequences, there is a visual one as well; i.e., when the exhausted person looks up gratefully
to his benefactor and when we see the latter holding the gourd, his arm lowered, watching
the victim walking away, although, in a kind of mirror image, Judah stands on the left side
of the screen whereas Jesus was seen on the right side.
When Judah offers Jesus the gourd, the moment of his recognition has finally come,
and to the sounds of the Christ theme, ‗Jesus takes [the] gourd‘ (0:53). Then, at 1:03, the
‗guard kicks water‘, and we hear an ominous horn rendering of the ‗guard theme‘ mentioned above. The cues ends with a few bars of the main ‗funeral march‘ theme.
This must be one of the cues with the highest percentage of crossed-out measures
on paper: of the total 45, a full 11 have been neatly ruled out by the copyist. Six measures
had to go for reasons of length, and the other five are actually another instance of the
alternative Christ theme discussed earlier on in a number of cues (e.g., cue 40, ‗The Prince
of Peace [Version B]‘ and ex. 17, p. 64). Moreover, only the first 20 bars of this cue ever
made it into the finished movie, at which point the new ending (cf. cue 124) begins.
The Rhino track omits crossed-out bars 4 and 6 and segues to the next cue at 0:43.
The MRSSS recording, however, is more or less faithful to this first version, even if it
omits 3 beats in mm. 23–24 (a deletion not marked in the score). But where the score has
mm. 39 through 42 crossed out, the Syracuse track includes mm. 39–40. The second Aldebaran track (III 28) is identical to the MRSSS. The first Aldebaran track (II 18) shows that
one more deletion (mm. 2–3, audible at 4:55) was necessary for the final cut of the movie.
At 5:32 the music segues to the new ending.
The album recording continues with m. 9 of this cue. The Savina version includes
mm. 23–24, but, in contrast to the Syracuse rendering, it omits mm. 35–36 (the ‗guard‘
theme after the Christ theme) and mm. 107–108 (thus shortening the funeral march a few
seconds before the ending). Neither of these two omissions is indicated in the album
score. For Decca in 1977, Rózsa played every note of this cue. In fact, he even embellished the passage of the ‗guard‘ theme preceding the Christ theme by adding some more
of the descending four-note flute motifs mentioned earlier (cf. ex. 57). Curiously, this
time not even the 1959 album score contains these additions! This passage starts at 3:13
of the Decca ‗Procession to Calvary‘.

124
no.

Recognition—New Ending
page

Title
Reg.no. Reel/part Date No.pp. Dur. Mm.
Recognition—
111 427
1724-107 31-2A
10-06
2
0:41 14
New Ending
 Rhino II 39 (from 0:43) • Aldebaran II 18 (from 5:32) • DVD II 58 (1:09:26)
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This new ending is quite similar to the old one, except for the two bars of the ‗guard‘
theme immediately following the Christ theme in cue 123, which are absent here, and a
few very minor changes in the main theme. The penultimate measure (13) is absent from
all the recordings. This is the music heard in the movie.

125 (= 104) Aftermath—New
Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Aftermath—New

1724-57 B

26-2

07-31

3

no. page
92

359

Dur. Mm.
2:18
2:09

37

 Rhino II 40  MRSSS 85  Aldebaran II 19 (up to 1:56)  DVD II 59 (1:10:30)
Originally composed for the sequence following Messala‘s death, this recording
ended up, in the final cut, at the crucifixion. It is, in fact, cue 104. The movie soundtrack
and the Aldebaran omit the first two measures (Messala‘s theme) and m. 29. The composer seems to have had nothing to do with this editorial choice, which he attributed to
―somebody‖ (letter to John Fitzpatrick, 1969).

126

Golgotha

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

112

429

Golgotha

1724-86

31-3

07-28

no.pp. Dur. Mm.
3

1:32

25

 no recording available
The crucifixion scene must have undergone a number of revisions. The condensed
score has no fewer than four different versions of this cue. Unfortunately, the Tunberg
script does not shed any light on this matter; in fact, the crucifixion sequence there is
much shorter than in the finished movie.
The first version was transcribed on July 28. It begins with a pianissimo one-minute
statement of the Christ theme, continues with the ‗guard‘ theme discussed in cue 123 (at
1:04 in the score, where it says, ‗Diss. to Esther‘), and finishes with four bars of the Christ
theme (1:19 ‗C.U. Miriam‘).
Interestingly, the score mentions a ‗diss. to crucifixion‘ at 0:57. Does that mean that
the music before that point was meant to accompany action that did not take place at the
crucifixion? What might this action have been, seeing that it was underscored with the
Christ theme? Could it be a scene where Esther and the lepers talk about what they saw at
the procession to Calvary? And does the dissolve to Esther imply that we see the crucifixion for only seven seconds and then return to the three women? There is, alas, no further
hint at any on-screen action here.
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127

Golgotha—New (Versions I & II)

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

113

432

Golgotha—New
(Versions I & II)

1724-86
A

31-3

08-10

4

Dur. Mm.
1:32
1:25

35

 MRSSS 86  Aldebaran III 29
Only eleven days after the first Golgotha version was transcribed, a new one was
delivered. Its scarce hints reveal that some new action was added. Rózsa provides two
versions here, which differ only marginally.
Like the preceding cue, this one starts with the Christ theme. But here it lasts only
five bars, before the score says, ‗Thief‘s cross‘ (at 0:19), and we hear an aggressivesounding brass statement of the ‗guard‘ theme. The following is, of course, pure speculation, but this might be the moment mentioned in the Gospel according to St. Luke (King
James Version, 23:32–44):
And there were also two other malefactors, led with him to be put to death. […] And
one of the malefactors which were hanged railed on him, saying, If thou be Christ,
save thyself and us. But the other answering rebuked him, saying, Dost not thou fear
God, seeing thou art in the same condemnation? And we indeed justly; for we receive
the due reward of our deeds: but this man hath done nothing amiss. And he said unto
Jesus, Lord, remember me when thou comest into thy kingdom. And Jesus said unto
him, Verily I say unto thee, To day shalt thou be with me in paradise.

According to my theory, 0:19 would be the moment when the first malefactor (the
thief) starts to deride Jesus, after which the other one rebukes him. At 0:49 he ‗looks at
Jesus‘, probably asking him to remember him. Here we briefly hear the Christ theme
again. I doubt that there would have been enough time during these twelve seconds to
include Jesus‘ answer, but it would be in keeping with the policy of the studio not to
show Christ‘s face or let him speak any lines. So we would have seen the second malefactor‘s face, presumably radiant after Jesus‘ (unheard) promise. But what if Rózsa had another of his brilliant ideas, expressing musically what could not be shown or said? Cue
129 (‗Calvary‘) shows that he did.
The familiar ‗diss. to Esther‘ occurs at 1:04, the same moment as in the previous cue.
The music from here is identical, too. After four bars of the ‗guard‘ theme the Christ
theme comes back, but this time there is no mention of a close-up of Miriam, as in cue
126. The length of this cue is identical to that of the preceding one, but that might be a
coincidence.
The first bar of the ‗guard‘ theme (1:04) contains another slip of the copyist‘s pen:
the last two notes should read, G-A, instead of A-G. Again, the copyist‘s mistake is not
heard on the recording, because the notes are played correctly (presumably from correct
orchestral parts).
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In Rózsa‘s second version of this cue the moment when the second malefactor looks
at Jesus (cf. cue 129 for evidence supporting this theory) is shortened to eight seconds;
there is time for only a very short statement of the Christ theme. After this, we have the
familiar dissolve to Esther and then the ‗guard‘ theme. When the Christ theme appears
again at 1:12, this time we again read, ‗C.U. Miriam‘. Perhaps the copyist simply forgot to
insert this hint in version I.
The Syracuse and Aldebaran recordings are both version I.

128

Golgotha—Version III

no. page

Title
Reg.no. Reel/part Date no.pp. Dur.
Golgotha—
114 436
1724-108
31-3
10-06
2
0:51
Version III
 Rhino II 41  Aldebaran II 19 (from 1:56)  DVD II 59 (1:12:25)

Mm.
12

October 1959 brought a substantial number of changes. Cue 128, dated October 6,
is the music heard in the movie, on Rhino, and on Aldebaran. Like all the other versions,
this one also starts with the Christ theme. After nine seconds it segues to the ‗guard‘
theme. Here the score says, ‗Thief‘s cross‘, and we see his cross being mounted (DVD
1:12:38). This could, of course, have been the director‘s intention all along, which would
destroy my theory for cue 127. At 0:34 we see a ‗C.U. [of] Ben-Hur‘s enraptured face‘,
and when the Christ theme is back for a short moment at 0:43, Judah ‗intensifies [his]
look‘; in fact, he moves a bit forward on the screen.

129

Calvary

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

no.pp.

115

438

Calvary

1724-71

31-3A

07-08

1

Dur. Mm.
0:15

4

 no recording available
Here is a piece of music that could at least give some credit to my theory expounded
above. It is not in the movie, nor does it seem to have ever been recorded. According to
the reel count, it follows the preceding cue (if ‗3 A‘ means ‗later than 3‘).
This 15-second composition is virtually identical to cue 114, i.e., the Sermon on the
Mount. We find the same chords, the same instrumentation, and the quasi parlando instruction for the violas and the celli (cf. ex. 59). The only difference is, of course, in the length
(only four measures) and in the lyrics: ‗This day you will be with me in paradise,‘ which
just might indicate that the second malefactor did ask Jesus in some earlier version of the
script and the movie itself, as Rózsa only put music to scenes that were already part of the
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film, which is evident from the reel count. The underlaid text, incidentally, makes a poor
fit with the tune and results in awkward syllabic stress, especially on ‗paradise‘, as Frank
DeWald pointed out to me.

130

Afterthoughts

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

116

439

Afterthoughts

1724-72

31-4

07-08

no.pp. Dur. Mm.
1

0:24

8

 no recording available
This cue never made it into the finished movie either. It is placed immediately following cue 129 and is another short, slow, and brooding piece of music (ex. 60) that does
not use any of the familiar themes although the musical material naturally fits the rest of
the score. The condensed score does not give any hint as to the on-screen action.
This sheet contains some (very faint) scribbling. Some of it looks like calculations,
but they don‘t seem to make mathematical sense; then there are two illegible words and
what looks to me like ‗Cr 18203‘. The sheet has an oblique line running across the notes. I
am unable to interpret these mysterious marks.
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Shadow of Storm

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

117

440

Shadow of Storm

1724-75

32-1

Date no.pp. Dur.
—
0:17
4
r08-05
0:51

Mm.
5
24

 Rhino II 42  MRSSS 87  Aldebaran III 30
When the beginning of this cue was revised in early August, the new title page was
inserted before the old one, whose upper third was simply left blank (presumably covered
with a white sheet of paper when copying), so that the original transcription date is no
longer visible, although the old beginning is still there.
The revision concerns the first 17 seconds, or six measures. In both versions we
hear a soft rendering of the familiar Christ theme in F major (old) and in D major (new),
the only noticeable difference being that in the older version the melody comes back to
the root chord of F major at the end of m. 6, whereas in the new one the music leaves at
the ‗last but one‘ chord before segueing to a new motif. This new motif, characterized by
a chromatic melody constantly rising and falling, accompanied by a succession of misterioso
falling and rising chords (also on a chromatic scale) played by fluttertongued flutes, violins sul ponticello, oboes, and celeste (as if imitating wind?), appears at 0:17 when someone
[?] ‗notices light change‘. Although this motif initially spans a fifth, in the second half
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Example 59

(from 0:33 on) it spans a tritone—that diabolus in musica often used by Rózsa to express
anguish or eeriness.
This scene, absent from the final cut, probably shows Esther with Miriam and Tirzah when they notice a change in the weather (Esther: ‗The shadow of a storm.‘). The
last chord of this cue, at 0:51, coincides with ‗loud thunder‘. This cue, preserved intact on
Rhino, was taken out of the final cut of the movie.
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Example 60
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The last two cues of BEN-HUR are paralleled by seven score cues plus another in the
movie itself. It may be helpful to provide an overview (cf. pp. 178-9), before I try to
analyze each cue separately.

VII
From Golgotha to the House of Hur

137

138

136

134

Finale

The Miracle—
New
Finale—
New Beginning
Alternate Beginning to Finale

The Miracle

132

13–26

8–12

1–6/7

1–7

1–29

1–33

54–61

45–53

1–44

1–63A

1:18:18–
1:19:04
(m. 26 part.
del.)

1:17:57–
1:18:18
1:17:45–
1:17:57

1:17:08–
1:17:45

1:16:10
(1:16:01**)–
1:17:08

(Christ theme variations)
not in LoC* collection; different
variations in album score

The Miracle—
Alternate
Ending

Movie

Score
(Title / Measures)

133

Cue

0:35–
1:22

0:15–
0:35
0:00–
0:15

1:08–
1:46

0:00–
1:08

Rhino
II 43/44

2:24–
3:11

2:02–
2:24

1:37–
2:02
overlap
to Finale

1:05–
1:37

0:00–
1:05

MRSSS
88

1:23–
1:54
no overlap

0:51–
1:23

0:00–
0:51

MRSSS
90

2:18–
3:02 (m.
26 part.
del.)

1:58–
2:18
1:44–
1:58

1:08–
1:44

0:00–
1:08

Ald.
II 20

0:00–1:28

Ald.
III 31/32

1:28–
2:03 with
choir

1:07–
1:28 (rearranged)

0:00–
1:07 with
choir

MGM
S1E1

2:32–3:19

2:08–2:32
(rearranged)

0:00–1:22

1:22–2:08
(m. 63A
del.)

Decca

Finale—
New Ending

139

67A–
79A

67–75

37–66
without
choir

1:45–2:32
with
choir
(mm. 50,
53-54
deleted)

1:19:24–
1:20:10
choir from
1:19:45
(m.o.t.*:
choir gradually faded in)
(mm. 50, 5354 deleted)

2:33–3:06
with
choir (m.
78A del.)

1:23–1:45

1:19:04–
1:19:24
(m. 29 del.)

1:20:10–
1:20:45 with
choir (m.
78A del.)

Rhino
II 43/44

Movie

* Library of Congress – ** music only tracks

Finale

27–36

Score
(Title / Measures)

137

Cue

4:18–
4:50
with
choir
(m. 78A
del.)

3:33–
4:18
with
choir
(mm.
50, 5354 deleted)

3:11–
3:33

MRSSS
88

MRSSS
90

1:07–1:40
without
choir (m.
78A del.)

3:04–
3:30 (m.
78A del.)

4:39 –
5:26
with
choir
(incl. m.
78A)

3:40–
4:39 with
choir
from
4:05 (incl.
mm. 50,
53-54)

2:15–
3:04
(mm. 4546 del.)
with
choir
from
2:33
(incl.
mm. 50,
53-54)
3:22–
4:09
choir
gradually
faded in
(mm.
50, 5354 deleted)

4:09–
4:43
with
choir
(m. 78A
del.)

3:19–
3:40

2:03–
2:15
(mm. 2932 del.)

3:02–
3:22 (m.
29 del.)

0:00–1:07
without
choir
(mm. 50,
53-54
deleted)

Decca

Ald.
III 31/32

MGM
S1E1

Ald.
II 20
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The Miracle

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

118

444

The Miracle

1724-91

32-2

08-03

no.pp. Dur. Mm.
10

1:53

61

 Decca [1977] 13 (up to 1:22)  MRSSS 88 (1:37 to 2:03) and 90 (1:23 to 1:54)
This one is not in the movie, or on Rhino, or Aldebaran. Fortunately, the last portion
(mm. 54–61) is in the Syracuse collection of acetates, and we have a recording of the beginning (mm. 1–44) in 1977 with the National Philharmonic. Only there can we hear the
mysterious and dramatic buildup before the triumphant entry of the Christ theme (0:22 in
the score, ‗Faces in ecstasy‘; 0:21 on Decca), and nowhere else can the violin accompaniment in triplets be found but in this cue (hard to hear at first, but it‘s there). The NPO
recording has an additional wordless choir singing the Christ theme; there is no such indication in the conductor score.
Another surprise is the resurgence, or should I say, final breakthrough, of the alternative Christ theme that was discarded from so many cues in the course of the movie. It appears at 0:47 in the score (0:52 on Decca—the composer tended to take slower tempi in
1977), first in the horns, trumpets, oboes, clarinets, and violas; later (1:10) augmented by a
wordless choir not indicated in the score.
At 1:08 in the score (1:22 on the CD) it says, ‗Diss. to clear water‘, and we mainly
hear variations of the secondary Christ theme (the countermelody). But from here, the
Decca CD track follows the ‗Alternate Ending‘ (cf. cue 133), which is somewhat longer
than the original cue. There is no recording of bars 45 through 53.
The score indicates a dissolve to the empty crosses at 1:26 (m. 54), before the dissolve
to Judah‘s home. We hear variations on the ‗Christ theme‘ countermelody. When it was
decided to withhold the view of the empty crosses until the very end, the ‗Alternate Ending‘ became necessary. This part of the cue has been preserved on MRSSS. From measure
54 both the Syracuse tracks set in. The conductor score says, ‗Diss. to courtyard‘ above
the last bar (at 1:53); this would have been the overlap to the Finale (Judah‘s homecoming). MRSSS track 90 does not contain this overlap, but rests on the sustained last chord,
whereas MRSSS 88 segues to cue 137.

133

The Miracle—Alternate Ending

no. page
120

458

Title
The Miracle—
Alternate Ending

Reg.no.
1724-91
A

Reel/part

Date

32-2

08-13

no.pp. Dur. Mm.
5

0:35

19

 Decca [1977] 13 (1:22 to 2:09)  Rhino II 43 (from 1:08)  MRSSS 88 (from 1:05) 
Aldebaran II 20 (1:08 to 1:44)  DVD II 60 (1:17:08)
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With this cue we are back to the movie soundtrack. It is also part of the Rhino and
Aldebaran tracks, and of the 1977 Decca version. In that last recording, of course, cue
133 is preceded by music heard nowhere else and not represented in the LoC score. (See
cue 135 below.) Rózsa provided a slightly longer ending to ‗The Miracle‘. At the starting
point (0:00) the copyist inserted ‗1:08 Diss. to clear water‘, which refers to the point this
alternate ending is supposed to take over from cue 132. This coincides with the on-screen
action. At 0:35 the cue overlaps with bar one of cue 137.

134

The Miracle—New

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

119

454

The Miracle—New

1724-110

Reel/
part
32-2

Date
10-08

no.
pp.
4

Dur. Mm.
1:31

33

 Aldebaran III 31
The new version of ‗The Miracle‘, as part of the October changes, is 22 seconds
shorter than the older one. The buildup to the Christ theme has gone, which accounts
exactly for the missing 22 seconds. Yet, the music following is not identical to that of cue
132. The Christ theme is no longer accompanied by those triplets, and its variations are
slightly different. At 0:35 we read, ‗Running stream‘, at 0:48, ‗Diss. to quiet water‘. This,
by the way, is another occurrence of the alternate Christ theme, albeit only for two measures (17 and 18). Then follows the ‗Diss. to clear water‘ (0:56). At 1:31 the dissolve to the
courtyard is not mentioned; the score just says, ‗Overlap‘.
This is one of the two October changes that did not make it to the final cut (for the
other one, cf. cue 136). There is only a less-than-optimal recording of this track on the
third (‗documentary‘) Aldebaran CD. Strangely, bars 29 and 30 are repeated, which could,
again, be a tell-tale sign of the bad editing so typical of Aldebaran.

135

The Miracle—Film Version

 Rhino II 43  Aldebaran II 20  DVD II 60 (1:16:09)
The version heard in the movie differs from all the score versions, and it was recorded only one day after the transcription of ‗The Miracle—New‘. There usually were at
least three to four days between the transcription and its recording, no doubt allowing for
the instrumental parts to be copied out. This means that what we hear in the film can very
well have been a change made in October, but definitely not the one entitled ‗The Miracle—New‘ (cue 134).
The movie uses cue 133, but we actually hear over a minute of music before cue 133
proper begins. This music consists of variations on the Christ theme, including that glori181

ous descending horn scale from cue 38, for which no written material can be found in the
Library of Congress collection. The two Syracuse acetate tracks differ in length (and,
slightly, in tempo). MRSSS 88 contains the movie version, in which the Christ theme
variations last ca. 1:08, whereas MRSSS 90 is 17 seconds shorter because it lacks some of
the (repetitive) variations. (For more differences between the two Syracuse tracks, see cue
132). When Rózsa prepared the Rome album recording, he composed a different set of
Christ theme variations and added a choir.

136
no.

Finale—New Beginning
page

Title
Finale—
122 464
New Beginning
 no recording available

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

no.pp.

Dur.

Mm.

1724-111

32-3

10-08

3

1:15

29

The microfilm edition of the conductor score has a somewhat confusing order concerning the different versions of the Finale, as does the movie itself. What we hear in the
final cut of the film, as well as on Rhino and Aldebaran, is the first few bars of cue 137
(‗Finale‘), then a crossfade to cue 138 (‗Alternate Beginning‘), followed by cue 137
(‗Finale‘, mm. 13 through 66) and finally cue 139 (‗New Ending‘).
Whatever the reason was for giving the Finale a ‗New Beginning,‘ this version does
not seem to have been recorded. It is only 3 seconds shorter than the original beginning
and does not really contain any different musical material.
The first bars of the ‗New Beginning‘ contain a tranquil rendering of Judah‘s theme
by the clarinets and the violas. The melody is identical with the original beginning except
for mm. 11 and 12, i.e., the short transition to a new tune faintly reminiscent of the
Friendship theme, heard when we see a close-up of Esther. Measures 1 through 12 in this
New Beginning are to be played slightly slower (27 seconds) than the same measures in
the original (23 seconds). When Judah ‗lays [his] head‘ against Esther (at 0:43), the Christ
theme reappears, and at 1:09 we hear the Love theme coming up. At 1:15 the score says,
‗Overlap to old track (1724-92)‘, i.e., the original Finale (cue 137).

137
no.

Finale
page

Title

Reg.no.

Dur. Mm.
2:43
75
123 467
Finale
1724-92
32-3
08-04
8
2:53
79
 Rhino II 44 (up to 0:15 and 0:35 to 2:32)  MRSSS 88 (2:02 to 4:18)  Aldebaran II 20
(1:44 to 1:58 and 2:18 to 4:09, with choir) and III 32 (without choir)  DVD II 61
(1:17:45)
182

Reel/part

Date

no.pp.

Although the conductor score lists this as a single cue with one heading, it actually
has two different endings, with continuous pagination. The new ending (pp. 7–8) will be
dealt with in cue 139, as this makes it easier to follow the music.
On Judah‘s return we hear a soft, tranquil version of the Ben-Hur theme from the
celli and the clarinets, and later the English horn and oboe added, with the shortened intervals Rózsa always uses to express the hero‘s anguish, e.g., the ascending major seventh
instead of the heroic octave. However, in the movie we hear only the first five bars and
the first beat of the sixth of this cue, after which there is a rather abrupt transition to the
‗Alternate Beginning to Finale‘ (cue 138). The ‗music only‘ DVD track, surprisingly, has a
longer crossfade from m. 6 beat 2 until m. 7 beat 4, while cue 138 is gradually faded in
(still starting at m. 6 beat 2 of cue 137). On Rhino, this crossfade sets in a bit later and
ends somewhat sooner. Aldebaran II 20 is identical with the music only DVD track.
The missing bars (mm. 8–12) appear on MRSSS 88. At 0:23 the music takes over
again from cue 138, and we see a ‗C.U. [of] Esther‘ and hear that melody reminiscent of
the Friendship motif, including the harmony. The Christ theme appears at 0:39 when
Judah ‗lays [his] head‘ against Esther and talks about Jesus‘ death. The score says, ‗Two of
them‘ (1:12), and the Love theme we have not heard for so long reappears to Judah‘s
words, ‗And I felt his voice take the sword out of my hand.‘ Fifteen seconds later we read,
‗Miriam + Tirzah‘. Their entry is, of course, underscored by the ‗Mother‘s love‘ theme.
In the finished movie, this theme is heard before we see the two healed women, which
works well as it tells us why Esther turns her head. When ‗Ben-Hur embraces them‘ (1:55
in the score), the alternate Christ theme has a last short comeback, only to give way to the
jubilant Love theme and, finally, at 2:21, to the Christ theme (‗Diss. to shepherd‘).
The conductor score does not specify a choir, and, indeed, we have a recording of
this cue without singers (Aldebaran III 32, which, incidentally, is only faded in at m. 37).
The choral track was recorded separately a day after the orchestral take, which accounts
for the fact that we have different choir entries in different recordings. In the movie, the
choir sets in abruptly at 1:19:45, or m. 51 in the conductor score, when Judah touches his
mother‘s and sister‘s faces. The music-only track (matching Aldebaran II 20), however,
has the choir gradually faded in so that it becomes audible some ten seconds earlier than
in the movie soundtrack, i.e. around m. 44 in the score (On Rhino the choir enters even
earlier, at 1:45 on the CD (1:34 in the score, m. 37). This sounds like the complete choir
track. The Syracuse acetate recording is like the Rhino track, with the choir somewhat
more in the background.
For the Rome album recording the choir part was integrated into the newly written
copy. It enters abruptly at the same moment as it does in the movie (m. 51). Rózsa‘s 1977
Decca recording follows suit.
The conductor score has three measures (50, 53, and 54) crossed out, and they do
not appear in the original recordings. However, they were restored for the MGM and
Decca albums. The deletions in the microfilm score look as if they were hastily scribbled
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in; in fact, they do not appear in the (otherwise identical) album score and were most
probably made during the actual recording session.
The cue finishes with the ‗End title‘ at 2:35, eight seconds before the music stops at
2:43. This is not the end of the cue we hear in the final cut, though. At 2:21, when the
Christ theme is heard, the music in the movie segues to the new ending (cf. cue 139). The
score has a vertical line inserted by hand here, followed by two horizontally slanted lines
indicating that the last nine bars (67–75) have been deleted. They contain a shorter version of the Christ theme.

138

Alternate Beginning to Finale

no. page
121

463

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Alternate Beginning
to Finale

1724-93

32-3

08-10

1

Dur. Mm.
0:23

7

 Rhino II 44 (0:15 to 0:35)  Aldebaran II 20 (1:58 to 2:18)  DVD II 61 (1:17:45)
Six days after the Finale, this short Alternate Beginning was transcribed. It mainly
consists of a minor version of the Christ theme and was thus intended to replace the BenHur theme heard at the beginning of the original Finale. It has the same length (23 seconds in the score) as the former intro. It must have become evident during the actual editing process that the music did not fit the pictures after all, and the composer was asked
to write another beginning (cue 136) in October, which would have lasted four seconds
longer and would have reinstated the Ben-Hur theme.
In the end, the ‗New Beginning‘ was discarded and the first six or seven bars of the
original Finale were restored before the music was crossfaded to the Alternate Beginning,
as described in my remarks on cue 136.

139
no.

Finale (New Ending)
page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/part

Date

no.pp.

Dur. Mm.
2:43
75
123 467
Finale
1724-92
32-3
08-04
8
2:53
79
 Rhino II 44 (from 2:33)  MRSSS 88 (from 4:18)  Aldebaran II 20 (from 4:09)  DVD
II 61 (1:20:10)
As I said, the Finale has a ‗new ending‘ on two additional pages numbered 7 and 8.
As this new ending was not transcribed as a separate cue, but rather attached to the existing one, there is no date given for it. It starts at 2:21 (‗Diss. to shepherd‘) and lasts ten
seconds longer than the first ending. The main difference here is the addition of a choir
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singing ‗Alleluia‘—the only instance of choir parts written into the conductor score (ex.
61). Repetitive measure 78A (identical to 77A) is crossed out and only reappears on the
1977 Decca album.
With an earsplitting ffff (!) E major chord the music triumphantly finishes the movie.
Unlike many other films of the 1950s and 1960s (e.g., KING OF KINGS or EL CID), there
is no Epilogue.
With BEN-HUR the studio was able to avert impending bankruptcy, and some
months after its premiere it turned out to be the most successful movie up to that date,
gaining an unprecedented 11 Academy Awards, one of which went to Miklós Rózsa for a
true masterpiece. And well deserved it was, too. None of the composer‘s nearly 100 film
scores has been recorded, published on vinyl or CD, and found its way into the concert
halls around the world more often than that of BEN-HUR.
BEN-HUR remains a superb achievement by an outstanding composer.

185

Example 61
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Conclusion
The race is over. I have been working on this analysis on and off for five years, and
it has provided me with wonderful insight into the intricacies of this marvelous score. I
would like to thank John Fitzpatrick for kindly nudging my non-native speaker‘s English
towards correctness and for helping me to express my thoughts in a way that is—
hopefully—understandable to other readers. Also, my thanks go to Frank DeWald, who
used his professionally trained ears and eyes to check on my musical allegations and examples and pointed out details I overlooked. Furthermore, I profited from quite a number of posts in the Rózsa Forum, foremost among which were William D. McCrum‘s
notes, even though some of them could only be included in this revised edition. And last
but not least I am grateful to my readers who have borne with me from the first to the
last installment.
January 2010
Ralph Erkelenz
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Miklós Rózsa‘s masterly score for BEN-HUR won him his third
Academy Award in 1959. It took him nearly a year to compose
over two hours of music for over 100 cues. This cue-by-cue
description provides insight into the making and reworking of
this famous score, discussing not only all the cues heard in the
final movie but also alternate takes and unrecorded cues. This
analysis comes with over 60 musical examples taken from
Rózsa‘s original conductor score.
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